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CLOUD    FORMS

CIRRUS
(MARE'S    TAIL)

¢9.000 to 50,000fa

CIRRO-STRATUS
drerage cojoo fo,

C I R R 0 -CU M U LU S
(MACKEREL   SKY   )

fo,oco co 2fi,ooo fa

ALTO-CUMULUS
1 0, 0 0 0 to 28,000 fa`

ALTO-STRATUS
1 0,0 0 0 cO ac, 00 0 fo

S"ATO-CUMULUS
jAlboi"6600fa.

C U M U LU S
4,,500toG,000fo.

GUMULO-NIMBuS
(STOBM    CLOUD)
4.500 to  ",000fo

NIMBUS
(  RAIN   CLOUD  )

3,000to6,look

STRATUS
0 to 3,500fo
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HINTS

TO

METEOROLOGICAL   OBSERVERS.

METEOROLOGICAL observa,tions to be of scientific value must  be made
on  a  uniform pla.n, otherwise the  results  will  not be mutually  compar-
able.     The  Roy-al  Meteorologica.1  Society  insists  on  such  uniformity,
and  a.ccepts  observations  from  those  persons  only who  comply with
its requirements, and whose instruments on inspection  are found to  be
satisfactory as  regards both their quality  and manner of exposure.

The Stations of the Royal Meteorological Society are:  (I) "Second
Order" Sta.tions (sometimes called " Normal Climatological" Stations),
at which the  observations  are taken  twice  daily,  at  9 a.in. and 9 p.in.;
(2) "Climatologica.1" Stations, at which the observations are taken once
da.ily,  at   9   a.in. ;   and  (3)  Stations   a.t  which   one   or  more   elements
only  are  observed.

When possible, observations are also taken at 3 p.in. at all stat:ions.

Instruments.
The 7¢ccgffczrj; instruments   for a.  " Second  Order "  Station  are :-

Standard  Barometer ;   Ma.ximum  Thermometer ;   Minimum Thermo-
meter ;  Dry-bulb Thermometer ;  Wet-bulb Thermometer ;  St:evenson
Thermometer  Screen ;  and  Rain  Gauge.

At  a  'j Climatological "  Sta.tion  the  instruments  required  are :-
Maximum  Thermometer ;  Minimum  Thermometer ;  Dry-bulb Ther-
mometer ;  Wet-bulb Thermometer ;  Stevenson Thermometer Screen ;
and Rain Gauge.    At eacb station the Stevenson  Screen is to contain
the  four thermometers  mentioned.

It is c7cf¢./jz#e to have also  a.  Minimum  Thermometer  (graduated
on  the  stem,  witbout  atta.ched  sca.Ie)  for  terrestrial  radiation ;   one  or
more  Earth  Thermometers;   and  a  Sunshine  Recorder.     A  Baro-
graph ;  a. Self-recording Rain Ga.uge ;  and an Anemometer (or prefer-
ably,  an  Anemogra.ph)  are  useful  additions.

Intending   Observers   should   purchase   only   the   best   class   of
instruments,  and  not those  of  a  cheap  or worthless  chara.cter.     The
instruments  should  be verified  at the  National  Physical  Laboratory,
so   that   the   corrections   for   index   err.or   may   be   known.      The
thermometers  must ha.ve the  scales  etched  on  the tube.
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Bapometep.
Tbe  Barometer   rna.y  be  either  of  a   Fortin  or  a  Kew  pattern.

I:t  should   be  mounted   in  a  room   not  subject   to  sudden   or  great

FIG.  I.                                   FIG.   2.
Fortin Barometer.          Kew Barometer.

changes of temperature, must hang
vertically,    and    should    be    in    a.
good   light,   but   not   near   a   fire-
place  or  stove.       It.is  best  to  fix
the   instrument   at  such  a  height
tha,t   th6   observer   can   read   the
vernier comfortably when  standing
upright.     To  facilitate  readings   a
piece   of   opa.I   glass   or   of  white
paper should  be fixed immedia,tely
behind   the   part   of  the   tube   at
which the readings are taken ;   and
if  the  bafometer  is  of  the  Fortin
pattern,   another  piece   should   be
placed   behind   the   cistern.      The
verticality of the barometer should
be  occasionally  tested  by unscrew-
ing   the   clamping-screws   at   the
bottom  and  seeing tha't the  cistern
hangs  in  the  middle  of the  ring.

As the mercury in the tube rises
or  falls,   the  level   of.  tha.t   in   the
cistern    changes   in   the   opposite
direction, and unless this change be
taken   into   account,   the   readings
will  not  becorrect.     In  the  Fortin
barometer (Fig.  I) this  is  done  by
making  the  cistern  adjusta.ble,  so
that   the   surfa.ce   of  the  mercury
therein can always  be brought  into
conta.ct with  the  ivory point which
forms  the  extremity  of  the  scale.
In  the  Kew barometer (Fig. 2) the
cistern    is    rigid,   but    the    error
a,rising  from   the  change   of  level
in  the  cistern  (technically  termed
'`tbe   error   of  ca.pacity")  is   com-

pensated   for   by   contra.cting   the
divisions   on   the   scale,  which  by
this means represent very approxi-

mately   inches   of   barometric   pressure,   though   the   divisions   are
actually  somewhat  shorter than  true  inches.a

Every   barometer   has   a   thermometer   attached,    in   order   to
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show  the  temperature of  the  mercury in  the  barometer  and  of  the
brass  tube which  serves  as  the  standard  of  measurement.     By its
means   the   observer   can   determine   the   proper   correction   to   be
applied  to the rea.ding of  the  barometer to  reduce  it to  the standard
temperature,  that of the  freezing-point,  3 2° Fa.hr.

Before   suspending   the   barometer   it   is   desirable   to   test   the
va.cuum.     This   may  be   done   by  gently   inclining  the   instrument
until  the  mercury touches  the top  of the tube,  when  a clear metallic
sound   should  be  bea.rd.      If  no  sound  is  heard, it  may be inferred
that some air has  got into  the  tube,  and  consequently the  readings
of the barometer will  be  too  low.

Method of Reading.
The   mode   of  ta.king  an   observation   is  this :-First  note  the

reading  of  the  attached  thermometer  to  the  nearest  degree ;  then
(if  the  barometer  is  a  Fortin)   adjust  the   mercury   in   the   cistern
by   turning   the   screw,a.t  the   bottom   of  the  cistern,  so  that  the
ivory   point  is  /.#j.¢  brought   into   conta.ct  with   the   surfa.ce   of  the
mercury,  but  does  not  depress  it ;  the  ivory  point  a,nd  its   reflected
image  in  the  mercury  should  appear  to  just  touch  ea.ch  other  and
form   a.  double  ccme.     Then  gently  tap  the tube with the  finger,  to
prevent  the  mercury  from  adhering  to  the  glass.     Next  a.djust  the
vernier so that its two lower edges  shall form a. tangent
to the cio7¢z;ee surface of the mercury-in  fa.ct, the front
and  back  edges  of the vernier,  the  Zc¢  of the  mercury
and  the  eye  of  the  observer  must  be  in  the  same
plane (Fig. 3).     Move the hea.d  up and  down to  make
sure that this  is so.

The   scale  on   the  instrument  is  usually  divided
into  inches,  tenths,  and  half-tenths,  and  the  vernier,
being  rna.de  equal  in   length  to   24   divisions   of  the
scale,  is  divided  into  25   equal  pa.rts.      Each  division
of  the   vernier   is  therefore  shorter   tba.n   each   divi-
sion   of  the  scale,   by  the   25th  part   of  .o5  ;  which
is  .oo2  in.     First  read   off  the  division   next  below
the  lower  edge  of the vemier.     Suppose itbe between
29.o5  ins.  a.nd   29.Io  ins.,  the  reading  is   29.o5   ins.

¢/%g  the   vernier   indication.     Next   look   along   the
vernier  until  one  of  its  lines  is  found  to  agree  with  a
line  on  the  sca.1e.     Suppose  this  is  at  t:he  fourth  divi-

F`IG.  3.-Scale
and Vernier of

Barometer.

sion  on the  vernier ;  as  each  of the  figures  marked  on
the  vernier  counts  as   a  hundredth, and  each  intermedia,te  division
as   two   thousandths,  the  reading   of  the  vernier  will   be   .oo8    in.
The  reading  of the  barometer  is  therefore  29.o5  +  .oo8  =  29.o58
ins.   (Fig.   3).a    Should  two  lines  on  the vernier  be  in  equally  near
agreement  with   two`  on   the   scale,  the  intermedia.te  va.1ue  should  be
adopted.     For instance :  suppose tha.t  the  third  and  fourth  divisions\
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above the figure 4 were one  as  much below, as  the other is above,  the
lines   on   the  scale,  the  vernier  value  would  then  be  .o47  in.     The
barometer reading  would  consequently  be   29.o5.+  .o47  =  29.097
ins.     When  it  is  difficult   to   say  which  division  of  the  sca,1e  is  that
immediately  je/c7eo the  lower  edge  of  the  vernier,  the  vernier reading
will  itself indicate which  principal  division  should  be  taken.

After the rea.ding has  been  taken,  if  the  barometer  is  a  Fortin,
the  mercury  in  the  cistern  should  be  lowered  by  turning  the screw
at  the  bottom  until  the  surface is  well  below  the  ivory  point,  other~
wise   dirt   will   collect   a.nd   the   mercury   will   oxidise   immediately
underneath   the   ivory   point,   and   its   reflected   image  will  become
indistinct.     If  the  barometer is  of  the  Kew  pattern,  no  adjustment
of  the  cistern  has  to  be  made,  and  the vernier  is  read  exactly  as
with the  Fortin.

Col.peotions.
The  a.ctua.1  reading of the.barometer requires  to  be  corrected  for

(I)  index  error,  (2)  temperature,  a.nd  (3)  height  above  sea-level,  in
order  to   obtain   comparable  va.1ues.     There  is  also .a.   correction  for
(4) gravity,  when  it is  desired  to   compare  the  readings with  those
made in  other parts  of the world.

(I)   The correction for index  error is  that given  on  the certificate
of verification ;  if the barometer is a Fortin,  the  correction will  be  the
same throughout the sca,1e ;   but if of the Kew pa.ttern, it will  probably
differ in different parts of the scale, and should be applied accordingly.

(2)  As the  mercury  in  the  barometer  and  its  brass  scale  both
expand  by  heat,  the  height  of the column  is  affected  by  change  of
tempera.ture :  it  is  therefore  necessary  to  reduce  the  readings  to  a
standard  tempera.ture ;   32°  Fahr.  is  that'adopted.     Table  I.1  (p.  44)

gives these corrections  for  every half-inch, from 27.o  ins.  to  3 I .o ins.,
and  for  each  degree  of  the  attached  thermometer from  Zoo to  |oo°.
In using. the Table, first  find  the temperature in the left- or right-hand
columns  corresponding to that  of the attached  thermometer, then run
the  eye  along  the  horizontal  line  to  the  column  corresponding  to
that of the reading of the barometer, and the value there found is the
correction   required.       E#¢7%¢/c..    Barometer   reading   29.5oo    ins.,
attached  thermometer 4o°.     On  the  line opposite to  4o°  and  under
29.5    ins.,   is   the   correction    -.o3o   in.      Therefore   the   reading
corrected  for temperature is  29.5oo  -.o3o  =  2g.47o  ins.     If  the
ba.rometer  rea.ding  be  intermediate  between  any  two  given   in   the
Table,  the  correction  can  easily be  found  by interpola.tio.n.

(3)   In   compa.ring   barometric   observations    made   at   different
places,  account must be taken  of  their respective  heights  above  sea-
|evel ;   for th.e higher the  sta.tion  the  lower  will  be  the  reading of the

1  Table I.  has been extracted from Table  11.  in the I?cL¢o#¢ a/ZieG .ffoj/ce/JToc¢.G¢jJ Coeez#z.J/ce

of   Pfrysics,_indndtng   Mcteorolog}i,   on  the   Objects  Of  Scientific  lnge;ivy  in  those  Sciences.
London,   184o.
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barometer.    The height of the cistern of the ba.rometer above sea-level
must therefore be accurately ascertained,which is best done by levelling
from  the  nearest  Ordnance  Bench  Mark  (7P),  the  height  of which
above sea-1evel` will be found on the Ordnance map of the district.   The
correction for height above sea-level  depends not only on the altitude,
but  also  on  the  tempera.ture  and  the pressure  of the air.     Table  II.I
(p. 46) gives the corrections for reducing the ba.rometer readings to sea.-
level  for every  Io  feet up  to  Iooo  feet,  for  each  ten  degrees  of  air
tempera.tqre  from   Zoo  to   8o°,  a.t  the  fccz-/ez/c/ ¢7i€fj.#7i€r  of  28.o  ins.,
29.o ins.,  3o.o ins., and  3`1.o ins.    From this Table another should be
prepared  for the  height of the particular station  for which  it  is  to  be
used,  giving  the  correction  for  altitude  for  every  tenth  of  an  inch
pressure   from   27.o   ins.  to   3I.o   ins.,  and  each  ten  degrees  of  air
temperature  from   Zoo  to   8o°.     Table  Ill.  (p.  5o)  is  a  specimen  for
a  sta.tio`n  I9o  feet  above  sea.-level.     This  Table  has  to  be  thus  con-
structed :  the  form  having  been  ruled,  and  the temperatures  at  the
top,   and   the   sea.-level   pressures   in   the  left-hand  column   filled   in,
the  corrections  for   I9o  feet,   a.t   28.o   ins.,   29.,o   ins.,.  3o.o   ins.  a.nd

3I.o   ins.    are   copied   from   Table   11.,   and   entered   on   the   lines
representing    these   values;    the   intermediate   readings   are    then
filled   up   by   interpola.tion-that   is,   by   equa,1ly   apportioning   the
difference   between   the  tvio   sets   of  figures.     When  this  ha.s  been
done,  it will be  seen  wha.t   is   approximately  the  average   correction
-in   the  present  ca.se  it  is  .21  ;  this  rna.y  be  taken  as  .2,  and   by
deducting   .2   from   all   the   values   in   the   left-hand   column,   and
entering  the  results  in  the  right-hand  column,  the  reading  at  the
Station   corresponding  to  tha.t  a.t the  sea-level  will  be  approximately
obtained.    This  right-hand  column  is  to be  used for  ascertaining the
icorrection  to  be  applied   to  the  barometer  reading  to reduce it  to
sea,-level ;   in   fact,  after  completing  the  Ta.ble,  to  prevent  mista.kes,
the left-hand  column  had better be  erased.
=g.The  following  E#cz77z¢/e will  show  the  method   of  applying  the

foregoing  corrections.      Suppose  the  rea.clings  to  be :

Attacked thermometer.                  Barometer.              Dry-bulb.                 Correction for index error.

55°                                      29.526  ins.                    53°
then
Barometer reading       .
(I)  Correction  for index error  :

(2)   Correction  for temperature  55°  (Ta,ble  I.)   .

(3)   Correction  for altitude  I9o  feet,  53°  (Tab.]e  Ill.)

Ba,rometric pressure  at sea-level

+ .005  1n.
ins.

29.526
+ .005

29.531
- .07 a

29.461
+ .2o6

1  Table 11. has been compiled from Table  11. in /„fj#£c/¢.o%J z." /Ac  C/5c a/ fly:G/co"/ogr.fcz/
//;j/r¢///jc¢/f,  issued by the Meteorological  Office.     London,  1885.
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When  the  correction  for index  error is  the same  throughout  (as
in   the   Fortin   barometer)  a.  Table  may  be  prepared   in   which  all
three  corrections  are  combined.     This  avoids  the successive  applica-
tion   of  the  several   correctiol]s,   and   saves   much  time  and   labour,
besides   grea.tly  reducing  the  liability  to   mistake.      It  will   be  seen
in  Table  Ill.  that  a.  change  of  o.6   in.  in   the  pressure  produces  the
same amount  of variation  in  the  correction  for altitude as is  produced
by  an  altera.tion  of  Ioo  in  the  temperature  of  the  air.     For  insta.nce,
the  correction  for  altitude  when   the  pressure  is  at   3o.o  ins.,  at  the
air   temperature    5o°,  is   the   same   as   tba.t   when   the   pressure   is
29.4  ins.  and  the air  temperature  4o°.     So  that  taking,  as  regards
the  correction   for  temperature  of  the  mercury,   a.  mean   rea,ding  of
the  barometer  for  the  place  of  observation,  this  correction  may   be
combined   with  that  for  altitude,  including  also  the  constant  index
error  correction.     Table  V.   (p.   52)   is   a  specimen   of  this  form   of
Ta.ble,   made  out   for  a  station   I9o   feet  above  sea-level,   for  each
•o6   in.   of  barometer-reading   from   28.6o   ins.   to   3o.4o   ins.  and
every  two   degrees   of  temperature   of  the   dry-bulb   and   attached
thermometers.     To  use  the  Table :  Look  in  the right-hand  or  left-
hand  column  of the Table  on  p.  52  for the reading of the barometer
at  the  station,   and  carry  the  eye  horizontally  to  the  temperature
of  the  air  (a..e'.  dry-bulb   thermometer  reading),  and   then   vertically
downwai.ds,   and   through  the  corresponding  column  in  the  secolld
half  of  the  Table  on   p.  53,  to  the value  horizontally  opposite  the
temperature of  the  attached  thermometer,  where  will  be  found  the
required  correction.

The  Table  of  combined  corrections  is  intended  only  to  be  used
for  ordinary  pressures  and  temperatures,  as  it  is  based  upon  average
values.      For  extreme  readings   both   of  pressure   and   temperature
the corrections shotild be worked out in detail from  Tables  I.  and  Ill.

(4)   In   order   to   render   barometrical    observations   in   various
parts  of  the world  intercomparable, they  must be  so  expressed  that
equal   heights   rna.y  denote  exactly  equa.1   pressures.       The   force   of
gravity  is  not  quite  the  same  in   all  latitudes,  and  hence  it  neces-
sitates   a   correction   with   reference   to   the   latitude   of   the   point
of   observation.     The   standard   value   of   gravity   adopted   is   tha.t
prevailing  at  latitude   45°.     Table  IV.  (p.  51)  gives  the  corrections
for   each   degree   of  latitude   and   for   each   ha,lf-inch   of  barometric
pressure  from  27  ins.  to  3 I  ins.

Management.
Barometers   should   be  very   carefully  handled,   so  as  to  avoid

breakage,  or  admission  of  air into  the  tube.     It is best to  carry the
instrument with  the cistern  end  upwards.     If the  barometer  has  to
be sent away, it should  be securely packed in a properly prepared box
with  rubber  strips  which  grip  the  tube  when  the  lid  is  closed.     The
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lid  of  the\box  should  be  fastened  with  screws,  and  not  nailed  down.
The  cistern  end  should  be clea.rly rna.rked  on  the  lid.     In  the case  of
a Fortin  ba.rometer  the  mercury should  be screwed  up  so  as  to  fill
the tube and  cistern,  before tbe instrument is  taken  down.

Anepoid.
The  Royal  Meteorological   Society  does  not  accept  readings  of

aneroid   barometers  from  its   observers.     It  is  found  that  these  are
not  to  be  relied  upon  for  long  periods,  because  the,metal  of  which
their  mechanism  is  constructed  is  not  perfectly  elastic,  a.nd  does   not
return   precisely  to   its   norma.I   condition   aft:er   being   subjected   to
cha.nge   of  strain   under   large   variations   of   atmospheric   pressure.
However,  the self-recording aneroids,  of which  many  are now in  use,
yield  records  of  considerable  interest,  a,nd  when   frequently  checked
or  controlled  by  the  readings   of  a  standa.rd   barometer  (see  p.  37)
they are  of value in showing the variations  and  extremes  of pressure.
It   must  be  remembered   that  the  aneroid   readings   correspond  to
readings  of the  mercuria,1  barometer reduced  to  32°.

Thermometers.
The  Maximum   Thermometer  may  be  on  either  Negretti  and

Zambra.'s,   or   on   Phillips'   principle.      Negretti   and   Zambra's   con-
struction  (Fig.  4)  is  as  follows :-The  bore  of  the  tube  is  reduced

FIG.  4.-Negretti and Zambra.'s  Maximum Thermometer.

in   section   near  the  bulb   in   such  a.  way  that   whilst  the   expand-
ing  mercury  forces   itself  into  the  tube,  on   contraction   the   column
of  mercury  in   the   tube   breaks   off,   so   tha.t  its   upper   extremity
shows  the highest tempera.ture  that  has  been  attained.     The  instru-
ment is  set by holding it  bulb  downwards  and  shaking  it  until  the
mercurial    column   becomes   continuous   throughout.     It   is   to   be
mounted  horizontally.     Before reading,  it is  well   to notice  that  the
end   of  the   column   nearest  the  bulb  has   not   run  a.way  from   the
point  of  contraction,  through vibra.tion   or  otherwise ;   if  it  has, the
thermometer  should  be  tilted  zJe7'y gently  until  the  detached  Column
comes  in  contact  with  the  contraction  in  the  tube.

In  I'hillips'  construction  (Fig.  5)  tbe  index  is  formed  by  a.  small

portion  of the  mercurial  column,  separated  from  the main  thread by
a minute  air-bubble ;   this  portion  is  pushed   on  before  the  column
when the temperature rises,  but  does  not return  with  it when  it falls.
The  detached  portion  of  the column  therefore  rests  at  the  extreme
position  to  which  it  has  advanced,  and   the end   of  it  farthest  from
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the  bulb  registers  the  highest  temperature which  has  been  attained.
The  instrument  is  set  by  holding  it  bulb  downwards   and   gently

FIG.  5.-Phillips'  Maximum Thermometer.

tapping the  lower  end   so   as  to   allow the  detached  portion  of  the
mercury  to   approach   the   rest,   from   which   it   remains   separated
only by the  air-bubble.     This  thermometer  is  also  to  be  mounted
horizonta.lly.

The   Minimum  Thermometer  generally  used  is  that  known  as
Rutherford's  (Fig.  6).     The fluid  employed  is  spirit, and  in  it  there
is   immersed   a   pin   or   index.      When   the   tempera.ture   falls,   the
surface  of  the  spirit  draws  the  index  along with  it ;  but  on   rising
aga.in,   the  spirit  passes   the   index,  leaving   it   at  the  lowest   point
to  which  it  has  been   drawn,  the  end  farthest  from  the  bulb  thus

FIG.  6. -Minimum Thermometer.

registering  the   minimum  temperature.     The   instrunient   is   set  by
raising the bulb  and  allowing the  index  to  slide  to  the   end   of  the
column  of spirit.

The   thermometer   must   be   firmly   fixed   and    mounted   quite
horizontally,  so  that  the  index   rna.y not  be  disturbed   by  vibra.tion

. of the  thermometer screen  during wind.
The  Dry-bulb  and  Wet-bulb  Thermometers  (Fig.  7) should   be

precisely   a.like,   and   have   small   bulbs,  which   should   be   3   or   4
inches   apart.      The   wet-bulb   should   be   covered   with   a   single
piece  of  very  tliin   and   soft  muslin.     For   a   cylindrical   bulb   this
covering   should    ta.ke   the   form   of   a   close-fitting   sewn   jacket.
A  conductor  consisting   of  four  strands   of  No.12  darning  cotton
in  the   form   of  a  noose  should   be   tied   round   the   neck   of   the
bulb   over   the    muslin,   and    led   through   a   sma.Il   orifice   in   the
cover  of  a water  receptacle,  which  should  be  placed  an  inch  or  so
from  the  bulb,  below and  on  the  outer  side  of  it.     Care  should  be
taken  not  to  fasten  the  cotton  too  tightly  round  the  neck  of  the
bulb,   or   the   circulation   of  the   wa.ter   along   the   strands   will   be
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checked  at  this  point.    A  conical  glass  cup  with  a  copper  lid  ha.ving
a  small  hole  in  it  should  be  used,  as  glass  vessels   of  other  forms
are  lia.ble  to  be  broken   during  frost.     Care must  be taken  to  keep
the   cup  ,¢/7cc7  with  water.       Clean   rain,   or   distilled,  wa.ter   should

FIG. 7.-Dry-bulb and
Wet -bulb Thermometers.

be  employed.     The  muslin  a.nd  con-
ducting  thread   should   be washed  in
boiling    wa.ter    prior    to    use,    and
changed  at  least  once  a.  month,  a.nd
more    frequently   if   there    is    any
appearance   of  dirt  or  deposit  upon
them.    It  is  a  good  plan when  filling
up  the glass with water to  pour  some
over the  muslin, or to  raise the water
receptacle  a.nd  immerse   the   bulb  ir}
the water  so  as  to  give  the   muslin
a.  bath,  as  by these   means  dust will
be  rea.dily  removed   and   the  muslin
kept  clean.      In  damp  weather  the
dry-bulb    thermometer    should     be
ca.refully  wiped   dry   a   few  minutes.
before  observation.

When  the  temperature  is  below
the     freezing-point,    the    wet-bulb
requires    careful   management.      In-
stead  of  a  film   of water  round   the

bulb there  must  be  a  thin
coating  of  ice,  which  can
be    produced    by   wetting
the    bulb  with    a    camel's.
hair  brush  or  by  pouring
a few  drops  of water  over

the  muslin ;   this   must  be done  about   an   hour  before  the  time  of
observation,  as  when  the wa.ter is  poured  on  the  muslin  the  mercury
will  run  up  to  32° and  rema.in  there until the freezing process is com-
plete,  after which it will  descend  below that  of  the  dry-bulb.       The
process of freezing rna.y sometimes be accelera.ted by fanning the bulb.
Immediately  after   a   frost  the  water   in   the   recepta.cle   should   be
thawed, and  the  muslin and conductor wetted to restore proper action.

Thermometer Screen.
The   thermometers   above   described   must   be   mounted  in   the

Stevenson  Screen  of  the  pa.ttern  approved  by  the  Royal  Meteoro-`
1ogica.I   Society  (Figs.   8   and   9).      A   free  current   of  air   ca.n   pass`
through  the screen,  a.nd  the  sun   cannot  shine  on  the thermometers.
The  screen  is  a  double  louvred   box,  its  intema.1  dimensions  being :.
length   18   inches,  width   11   inches,   and   height   15   inches;   with   a.
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double  roof,  the  upper one  projecting  2  inches  beyond  the
the screen  all  round,  and  sloping  from  front to  back.     The
hinged  as  a  door,  a.nd  opens  downwards  (Fig.  8).

sides

Tbe  screen  should  be  pla.ced  over short grass  in  a freely exposed
situation,  with the  door opening  to  the north ;   it is  desira.ble that  it
should  never  be  in  the  shade or within  Io  feet  of any wall, especia.Ily
of one  having  a. southerly  a.spect.     It  is  to  be  mounted on four  stout
posts,  and  at such a height  that  the  bulbs  of the dry and  wet ther-
mometers  shall  be  4  feet  a.bove  the  ground.     The  posts  should  be
buried  from  I 8  inches  to  2  feet  in  the  ground,  and  `the soil  ca.refully

FIG.   8. FIG.  9.

rammed    down.        In
places  exposed  to  much
wind,  it is  also  desirable
to  brace up  the posts  to
prevent vibration  of  the
screen.       The    thermo-
meters   should   be    sus-
pended  or}  uprights  near
the middle of the screen,
the     rna.ximum      and
minimum  being  in  front
of the  dry and wet,  and
arra.nged  in  such  a  wa.y
that   the   scales   of   the
latter ca.n  be  seen  a,bove
the  two  former  (Fig.  8).

+i--  The   screen   must   be

Royal  Meteorological Society's pattern  of Stevenson
Thermometer Screen.

painted white, the  finish-
ing coa,t  being composed
of white  pa.int  and copal
va,rnish.      It  is  desira.ble

tha.t the screen  be repainted  during the  spring of eacb year.
It  will   be   a.   convenience   to   have   a   wooden   rack   placed   on

the grass immediately in front of the screen for the observer to  stand
on  when  reading the thermometers.

Thermometer Shelter for Tropical Countries.
The  Stevenson Thermometer Screen  is  hardly suitable  for use in

tropical   countries.     It   is   therefore   desirable   for   any   one   wishing
to  take  temperature  observations  in  such  places  to  a.dopt  the  follow-
ing  arrangements   recommended   by  the   Committee   of  the   British
Association  on  the Climate  of Tropical  Africa. :-The Thermometers
should  be  placed  within  an  iron  cage,  which  should  at  all  times  be
kept   locked,.  so   as   to   prevent   interference   with   the   instruments.
This cage should be suspended  under a tha.tched shelter which should
be  situated  in  an  open  spot  at  some  distance  from  buildings,  must
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be  well  ventilated,  and  guard   the  instruments   from  being  exposed
to  sunshine  or  rain.     A  simple  hut,  made  of  materials  availa.ble  on
the  spot,  would  answer  this  purpose.     A  gabled  roof  with  broad
eaves, the  ridge of which runs from  north to  south, is fixed  upon four
posts, standing 4 feet  apa.rt.   Two  additional posts may be introduced
to support the ends of the ridge bea.in.   The roof, at each end, projects `
about  18  inches.     In  it  aretwo  ventilating holes.     The  tops  of  the
posts  are  connected  by bars  or  ra.ils,  and  on  a  crossbar  is  suspended
the  iron  cage with the thermometers.    These will then be at a height
of  6  feet above  the ground.     The  ga.ble ends  rna.y be  permanently
covered  in  with  rna.ts   or  louvre-work,  not  interfering  with  the  free
circulation  of  the  a,ir ;   or the  hut  may  be  circular.     The roof  rna.y
be  covered  with  pa.1m-fronds,  grass,   or  any  other  rna.terial  locally
used  by the  natives  as  building  material.     The  floor  should  nc)t  be
ba,re,  but  covered with  grass  or  low shrubs.     Care  must be taken  to
fix  the  cage firmly,  so  that  the  maximum  and  minimum  thermo-
meters  may  not be disturbed  by vibration.

Reading.s.
The  observa.tions  a.re  rna.de  as  follows :-Having  let  down  the

door of the Stevenson Screen, the dry-bulb and wet-bulb thermometers
are  to  be  rea.d  first, so  tha.t they rna.y not be  a.ffected  by  the  nearness
of the  observer.     The maximum  thermometer is  to  be read next by
noting the point at which the  end of the  column of mercury is  lying.
The minimum  thermometer is  read  last, by noting the position  of the
end  of  the  G.#c74# farthest from  the  bulb.     (The  end  of  the  column
of spirit shows  the  temperature at the  time  of  obs.erva,tion.)     When
this  ha.s been  done,  and the figures  written  in   the observation  book,
the  instruments  sho.uld   be  looked   a,t  a.gain   to  see  that no  mistake
has   been   made  in   entering   their   readings.     The   maximum   and
minimum  should   then  be  set.     When set, the  end   of  the  mercury
in the  maximum,  a.nd  the  end  of  the  index fa.rthest from  the  bulb
in  the  minimum,  should   indicate  nearly  the  same  temperature  as
the  dry-bulb.     Tbe   muslin  a.nd  cotton  on  the  wet-bulb  should   be
exa.mined,  a.nd  the  glass  cup  filled  with water,  after  which  the  door
of the  screen  should  be  closed.

All   the   thermometers   should   be  read   to   tenths   of   degrees.
This   ca.n  rea,dily be  done  by  mentally  dividing  the  space  between
each  degree  into  ten  pa.rts   and   estimating  at  wha.t  tenth  the  end
of the  column  or  index  sta.nds.

Terrestrial  Radiation`.
For    determining    tbe     intensity    of     terrestrial    ra.dia.tion    a

sensitive  spirit  minimum  thermometer  graduated  on  the  stem,  and
without   attached    scale,   should   be   used,   a.nd  placed   horizontally
on    short   gra.ss   (Fig.    Io).       No   blade   of   grass   should   ever   be
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allowed  to  shade  the  bulb  of  the thermometer.     When  the  ground
is   covered   with   snow   the    thermometer    should    be    placed    on

Flo.  Io. -Grass Minimum Thermometer.

the   surfa,ce   of  the   snow  instea.d   of  remaining  buried   undernea.th.
It is  desirable  that the  thermometer should  be  protected  from  being
damaged  or trodden  upon.     In  order to  secure  this,  a, portion  of the
grass   plot,   18   ins.  long  and   12   ins.  wide,   should   be  enclosed   by
fixing   four  sta.keg  in   the  ground,  one  at  each. corner,  a.nd  twisting
a  piece  of  wire  round   the   top.      The   stakes   should  be   about   8
ins.  high.      If the  stakes  and  wire  are painted  white,  they  can  ea.sily
be  seen,   and  so  will   tend   to   keep   anyone  from  trea,ding  on  the.
thermometer.
Earth Temperatures.

The   most  convenient  instrument  for  ascertaining  the  tempera-
ture  of  the  soil  is   that   known   as   Symons's   Earth   Thermometer-

(Fig.11).       This   consists   of  a  sluggish   ther-
mometer   mounted   in   a   short,   weighted   stick
attached   to   a   strong   chain,   and   of   a   stout
iron  pipe  which  is   drawn   out  at  the  bottom
to    a.    point    and   driven   into    the    earth    to
any  required   depth.      The   thermometer,   the
bulb   of   which    is    usua.1ly   surrounded   by   a
thick   piece   of   indiaJrubber,   is   lowered   into,
the   tube   and   the   top   closed   by`  a   copper
cap   which   should   be   thoroughly  water-tight.
Ca.re   must   be   taken   to   see   that   the   india-

FIG.  II.usymons's Earth
Thermometer  (Section).

mometer,  but  left  to
neighbourhood.

rubber  band   does  not  swell  too   much,   other-
wise   it   may   prevent   the   thermometer   being
lowered   to   the  proper  depth  in  the  tube.      If-
only one thermometer be  used,  the bulb  should
be  lowered  to  the  depth  of  I  foot  below  the
surface ;  but  if more tha.n  one be  employed, ther
usual  depths  are  2  feet  and  4  feet.     The  tubes
should be inserted  in  the soil  below short grass
in a well-exposed position, and the portion of the-
tube  above the soil (which should  not exceed  6
inches) and also the cap should be painted .white~
When  snow has  fallen  it  should  not  be  swept
a,way  from  the  ground  round  the  earth  ther-
melt  in  the  same  manner  as  the  snow  in  the
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Solar Radiation.
The  Black-bulb  a.nd  Bright-bulb  Thermometers  ¢.7¢  zJc¥cz/a  may be

used   to   furnish   an   estimate   of   the   intensity   of   solar   radiation.
These  consist  of  sensitive  maximum  thermo-
meters,  the former  of which  ha.s the  bulb  and
I  inch of the stem coated with dull  la,mp black ;
each  thermometer is  enclosed in  a. gla,ss jacket,
from which the  air has been exhausted as com-
pletely  as  possible.     These  instruments  should
be  mounted  on  a post  4 feet above the ground
(Fig.    12),   with   their   bulbs   directed   to   the
south.

These  thermometers  ought  to  be  tested  ¢.%
j`"/¢fA¢./¢e  a,t  `the  National   Physical  Laboratory
cz//gr enclosure in  their vacuum  jackets,  as  the
corrections   usually  given  on  the  certificate  of
verification   apply  merely  to  the  thermometer
before   the   blackening   and   enclosing   in   the
outer ja.cket.

Defects of Thermometel's.
Spirit thermometers  are  lia.ble  to  a.  serious

defect,  viz.  the  evaporation  of  a  portion  of  the

FIG.   12.-Black-bulb    and
Bright-bulb      Thermo-
meters  a.„  t;¢c#o.

spirit from  the  column,  and  its  condensation  at  the top  of  the  tube.
Extremely low temperatures  a.t  times  reported  as  having been  regis-
tered   at   certa.in   places,  have  been   often  traced   to  this   fa,ult,  for
thermometers   rna.y  have   as   much  as   5°  or   loo  of  spirit  lodged  at
the   top   of  the   tube.     To   correct   this,   hold  the  instrument   bulb
downwa.rds  with  one  finger steadying  the  tube, and  swing  it  sharply.
If 'this   be  not  successful,  the  thermometer  should  be  held   in   the
right  hand  about  a  third  of the way up  from  the bulb, arid  the  upper
part  of  the tube gently tapped  on  the palm  of the lc;ft  hand.     This
will  usua,lly dislodge the  spirit  and  cause  it  to  flow down  the sides of
the  tube,  but  patience  and   perseverance  a,re  to  be  recommended  in
the opera,tion.     The thermometer must then  be pla.ced  in  an  upright
position   for' an  hour or so,  to  allow  cz//  the  spirit  to  run   down  the
tube  and  join  the  column.     As  it  is  not  always  possible  to  see  the
spirit  at  the  top,  it  is  very  desirable  occasionally  to   place   all  the
thermometers  in   a  basin  of  water  and   aft:er  the  lapse  of  an  hour
compare them  together,  first well stirring the water.

With  grass   minimum   thermometers   it   is   a  good   pla.n  to  lay
them  on  the  grass  with  the  sca,le  downwards,  as  the  enamel  at   the
back  will  then  act  as  a  protection from  the  sun  to  the  spirit  in  the
tube  and  so  render  it less  liable to  get  out  of order.

Some  instrument  mikers   supply  minimum  thermometers  with
the end  of the tube buried  in,  or covered  over with,  a piece  of wood.

8
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Such thermometers  should  not be used, as   it   is   not   possible to  see
whether  any spirit has  condensed  at the top  of the tube.

Dry-bulb  and  wet-bulb  thermometers + are   sometimes   supplied
with  a  piece  of  wood  fastened   a.cross  tlie  lower  pa.rt   of  their  scales
to hold  the tubes  in  position ;   and  consequently  when   low  tempera-
tures  occur this  wood hides  the  end  of  the  column of  mercury,  and
so  renders  it impossible  to  get  a reading of the thermometer.     This
piece  of wood  should  be  either  cut through  or removed  entirely.

Phillips'  maximum  thermometer is  liable to get  out of  order  by
the a.ir-bubble working back into the bulb, and consequently rendering
the  instrument  an   ordinary thermometer.     This   can  usua.Ily be set
right  by placing  the  bulb  in  a  mixture  of salt  and  ice.     When  the
mercury has  fa.1len  to   its  lowest  point  (nearly  at  zero),  the  thermo-
meter should  be  taken  out  of the freezing mixture and  held  slightly
inclined, bulb  uppermost,  so  that   a  portion   of  the  mercury may be
deta.ched from  that in  the bulb.     When  the  mercury rises  out of the
bulb  on  increase  of  tempera.ture,  it  will  be  found  that  the  deta.ched
portion  will be separated  from  the main  column  by a bubble of air.

The  divisions  on  the  tubes  of  the  thermometers  should   corre-
spond  with  t.hose  on  the  attached  sca.1e.     If  they  do  not,  the  screws
in  the  brass  clips  should  be loosened   and   the  tube readjusted   and
then  wedged  up  by packing in  pieces  of cork.

The  black   marking of  the  divisions  on  the  thermometer  tubes
sometimes gets washed out, and the graduation consequently becomes
indistinct.     It  may  easily  be  restored  by  rubbing  a.  little  printer's
ink, lamp-black  and  oil,  or the  point  of a.  common  black-lead  pencil,
along the tube,  which should be perfectly  dry.

It is  a  good  plan,  when  changing  the muslin  and  cotton  on  the
wet  bulb,  to  rub  the  scales  and  tubes  of  all  the thermometers  with
the old  pieces  before  putting  on  the  fresh  ones,  and  then  to  wipe
them  with  a  dry  duster.     This  will   keep  the  sca.1es   clea,n.     [If  a
black-lead  pencil  is  a.t  the  same  time  rubbed  over  the  divisions  on
the  tubes,  they will  be  made  distinct  and  very  easy  to  read.]

Suspension of Thermometers.
The   brass   plat;s   for   hanging   the   thermometers,   which   are

screwed   on   to  the   back   of   the   frames,   should   have   a   slot   as
well   as   a   hole;    and   when   the  thermometers   are   hung   in   tile
screen,   the   heads   of  the   screws   should    be   driven    close   to   the
slots  to  prevent  the  thermometers  vibrating  in  windy weather.     In
places  exposed  to  much  wind  it  is  sometimes  desirable  to  keep  the
thermometers  rigid  by .means  of wooden buttons  placed  underneath.

Thermometer Corrections.
The corrections for the index  errors  of the different thermometers

`are  given   on   the   certifica.tes   of  verification   for  'every   ten   degrees
'from   12°  to   920.      The   correction   for  the  readings   a.t   the   inter-
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media.te   parts   of  the   scale   can   be
portioning the  difference  between  the
the corrections to be as follows :-

|2°            22°            32°            42°            52°

+0.3      +a.2       o.o         -o.I      -o.I

These should  be apportioned  thus
Below  I7°      +o°.3
|7°to25°       +o.2
25°to29°       +o.I
29°to  37°           o.o

37°to57°       -o.I
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readily  found   by   equally  a.p-
two  sets  of  figures.      Suppose

62°             72°             82°             92Q
o.o         -o.I      -o.3      -o.2

57°  to  67°            oo.o
67°to75°       -o.I
7f to7Of      -a.2
79°to87°       -o.3
Above87°      -o.2.

Hygrometry.
From  the  rea.clings  of  the  dry-bulb  and  wet-bulb  thermometers

can   be   deduced   the   temperature   of   the   Dew-point,   the   Elastic
Force  of  Aqueous  Vapour,  and  the  Relative  Humidity.     Glaisher's
ffj{g7'o77¢e/7'z.ccz/  rcz5/ej.  are  those  in   genera.1  use   in  this  country.      All
deductions   from   observations   of  the  dry-bulb  and  wet-bulb  ther-
mometers  are  o.pen  to  some  degree  of  doubt  when  nea.r  or  below
the  freezing-point.

Dew-point.
By  means   of  Ta,ble  VI.  (p.   54),   based   on   Glaisher's   factors,

the   Dew-point  can  be  quickly calculated   from   the  readings  of  the
dry-bulb   and   wet-bulb   thermometers.     The   arrangement   of  the
Table is  as  follows :-The  columns  on  the  left  a.nd  right  give the
reading  of  the dry-bulb  thermometer  for  every degree  from   loo to
Zoo  and  from _3o° to  Ioo°,  a.nd  for  every half degree  from  Zoo to  3o°.
The other columns give,  for  each  degree  of  difference  between  the
readings  of  the  dry-bulb  a,nd wet-bulb  thermometers,  the  amount to
be subtracted from the reading of the wet-bulb thermometer to obtain
the  temperature of the dew-point.     The amount for tent`hs  of degrees
ca.n  be  at  once   obtained   by  merely  sbifting  the   decima.I   point  one

place  to  the  left.
The   following  examples   will   show   the   manner   of  using   the

Table :-
E;r¢77¢¢/e  I.   Suppose the  reading  of  the dry-bulb  ther-

mometer to  be
And  the reading of the wet-bulb thermometer to be

The  difference  is     .
On looking at the Table, we find  opposite  5o° and  under 5°,o,

that the amount to be subtracted from the reading of the
wet-bulb  thermometer is

Therefore  the  dew-point  is,  45°.o-50.3       .
E#¢7%¢/c  2.   Suppose  the  reading  of  the  dry-bulb  ther-

mometer to  be

5o0.o

450.0
50.0

50.3

390.7

5 50.0
And  the  reading`of the wet-bulb  thermometer to be     48°.3

Thedifferenceis     .                                                    .         60.7
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On  referring  to the  Table, we see opposite  5 5° a.nd  under
6°.o, that the amount to be subtra.cted is  5°. 8 ;  for the remain-
ing  o°.7,  take the  tenth  part  of  the  va.1ue  standing  opposite
55°   a.nd  under  7°.o,  tha.t  is,  the  tenth  part  of  6°.7,  which  is
nearly o°.7.     The  total  amount  to  be  subtracted  from  the
reading  of the  wet-bulb  thermometer is  thus  5°.8 + o°.7  or  .
Therefore the  dew-point  is,  48°.3 -6°.5       .

E#zz77¢¢/c  3.   Suppose  the  reading  of  the  dry-bulb  ther-
mometer to  be

And  the reading of  the wet-bulb thermometer  to  be     3o°.8   \
The  difference  is     .

In  the  Table  opposite  32°  and  under  |°.o,  we  find  2°.3,
and  under  7°.o we find  16°.2, the tenth part of which  is  |°.6,
or the total  amount to be subtra.cted  for  32° of dry-bulb ther-
mometer,  and  difference  1°.7,  is  3°.9.

Similarly the  amount  to  be  subtracted   for   33°   of  dry-
bulb  thermometer,  and  difference  1°.7, is  3°.4 ;   consequently,
by interpola.tion, the amount to be subtracted for 3 2°.5  of dry-
bulb  thermometer,  and  difference  1°.7,  is     .

Therefore  the dew-point  is,  3o°.8 -3°.7

10.7

30.7
270.I

Elastic Force of Aqueous  Vapour.
The  Elastic  Force  of  Aqueous  Vapour  is  dependent  upon  the

temperature  of  the  dew-point.     Table  VII.  (p.  56)  gives  the  elastic
force for  every tenth  of a  degree  of temperature, from o°.o to  Ioo°.9,
the  whole  degrees  being  given  in  the  vertical  columns  headed  o°.o,
and  the tenths  in  th;e succeeding  columns.

Relative Humidity.
This  term  is  used  to  express  the percentage  of saturation  of  the

air  with   aqueous  vapour,  and  is   ca.Iculated   by  dividing  the  elastic
force  of   aqueous  vapour  at  the  temperature  of  the  dew-point  by
that   co-rresponding   to  the   a,ctual    temperature   of   the   air   (G..e.   the
dry-bulb  reading).

E#¢z#4/e..  Dry-bulb 5 5°.o, dew-point 46°. 5 ;  the Elastic Force cor-
responding to these will be .433  in.  and .317  in. respectively.    There-
fore, dividing the  la.tter by the  former, the  result  is o.73  ;   and  taking
Sa.turation as  Ioo, the  Relative  Humiditywill  be  73,  z..e.  73  per  cent.

In  Table VIII.  (p.  5 8)  is  given  the  Relative  Humidity for every
two degrees of temperature from  Zoo to 7o°, a.nd also  at  I o°, 75°,  8o°,
9o°,  and   Ioo°,  and   for  every  two-tenths   of  a  degree  of  difference
between   the  dry-bulb   and   wet-bulb   readings   from   o°.o   to   18°.o.
This  Table  has  been  prepa.red  according  to  the  pla.n   described   in
Tdr_: Quar!terly  Journal of the Royal  Meteorological  Society, vof. v.{i. p. 2,`
The  va.1ues  contained  therein  may,  However,  occasionally  differ  from
those obta,ined  by the above  method  to  the  extent of  I  per  cent.

For  temperatures  below   Ioo tbe  humidity may be  worked  out
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approxima.tely  by  using  the  figures  given  at  Ioo,  as  changes  below
tha.t  temperature  are  very slight.     Similarly  for  temperatures  a.  few
degrees  above  Ioo° the same method  may be  followed   by using the
figures  given  at  |oo°.

To  use  the  Table :  Look  in the  column  on  the left or right  for
tbe  nea,rest   degree  to  the  dry-bulb   rea,ding;   then  carry  the  eye
horizontally  a.long  until  the  column  is  rea.ched  corresponding  to  the
difference between the  rea.clings of the  dry-bulb and wet-bulb thermo-
meters,  when  the  Relative   Humidity will  be  found.      Intermedia.te
readings  ca.n  be  interpola,ted  in  the  usual  wa.y.

E#¢z7¢j)/e ..   Dry-bulb  5 8°.5, wet-bulb  51°.7, the  difference  is  6°.8.
Ha.ving  found   580  in   the  column  on  the  left  or  right,  run   the  eye
along  this   line .until   the   column   under   6°.8   is   reached,  when  the
Relative  Humidity will  be  found,  viz.  62  per  cent.

When the differences  between the dry-bulb and wet-bulb rea.clings
a.re  grea.ter  than  those  given  in  Ta.ble  VIII.,  the  Relative  Humidity
may be worked  out from  the  elastic force at the tempera.ture  of  the
dry-bulb  and  that at  the dew-point in  the  rna.nner described  above.

Rain  Gauge.
The   Ra.in   Ga.uge  is   best  made  of  copper,  and  should  have  a.

circular  funnel   of  either  five  or  eight  inches   diameter,  with   a  carl
and   a.   bottle   (roughly   rna.rked   with   half-
inches)   inside  to   collect  the   water.      It  is
very   desira.ble   that   it   should   be   of  the
Snowdon   pattern-that   is   with   a   6   in.
cylinder on  top  of  the  funnel  and  a  sharp
bra.ss   rim   (Fig.13).      It  should   be  set   in
an   open   situation,  awa.y  from   trees,  walls,
and  buildings-at  the  very least,  as  many
feet  from  their  base  as  ,they are  in  height
-and   it   should   be   so   firmly  fixed  that
it    cannot    be    blown    over.       The   gauge
should   be  planted  in  the  earth  and   fixed
by  stakes  or  placed  in  a hole which  exa.ctly
fits   it  in   a   block   of  cement.      The   top   of    FIG.   |3.-Rain  Gauge  (Snow-
the    rim    Should    be    one    foot    above    the            donpattem)andMeasuring

ground  and  must be  kept quite level.
Glass.

The   measurement  of  the  rain  is  effected  by  pouring   out   the
contents  of  the bottle into  the  glass  measure,  which  must be  placed
quite  vertical,  and  reading  off  the  division  to  which  the  water rises ;
the rea.ding is  to be taken midway between  the two a.pparent surfaces
of  the  wa.ter.     The  gla.ss  measure  is  usually  gradua,ted  to  represent
tenths  and  hundredths  of lan  incb,  and  holds  o.5o   inch  of  rainfall.
Each  division  represents  the  one-hundredth  of  an   inch,  the  longer
divisions  five  one-hundredths,  and   the  long  divisions,  ha.ving  figures
attached,  tenths  of  an  inch.     If there  be  more  than  half-a.n-inch  of
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rain,  two  or  more  measurements  must  be  made,  and  the  amounts
added  together.     The  cogrplete  amount  should   always  be  written
down  before  tbe  water  is  thrown  away.     The  gauge must be  exa-
mined  daily  at   9   a.in.,  and   the   rainfall,   if   any,  entered   to   the
j)r¢z/z.oar da.y ;   if  none  be  found,  a  /z.7ze  or Jci/f should  be inserted  in
the  register,  instead  of  leaving  the space bla.nk  or putting  noughts.
It  is   desirable  that  very  heavy  falls  of  rain  should   be  measured
immediately  after  their  occurrence,  entering  the  particulars  in  the
remarks ;  but  taking  care that th'e amount` be  included  in  tbe  next
ordinary  registration.     A  fall  recorded  as  o.ol  in.  or  a.bove  is  held
to   constitute  a  " rain day,"  or,  to  put- it  more  accurately,  a. " day  of
precipita.tion."      If the gauge  contains  less  than` one-hundredth  (.ol)
of  an  inch,  but  more  than  half  that amount,  it  should  be  entered
as  .ol,  while if  there is  less  than  half  that  amount  the  few  drops
may  be  thrown  away  and  the  da.y entered   as  if  no  ra.in  had  fa.Ilen.
The measurements  of  rainfall  should  be  entered  in  the register in
hundredths  of an inch-that  is, there  should  always be two figures
to the right  of  the  decimal  point.     If  the  amount.i§  less  than  .Io
in.  the  decimal   point  and  the  figure   o   must   always be inserted  in
order to  avoid  uncerta.inty-thus,  .o I,  etc.

Sma.1l   amounts  of  water   a.re  at   times   deposited   in  the  rain-
gauge by dew,  hoar frost,  or fog.    Whenever this  occurs, the amount
must  be  trea.ted  as  rainfall  and  entered  accordingly.

When self-recording rain-gauges are used, care must be taken to fix
them in such a. position that the water, when emptied by the syphon or
tipping-bucket, can  run away, otherwise the instrument  will  not work
properly  owing to the  excess  of water round  the  outflow pipe.
Snow,

When  snow  falls, that which  is  collected  in  the  funnel  of  the
gauge  is  to  be  melted   and  measured  as  rain.      This  melting  may
be   quickly  done  by  adding  to   the   snow  a   measured   qua.ntity  of
warm water,  and  afterwards  deducting  this  quantity from  the total
mea.surement.      If  the snow  ha,s  drifted,  or  if the  funnel  cannot  hold
all  tha.t ha,s  fallen,  a section of the snow should be  obtained in severa.1

places where  it  has  not  drifted, by inverting  the  funriel,  turning  it
round,   lifting  and   melting what  is  enclosed.      The  s`ection   should,
if  possible,  be taken  from  the surface of  a flat stone. `   Care  must be
ta.ken  that  the  section   is   of  the  snow that  has   fallen   during   the
twenty-four hours,  and  does  not  include  any  previously fallen  snow.
A  convenient  method  is  to  ha.ve  a cylinder  of  the  same  diameter  as
the rain-gauge and  of considerable depth,  for use in snowy weather.

It is  also desirable  to  measure with  a  foot-rule  the depth of snow
in  several   places where it has  not drifted,  and  to  enter  the  same in
the  " Remarks"  column.

A foot. of  snow  inay  be   considered  as  roughly equivalent to  an

i           inch  of rain, but the proportion  varies  considerably in  different  fa.lls.
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Evapol.ation.
If pra.cticable, an attempt should be made to determine the amount

of evaporation.      For this  purpose it is desira.ble  to  ha.ve  a  galvanised
iron  ta.nk four or six  feet square, and two  feet deep.    This  should  be
sunk  in  the ground,  with  the top  level  with the  blades  of  the grass,
and  should  be  kept  filled  with water  to  within  about  three  inches
of the  rim.     The height  of  tbe water should  be measured  every day
at  9  a.in.  with  a special  measuring  gauge  reading  to  hundredths  of
an  inch,  such  as   Field's   Hook   gauge  or   Halliwell's   Float  gauge.
The difference  between  the  measurement  on  one  day and  the  next
will   give  the  amount  of 'evapora.tion.      When   rain   has   fa.Ilen,  the
amount, as  shown by the rain-gauge,  should  be  allowed  for.

Pel'colation  Gauges.
The  amount  of  rain  percolating  into  the ground  may be  ascer-

tained  by means  of  a water-tight tank  filled  with  the  ea.rth  of  the
locality.      A  convenient   form   of   percola.tion   ga.uge   is   orie   made
of  sla.te,  and   of  a  cubic  ya.rd   in   capa.city,  the  upper  edges  being
bevelled   so   as   to   leave   the   sharp   edge   inside   the   gauge.      The
top  of the gauge should  stand  about  two  inches  above the surface of
the ground,  and  the  ga.uge  should be filled  with  earth to within  two
inches  of the top.     In  some  cases the oi.dinary turf of the district is
laid  on  the top of  the  materials  composing  the percolation gauge-
the gauge  itself  representing  an  exact  section  of  the  stra.ta  of  the
district-while  in  other cases  the percolation  gauges  bave no  plants
growing upon the surface.    Gauges of this kind may be advantageously
used  in  duplica.te, one with the natural herbage of the district growing
upon   the  surfa.ce,   and   the  other  without  it.     The  water  may  be
collected  from  the gauge by means  of a  drain  or pipe at the bottom,
and  the  collected  water  should  be  stored  in  a.  receptacle  sufficiently
large to  hold  not less  than  an  equivalent of  one  inch of  rain   falling
on the surface  of the gauge.     The  quantity of water percolating can
be  measured   in   a   gradua,ted  glass  similar  in  principle  to,  but  of
larger capacity than, a rain-gauge glass.      If very small  quantities are
required to be mea.sured, and the percolation gauge is one yard squa,re,
the   quantity may  be  measured  in   an   8-inch  rain-gauge  glass   and
divided  by  26,  when  it will  give  the  quantity  pa,ssing  througb  the
percolation gauge.     The qua.ntity of water percolating into the ground
in  different years  depends ,very  much upon  the period  of the year in
which  the  rain   fa.lls ;   and   as  it  is  such  rain  as  pa.sses  through  the
ground  that  furnishes  the  supply  to  the  perennial  springs  of  the
country, these observations will afford a valua,ble record of the quantity
of water which  will be  available  in  any  district.

Well Measurements.
Neither  rain  nor  percolation  gauges  really represent  the  storage

of  water  which  occurs   in  the  ground.     Well   mea.surements,  there-
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fore,  afford   very va.1ua.ble   informa.tion   a.s   to   the   quantity   of  wa.ter
which   has   pa.ssed   into   the   ground   from   time   to   time,   a.nd    is
stored   there   for   future   use.       In   making  such  observa.tions   it   is
desirable  to  select   a  well   as   remote   as   possible  from  other  wells,
especia,lly   those   where   stea.in-power    is    employed    for   constant

pumping.     The  measurement should  be  made from  a  fixed  point  at
the  mouth  of the well  to the water surface,  a.s  owing to  the  common
pra.ctice  of  deepening wells  in  dry  times,  errors   are  likely  to   occur
if   the   depth   of  water  only  is   taken.     The  wa,ter  surface  should
be   referred   to   Ordnance  datum.     Such  mea.surements   should   not
be  taken   less   frequently  than   once  a. _week,  but  in   critical   periods
of  the  state of  the  wa.ter,  usually  in  the  autumn,  when  the  water
begins to  rise after a  period of heavy rain, more frequent observations
should   be   rna,de,   in   order   to   determine   the   exact   period   when
the   rise   begins.     In   selecting   a   well    for   observation,  the   more
distant  it  is  from  a  stream  the  better,   as  the  underground  water
escaping  into an  adjoining  stream  so  influences the level of the wa.ter
in   such   a  well  that  the  annual  a.mount  of  fluctuation  may  be  very
small.     On   account  of  the  difference  in  the  fluctuation   in  various
wells   in   the   same  district,   observations   in   any  well   can  be  com-
pared   only  with  the  same  VI;ell  and  not with   observations  in   other
wells  in   the   district,  unless   all   the  conditions  with   reference  to  the
underground water of  the  district  are known,  and  the  differences  in
the  fluctuation  between  va.rious  wells  have  been  carefully  compared.

Wind Direction.
Tbe  wind  should  be  observed  to  sixteen  points  of  the  compa.ss

and   ca,pital  letters  should  be  entered  in   the  register  to  indicate  the

N`        £`                    directions,  thus_

FIG.  14.-Points of tbe Compass.

N             N orth.
NNE     North-north-east.
N E         N orth-east.
ENE     Ea,st-north-east.
E            East.
ESE      East-south-ea,st.
SE          South-east.
SSE       South-South-east.
S              South.
SSW-     South-south-west.
SW        South-west.
WS\V   West-south-west.
W          West.
WNIV  West-north-west.
N W       North-west.
NNW.   North-north-west.

The   Direction   of   the   Wind   (which   should   be   the   ``true"
direction   and   not  the  "magnetic")   may  be  ascertained   from   the
indication  of  a  freely  moving  vane  ;  when  such  is  not  a.vaila,ble,  by
observing  the  drift  of smoke.    By  the  direction  of the  wind -is  mea.nt
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that   point  of  the   compass  /7io77¢  which   it   is   blowing.  .   Care   must
be   taken   by watching  the vane  for  a,  few minutes   to  see  tha.t  the
direction   is   that   of  the  general   current   of   a.ir   passing  over   the
place,  and  tha.t  the  air  current  is  not  a.ffected  by local  circumstances.

It    is     desirable    to    fix    astronomically   one   cardinal    point,
a.nd   frequently  to   examine  Vthe   position   of   the   pointers    of   the
vane  (a  pole  carrying  a. vane  is  liable  to  twist  owing  to  changes  of
humidity).     This  should  be  either the  North point by means  of the
pole star,  or the  South point  by means  of  the  Sun,  employing  one
of the following methods :-

The  pole  star,  Po/cz7'¢.j`,  is  practically  due  North  at  the  following
times :-

In January and July                at    6  a.in.  and  6  p.in.
Februa,ry„   August            „    4    „       „    4    »
March       „   September     „     2    „       „    2    „
April          „   October          „  Noon        „Midnight.
May           „   November      ,,  Ioa.in.    ,,lop.in.
June           „   December      „     8    „        „    8    „

To  determine when  the  Sun  is due  South,  refer if  possible  to  a
good   local  sun-dial ;   when   the  dial   shows  12h.  om.  the  sun  is  due
south.     If this  cannot be done, proceed  as follows :-For any station
situated in  Engla.nd, Wales, or Scotland, ascertain its longitude in time
froin  the  rna,p  on  p.  26  (Fig.15).     Then   obtain  (from   the  nea,rest
reliable  railway  station  or  postal   telegraph   office  clock)  the  correct
Greenwich   time,   a,nd   set  a   watch   by  adding   the   correction   for
longitude  (which  is  4  minutes  of  time  for  each  degree  of  longitude)
to  the  Greenwich  time  for places  in east longitude,.and  subtracting  it
for  places  in  west  longitude.     Thisgives  Local time.     Then  applya
further  correction  for  the  Equation  of  Time,  the  amount  of  which
may  be  taken  to  the  nearest  minute  for  the  given  day  from  the
accompanying table,  interpolating for intermediate  days :-

Jam.     I  J%d¢rczcz 4  min.
„     11        „        8     "

21         ''       12     "
Feb.   I

Apr.   I

May   I.     add
„      11          ,,

21          ''

June   I       "             „
11          „          I      ,,

„   2Isulti.act2    „
July    I        „

11              ,,

21        "
Aug.   I       „

',      11          ,,          5      „
21         ,,         3     „

A watch thus  set  gives   Local  apparent  time,  such  a.s  would  be
shown   by  a  properly   a.djusted  sun-dial,   and   when   the   wa,tch   so
adjusted  indicates  I 2h.  om.  the  sun  will  be  c7#e  south.

E#zz77¢¢/e.-Let the instant a.t which the sun  is  south at Penzance
on  Februa.ry  21  be  required.      Penzance  is  west  of Greenwich  5i°=
22  minutes, to  be subtracted from Greenwich  or  Ra.ilway time.     And
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the Equa.tion  of Time  on  February 2 I  is  14  minutes, also  to be  sub-
tracted.     The total a.mount to  be subtracted  is therefore 36 minutes.
If,  on  the  day the watch  is  to  be  adjusted,  the railway  clock  shows
Ioh.  2om.,  the  wa.tch   must  be  set  to  9h.  44m.     Then  a.t  12h.  om.
by the watch the sun  will  be due south.

•    For  stations  in   Ireland  the  longitude  must  be  reckoned   from

Dublin,  as  ra.ilway  clocks  in  Ireland  show  Dublin  time,  which  is  25
minutes  after  Greenwich  time.

i2.              io.               8.               6..            4..               z.wfsT     o.     msTZ®              4.

S8,68.@4sz`,50

20. ao®Cb019®

58,56,6t.52,50`

D..a,,a

j3

loo

210

a,;afl

170          leo

150

%
I-i-

+o MLn             32 MID             24"n              16Hin                8 MSLow         0              rABT 811in

FIG.  15. -Approxima,te Westerly Variation of the Magnetic Needle,  over
the British  Isles,,  Igl2.

The  true  North  point  may  be determined  also  by  means  of  an
azimuth compass, remembering tha.t  in  the British Isles  the  magnetic
north  lies  to the west  of  the  true  north,  or  the  true north  is  east  of
the magnetic north.     The amount of variation  over the  British  Isles,
which  ranges  from  I 5°  to  21°, may be  taken from the  map  (Fig.  I 5),
which   will   ser;e   for   several   years   to   come.     Roughly   speaking,
in   the   British   Isles   a   north   and   south   line   lies   along   the   line
NNE-SSW by  compass.

Wind Fol.ce.
The  Force of the  Wind  should  be  estima.ted  according to  Beau-

fort's scale.   The following are the values, with the equivalent velocities
in miles per hour, as recently adopted by the Meteorological Office :-



o  Calm
I  Light Air

Light  Breeze
Gentle
Moderate „
Fresh
Strong

7  High Wind  (Moderate  Gale)
8   Gale           ....
9   Stl.ongGale       .           .           .

Io  Whole
II   storm       ....
12   Hurricane          .          .           .

WIND

Equivalent velocity o  miles per hour.
I-3                ,,

4.7               ,,
8-12

13-18                "
„               ,,              19-24              ,,
„                ,'               25-31               ,,
„              „            32-38             „
„             „           39.46  ,         „
„              „            47-54            ,,
„              „            55.63             „
„              „            64-75             „
„              „       above75             »
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In  the  Dines'  Pressure-tube Anemometer advantage  is  taken  of
the   fact  that  the  air  in   blowing  over  an  obstacle  produces  sma.Il

FIG.16.-The  " Head"  of the Dines'
Pressure-tube Anemometer.

FIG.  17. -Recording Instrument.

differences  of  pressure   on  various  sides   of  the  obstacle,  which   are
capable of exact  measurement, and  afford  information  of the velocity
of  the wind.     The  "head"  consists  of  a  piece  of  tube  open  at  one
end,  which  end   is   kept  facing  the  wind   by  a vane  (Fig.16).     The
wind  blowing into  the  tube  produces  an  excess  of  pressure  within it.
There  is  also  a piece of tube  pla.ced  vertically,  and  pierced  by  a  ring
of small  holes.     The wind  blowing .over these  holes  produces a slight
decrease  of  pressure  inside.     These  differences  of  pressure  are  com-
municated  by  composition  tubing,  which  may be  of  any  length,  to
the  place where  the  recording  or indicating  part  of  the  instrument
is   placed.      In   the  self-recording  form  of  the  instrument  (Fig.17)
the  registration  is  produced  by means  of  a bell-shaped  vessel  which
floats  inverted  in water in  a  closed  cha.mber.      The  pressure-tube,  z..c.
the  tube  coming  from   the  ``head"  in  which  there  is   &n   excess   of
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pressure,   opens  above  the  water-level   inside  the  inverted   floating
vessel,  and   the   other  tube,  z..c.  that   in  which  there  is  a  decrease  of
pressure,   communicates   with   the   sea.led   chamber.      Very   trifling
differences   of  pressure  are  sufficient  to  alter  the  level  at  wbich  the
inverted  vessel  floatsj and  a pen rigidly attached  to  this vessel  makes
a continuous  record  on  a  clock  drum  in  the  usual way.     This  instru-
ment  will  register  very  light  winds,  down  perhaps   to  I  or  2  miles
per  hour,  and  is  convenient,  because  being  orice  erected,  the  " head "
requires   cleaning   a,bout   once  a  year  and   very  little   attention   of
any  other  kind.    A  good  exposure,  however,  is  essential.     If  placed
on   an   ordinary  house  the  "head"  should  be  quite  3o  ft.  a.bove the
ridge  of the  roof.

If  a   Robinson   Anemometer  (Fig.   18)   be  used,   it   should   be
mounted   on  a.  pole  in  a  full.v  exposed   situation,  so   as   to   be   inter-

F`IG.  I8. -Robiuson Anemometer.

fered with  as  little  as  possible  by buildings, trees, etc.     The  bearings
should  always  be  kept well  oiled.      It  should   be  remembered   that
the  graduations   on   tnese  instruments  ha.ve  been   calcula,ted  on  the
supposition  tha.t  the velocity  of  the  wind  is  three  times  tha.t  of  the
motion  of revolution of the cups, but recent  experiments have shown
that  this   value  is  too  high,   and   varies   also   with   the  size  of  the
instrument.     For  tbe  Robinson  Anemometer  known   as  the  "Kew
pa.ttern "-the dimensions  of which  are :  distance  of  centre  of  cups
from  centre  of  axle  24  inches,  and  diameter of  cups  9  inches-the
icorrect  factor  (provided  the  instrument  is  in  perfect  working  order)
is  very  close to   2.2.     For  sma,1ler  instruments-distance   of  centre
of cups from  centre  of axle  I 8  inches, and  diameter of cups  6  inches
-the factor is  2.8.

The   following   particulars   should    alwa.ys    be   given   as   to   a
Robinson  a.nemometer :-I.   Length  of  arm  (axis  to  centre of  cup).
2.  .Diameter  of cups.      3.   How  the  registration  is  effected (mechani-
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cally,   electrically,   or   otherwise).     4.   Name   of  maker.      5.   Height
above general  surface  of the ground.

Sunshine Recordel's.
The  instrument generally  adopted  for  recording  the  duration  of

Sunshine is the Campbell-Stokes
of  a.   sphere   of   crown   glass   4
inches  in  diameter  and   3  1bs.  in
weight,  supported  on  a  pedesta,l
in   a,  metal  zodiacal  frame  (Fig.
19).     It  must be fixed  in  such  a
position  that  the  sun  can  shine
on  the  instrument  the whole  of
the time it is  above  the horizon,
a condition sometimes difficult to
fulfil,   but   experience  will   soon
indicate the best  and most acces-
sible  spot where the recorder  can
be  placed.    The points  requiring
attention in the  setting up  of the

Sunshine  Recorder.     This  consists`

FIG.  I9. -Campbell-Stokes Sunshine Recorder.

instrument  are  tha.t  it  sha.Il  be  placed  level  as  regards  east  and  west>
that the axis  of the  fra.me shall  be  inclined to the horizon by an angle
equa.I  to  the  latitude  of  tbe  place,  and   that  the  image  of  the  sun,

FIG.  2o.-Sectiofl of Frame.    FIG.   21. -Showing   tbe

the time of year.

when  the sun is  due south,
shall  fall  on  the  meridian
line  marked  on  the  frame>
to   which   the   noon    hour
line on the card is adjusted`
The sunshine record is thus
in  hours of Local  apparent
time  (such  as  is  shown  by
a sun-dia,1), which it is  con`
venient  to use  for sunshine
observations    in    order   to.
facilitate   their    discussion`
To   determine   when    the
sun   is   due   south   see  in-
structions   under   the   sec`
tion   Wiiid   Pii;ection   (D`
25).      It  would  be  well  to
rna.ke more tlian  one deter-

5;siii-o.n of;-h-e.. -t-i:ce-;a  mina.tion  of the  meridional
the  cards  according  to  position, , so    as   to   ensure
+La  +:-a  -,,, J1^~

the  accurate setting of the
instrument.     A  prepared  ca.rd  being  inserted  in  the  proper  groove
(Fig.  2o),  a.ccording to  the  season  of the  year,  the  sun  when  shining
burns  away or chars  the  surface  at  the  points  on  which  its  image
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successively  falls,  and   so  gives  a  record   of  the  dura.tion  of  bright
sunshine.     The  spot  of  light  must be  at its  proper  position  on  the
card,  which  may  be  determined  by  reference  to  Fig.  21,  and  the
burnt  tra.ce  must  run   parallel  with  the  line  on  the  ca.rd.     The  card
should  be removed  after sunset  (even  if  it has  not been  scored),  and
a new one  inserted  ready  for  the following  day.    Each  card  should
be  carefully  dated,  and  the da.y  of the  week also written thereon.•       The  stra.ight  or  equinoctial  cards  are to be used  from  Ma,rch   I

to  April  12,  and  a.gain  from  September  I  to  October  12.    The  long
curved   or  summer  cards  a.re  to  be  used  from  April  13   to  August
31,   and   the   short   curved    or   winter  cards   from   October   13   to
Februa.ry   28   or   29.     The  ends   of  the  ca.rd  projecting  above  the

FIG.  22. -Campbell-Stokes Sunshine  Recorder,  universa.I pattern,
with ad].ustment for latitude.

horizontal  top  of  the  frame  should  be  cut  off,  so  as  not  to  intercept
the  sun's  rays  near sunrise and  sunset.

A  simple  test  for  ascertaining whether  the  glass  ball  is  in  the
Centre of the frame is  to  pass a sovereign round  between  the ball  and
the  card.      If  the sovereign  ca.n  be passed  round  uniformly,  the ball
may be  assumed to  be in  the  centre of the frame ;  but if it sticks  at
any point,  the instrument requires adjustment.    This  can  be  done by•1oosening  the  screw  of the  pedestal  at  the back  of the  sla,te  sla.b, and

moving  the pedestal until  the ball  is-quite  in  the  centre  of the  frame.
The screw should then  be  carefully tightened.

When  the instrument  has  been  properly adjusted  it should   not
be  disturbed, but  should  be  firmly fixed  eitlier  by  cement  or  in  some
other way.

Fig.  22  shows  the  " universal  pattern "  of  the  Campbell-S-tokes
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Sunshine  Recorder  in  which  the  frame  is  adjustable  to  any  la.titude.
In  this   instrument  the  ball  is   kept  in  position   by  two   cla.mping-
screws.     Care  must be  taken  to  see  that  the  ball  is  exa.ctly  midway
between  the top  and  bottom  ends  of the frame,  otherwise  if it is  too
high or  too  low the sunshine tra.ce will  not  run  parallel with the  ca.rd.

In  time  of  snow,  when  there is  any possibility of  sunshine,  the
snow should  be removed  from  the  ball  and  from  between  the  ball
and   the  card.      Hoar  frost  should   also  be  removed  from  the  ball
as  soon  as   possible;  a,nd  the  ball  should  always  be  kept  clean.     A
chamois  leather or a soft cloth should  be used  for this  purpose.

Another form  of  Sunshine  Recorder is  the Jordan  Photographic
Recorder.     In  this  instrument the record  depends  upon  the` intensity
of  the  actinic  rays,  and  is  therefore  not  directly  comparable with
the  record  from  a.  Campbell-Stokes   Recorder,  which   depends  upon
the burning power of the sunshine.

The   sunshine   should   be   mea.sured   in  hours   a.nd  tenths   of  an
hour,  and  not in  minutes.

A  " sunless  da.y"  is  that  on  which  the  record  of  sunshine  is  less
than  three  minutes.

Ozone.
The  amount  of  Ozone  present  in  the  a.tmosphere  is  sometimes

made the object of observation.    There  are, however, great difficulties
in  the  way  of  accurately  observing  the  ozone  of   the  atmosphere,
the  test-papers  employed   being  frequently  unreliable.      Therefore
the   determination   of   ozone   is   not   now  included   by   the   Royal
Meteorological  Society  in  its  scheme  of ordinary  observa.tions.

Clouds.
The  proportion   of  sky  covered  with  cloud   is  to  be  observed.

This  is-~done  by  estimation,  the scale  adopted   being  o  to  Io ;   o  in-
dicating  a  cloudless'sky,  5  ha.If  clear  and  half  clouds,  and  Io  a  sky
which  is  covet.ed  with  cloud  or  overca.st.

It is  also  desirable  to  note  the  kind   of  cloud   prevalent  at  the
time,  and  the  direction  from  which  it  is  moving.

The   different   modifica.tions   and   forms   of  cloud,  as   originally
given   by   Luke   Howard,  were   Cirrus,  Cirro-cumulus,  CirroHstratus,
Cumulus,   Cumulo-stratus,   Stratus,   and    Nimbus.       It   is   desirable,
however,'to  employ  the  nomenclature  adopted   by  the  Interna.tiona.1
Meteorological   Committee,  and  publislied  in  the  /7¢Jg77¢czZz.o7¢cz/  C7oz/cZ
4¢/czj`,  which  is  as  follows :-

I.   CIRRUS   (Ci.).       Detached   clouds   of   delicate   and   fibrous   appearance,
often  showing   a   fea,ther-like   structure,   generally   of  a  whitish   colour.     Cirrus
clouds   take  the most  varied  shapes,   such   as  isola,ted  tufts,  thin  fila.ments   on  a
blue  sky,  threads  spreading out in the  form of  feathers,  curved  filaments  ending
in tufts,  sometimes  called  C`¢.r7'zcf ##cz.##J,  etc.     They  are  sometimes  arranged  in
parallel belts  which  cross  a portion  of  the sky in a great  circle,  and  by an  effect
of perspective appear to converge towards  a `point on the horizon, or if sufficiently
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extended,   towards  the  opposite  point  also.     (Ci.-St.   and   Ci.-Cu.  are  sometimes
arranged in similar bands.)

2.   CIRRo-STRATUS    (Ci.-St.).       A   thin,   whitish  sheet   of   clouds   sometimes
covering  the  sky  completely  and  giving  it   only. a  milky  appea,rance   (it  is   then
called  Cz.~io-#eG%/c!),  at  other times  presenting more  or less  distinctly a formation
like a  ta.ngled  web.     This  sheet  often  produces ha.Ios  around the  sun  and  moon.

3.   CIRRo-CUMULUS   (Ci.-Cu.).     Mackerel   Sky.      Small   globular  masses    or
white flakes without shfdows,  or showing very slight shadows, arranged in groups
and  often  in  lines.          '`

4.   ALTO-STRATUS    (A.-St.).     A   thick   sheet   of   a   grey   or   bluish   colour,
sometimes  forming.  a  compa,ct  mass   of  dark gi.ey  colour  and  fibrous   structure.
At  other times  the  sheet  is   thin,  resembling thick  Ci.-St.,  and  through  it the  sun
or the moon  may be  seen  dimly gleaming  as  through  ground glass.     This fom
exhibits   all   changes   peculiar   to   Ci.-St.   but   from   measurements  its   average
altitude is  found  to  be  about  one-half that  of Ci.-St.

5.   AI.TO-CUMULUS   (A.-Cu.).      GREAT  WAVES.      Largish   globular    masses,
white  or   greyish,   partia,lly   shaded,   a.rranged   in  groups   or  lines,   and  often   so
closely  packed   that   their  edges   appear   confused.     The  detached  masses  are
generally  larger  and   more   compact  (resembling  St.-Cu.)  at  the  centre   of  the
group,   but   the   thickness   of  the   layer   varies.     At   times   the  masses   spread
themselves  out  a.nd  assume  the  appearance  of  small  waves  or thin  slightly  curved
plates.     At  the margin  they form  into  finer  flakes   (resembling   Ci.-Cu.).     They
often  spread  themselves  out  in  lines  in  one  or two  directions` .

6.   STRATo-CUMULUS   (St.~Cu.).      Large  globular   masses   or  rolls    of   dark
clouds    often   covering   the  whole  sky,   especially  in  winter.      Genera,lly  St.-Cu.
presents  the  appearance  of  a  grey  layer  irregularly  broken   up  into  masses  of
which  the  edge  is  often  formed  of   smaller  rna,sses,   often  of  wavy  appearance
resembling   A. -Cu.       Sometimes    this    cloud-form   presents   the   characteristic
appearance of  great rolls,  arranged  in parallel lines  and pressed  close up  against
one  another.     In their  centres  these  rolls are  of  a dark  colour.     Blue  sky may
be`  seen   through   the  intervening   spaces   which   are  of  a  much  lighter  colour
[" Roll-Cumulus "  in   England,  ``Wulst-Cumulus"  in    Germany].     St.-Cu.  clouds
may be  distinguished  from  Nb.  by  their  globular  or  rolled  appearance,  and by
the fact that they a,re not generally associated with rain.

7.   NIMBUS   (Nb.).     RAIN-CLoUDS.     A  thick   layer  of  dark   clouds,   without

ihharpoeugantdhewo}i%n:rnaggsg:ndtheeds:e:]o:rd°smanw:;pCEer§|:;:¥::!nc£:.rst:no°rwAT.Ssut:[]2afya[£S;
seen  almost  invaria.bly.      If  a  layer  of  Nb.   separates  up  in  a  strong  wind  into
shreds,  or if Small  loose   clouds  are  visible  floating  underneath  a  large   Nb.  the
C[°ug.mcajMbueL%ess:€::):aa;::"=`p°A£Z.'"CGZ:jg::-NTbi)i.ck[c`]`o:::do';:fh::i[°trhs;]upper

surface  is  dome-shaped  and  exhibits   protubera,nces  while  the base  is  horizontal.
These  clouds  appear  to  be  formed  by a  diurnal  a§censional  movement  which  is
almost   noticeable.      When   the   cloud  is  opposite  the  sun,   the  surfaces   facing
the  observer  have  a  greater brilliance  than  the  margins  of  the  protuberances ;
when   the   light   falls   aslant,   as  is  usually  the   ca.se,   these   clouds   throw   deep
shadows ;  when,  on  the  contrary,  the  clouds  are  on  the  sanie  side  of the  observer
as the sun,  they appear dark with bright  edges.     True  Cumulus has  well-defined
upper and lower limits,  but  in  strong  winds  a broken   cloud  resembling  Cumulus
is   often   seen  in  which  the  deta,ched  portions  undergo   continual  change.     This
form  may be  distinguished  by the name  of Fyzzc/c7-Cz/eez£/z/+  (Fr.-Cu.).

9.   CUMULO-NIMBUS  (Cu.-Nb.).      THE  THUNDER-CLOUD ;   SHOWER-CLOUD.
Heavy   masses   of   cloud   rising   in  the   form   of  mountains,   turrets,   or   anv\ils,
generally surmounted by a sheet or screen of fibrous  appearance  (" fa,lse  Cirrus ")
and having its  base a  mass  of  cloud  similar  to  Nimbus.     From  the  base  local
showers  of rain  or snow (occasionally  of hail  or soft hail) usually  fall.     Sometimes
the upper edges  a,ssume  the  compact form  of  cumulus,  and  form  massive peaks
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round  which  delicate  `` false  Cirrus"  floats.     At other times  the  edges  themselves
separate  into  a  fringe  of  filaments  similar to   Cirrus  clouds.     This  last  form  is
pal.ticularly  common   in  spring showers.     The  front  of  thunder-clouds   of  wide
extent  frequently  presents  the  form  of  a  large  arc  spread  over  a  portion  of  a
uniformly brighter sky.

Io.   STRATUS    (St.).     A   unifo]m  layer   of  cloud  resembling.  a  fog,   but  not
resting on the ground.     When this  sheet  is  broken up into  irregula.r  shreds in a
wind,   or  by  the  summits  of  mountains,   it  may  be  distinguished  by   the  name
Fracto-Stralus (I I.-Sit.).

The  Frontispiece  gives  illustrations  of  various  cloud  forms,  with
their names  and   approximate  altitudes.     This  has  been  reproduced
by  permission  from  Mr.  R.  Inwards'  Wccz¢¢c77' £o7'c,  3rd  edition,  I 898.

The  kind  of  cloud  should  be  indicated   by  the  initial   letters  of
the name  of the cloud as  follows :-

Ci.              Cirrus.
Ci.-St.      Cirro-stratus.
Ci.-Cu.      Cirro-cumulus.
A.-S t.       Alto-stratus.
A.-Cu.      Alto-cumulus.
St.-Cu.     Strato-cumulus.
Nb.           Nimbus.
Cu.            C umulus.

Cu.-Nb.    Cumulo-nimbus.
St.              Stratus.
Fr.-Cu.     Fracto-cumulus.
Fr.-Nb.     Fracto-nimbus.
Fr.-S t.       Fracto-stratus.
S t.-cf.        S tratu s-cumuliformi s.
Nb.-cf.       Nimbus-cumuliformis.
M.-Cu.       Mammato-cumulus.

A  cloud   mirror  or  nephoscope  is  sometimes  used  for  observing
the   direction   of   movement   of  the   clouds,   and   ascertaining   their
appa,rent  rate  of motion.

Observers   who   are   able   to   devote   time   to   the  study   of  the
clouds  should  pa.y  attention  to  the  following  points  and  enter  the
same in the register :-

(I)   7l¢e   ¢G.7z¢o/ c/o#c7.     Indicated  by the   international  abbreviations  of  the
name of the cloud,  as given above.

(2)  The  dire;tioj¢jroan qwkich the  cloud  coine§.    Fly  :e;"±_ing pf rf ecrty  stlN+
for  several  seconds  the motion  of clouds  may be  observed  ea.sily against  a  steeple
or pole  erected  in  an  open  space.     If the  motion  of the  cloud  be very slow the
head  should be  steadied  by using  a  rest.     This  method  of  observing  must  be
applied  only  to  clouds  near  the  zenith ;  in the case  of  clouds  near  the  horizon
perspective  may lead  to   errors.      In  such  cases  a  nephoscope  or  Mr.   Besson's
harrow should be  used,  and the instructions issued with these instruments  should
be  followed.

These  two  observations  are  the most  important.     In  addition,  we  may note,
if there be opportunity-

(3b  Th; ioial of redlation of the  u¢¢er clouds.    Trfue;sip al,I jNirs rjf rf:ri teJ:ke The
form of narrow parallel lines, which,  by reason  of perspective,  appear to  converge
towards  a  given  point  on  the  horizon.     The   "point of  radiation"  is  the  na,me
given   to  the  point   where   these  belts  or   their   prolongation  meet  the  horizon.
This point should  be indicated  in  the same  manner as the  direction of the wind,
N.,  N.N.E.,  etc.   `

(4)   C7#d%/a/gd`c/o%cZ}.     It  often happens  that the  clouds  h;ve  the  appearance
of  regular  parallel  and  equidistant  stripes  like  waves  on  the  surface  of  water.
This  occurs  most  frequently  with  CiITo-cumulus,  Strato-cumulus  (roll   Cumulus),
etc.     It  is  important  to  note  the  direction  of these stripes.     When  two  distinct
systems  are  apparent,  as  is  often  the  case  with  clouds  separated  into  globular

C
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masses  by  stripes  in  two  directions,  the  direction of both systems should  be noted.
As  far  as  possible  these   observa,tions   should   be   confined  to  stripes  near  the
zenith,  so  as  to  avoid  errors  caused  by per.spective.

(1)  T.he _de%sity_ and  sitttcdion of a ba,he  of  Ciritts.    The nyFer  cf i;ivouds rfuen
assume the form of a tang.led web or sheet which, as it appears  above the horizon,
looks  like  a  thin  bank  of  a  light  or  greyish  colour.     As  this  form  of  cloud  is
closely  connected  with   barometrical   depressions,   it  is   desirable   to   observe-
(cz)   the  density  (for  which  the  following  scale  is  suggested :   o=very  thin   and
irregula,r ;    I =thin  but  reg.ular;   2 =fairly  thick ;   3 =thick ;  and  4=very thick
and  of a  dark  colour) ;  and  (¢)   /ire Jz.7cc/¢.o# in which the  sheet  or bank appears
thickest.

(6)  j?c%cz7:4r.     All interesting. particulars should be noted, such as-(cz)  During
summer all  low clouds  tend  to  assume  forms  resembling  cumulus.      In  such  cases
an   entry  should  be  rna.de  in  the  column  for  " Remarks ''-S/7tcz/#j`  c)r  IVz.77zj„J.
c#7#2c/z/c7#7z¢.j`.     (;)  At  times  a,  cloud  may present  a  mammillated lower  surface.
This    appearance    should   be    noted    under   the   name   of  ut¢:¢7/2„z¢/a-c#7"#/#J..
(c)   The  ovoid  form   with  sharp   edges   assumed  by  certain   clouds,   pa,rticularly
during the occurrence of sirocco, mistral, or fohn, should be designated /c#/z.cz//czrz.J ;
£pr   .e;xFmT).he,_  C¢lmu!us-lenticularis,    Stratus-leriiicularis    (Cn.Ierit.),   (St.-le;rrl).
Such  clouds frequently show  iridescence.     (4  A note  should  always be made  of
the fact  when  clouds  seem  to  be  sta.tionary or  in  very rapid  motion.

Weather.
In   addition   to   the  foregoing  observa.tions,  it   is   very   desira.ble

to  note   the  sta.te  of  the  weather  and   any  phenomena,  that   rna.y
have   occurred  since  the   last  observation,  such   as   Thunderstorms,
Halos,  Fog,  Sn,ow,  Hail,  etc.     These  may  be  entered  in  the register
in  a.n  abbreviated  form  by the  letters  of  Beaufort's  notation,  or  by
th`e  International symbols, as  follows :-

BBAUFORT'S   LETTERS   AND   INTERNATIONAL   SYMBOLS.

Aurora                            u
b  Blue Sky
a   Clouds  (detached)
wDew
d  Drizzling  Rain

Dust Haze                        oo
fFo8

Gale
Glazed  Frost

8  Gloomy
h  Hail

Hoar Frost

Ice  Crystals
I    Lightning

Lunar  Corona
I.unar Ha,lo

in Mist
o   Ovei.cast  (dull)
p  Passing Showers

I    I   Rain
Rainbow
Silver Thaw

s   Snow
Snow Drift

+
<
ut
U

Snow on  Ground           E-
Soft Hail
Solar  Corona
Solar Halo

q   Squally
t   Thunder

Thunderstorm
u   Ugly (threatening)
v  Visibility
e  Wet  air

A
0
©

T
K

The intensity of any individua.1 phenomenon rna.y be distinguished
by the  figures  of  o  and   2,  which  should  be  used   as   exponents   of
the   symbols,   so   that   o   should   indicate  slight,   and   2   strong,   e.gT.
A° = slight  hail,  A2 = hea.vy  ha.il.

Hours  of Obsel.vation.
At the  Second Order Stations the hours of observation are 9 a.in.

and  9  p.in.  /occz/ Zz.77¢c,  which  hours  should   be  adhered   t:o ¢#7¢c/"cz/rgr.
The   maximum   and   minimum   thermometers   are  to   be  read   a.nd
set  a.t  9  p.in.,  a.nd   the   readings   entered   to   the  da.y  on  which   they
are  observed.
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At  the  Climatological  and  other  Stations  the  observa.tions  are
required    to    be`   made   once   each   day,   viz.   at   9    a.in.   /ocl¢/   Z¢.77¢e.
The  reading  of  the  maximum   thermometer  and  the  rainfall  are to
be   entered   to   the  ¢rgzJz.o%f   day,  but  the  rea,ding  of  the  minimum
thermometer is  to be entered  to the  day on which it is taken.

If possible,  observations  should  also  be  taken  at  3  p.in.     These
should   at   least   include   rea.clings   of   the   dry-bulb    and    wet-bulb
thermometers   and   the   amount    of   cloud.      The   maximum   and
minimum   thermometers   must  not,   however,  be   interfered   with   at
that Jtime.

At  some  stations  observa.tions  are  ta.ken  at  6  p.in. for  newspaper
reports or  municipa.1  purposes.      When such  is  the  case  ca.re  must  be
taken  not  to  impair  the  I.ainfall  and  rna.ximum  and  minimum  ten-
perature  records  for the ordinary  meteorological  day.

Note-Book.
All  the  origina,1  observations  should  be written down  at  the  time

they are  made in a  properly ruled  or  printed  note-book (not on  loose
slips  of  pa.per),  so   tha.t  they  may  be  available   for reference  in  case
any  question   should   arise   about   them   afterwards.       It   is   a  very
convenient  plan  to  put  an  elastic  band  over  each  end  of  the  note-
book, as by that  means  it  can  be  opened  at once at the  proper pla,ce,
and in wet wea.ther the other  leaves will  not  be~wetted by rain, or  the
figures  smudged.      If , a  lead  pencil  be  tied   to  the  note-book  with  a
piece of string it will  always be at hand for  entering the  observations.

Omissions    must   be   carefully   avoided,   otherwise   true    means
cannot  be  obtained :   it is,  therefore,  necessary  to  have  a  well-trained
deputy  to  take the  observations  in  the  a.bsence  of the  usual observer.

Lamp.
When  observations  are  ta.ken  a.fter  dark  it  is  desirable  to  have

a  good  a.nd efficient lamp, which should  alwa.ys be kept well trimmed.
Matches  should  on  no  a,ccount  be  used.     An   electric  la.mp  is  con-
venient  for  reading  thermometers,  as  it  is   always  ready  and  gives
out  no  perceptible  heat.

Registel'.
In   entering   the   observations   in   the   register   it  is   absolutely

essential  that  they  be  co/7iccz/j/  copied  from  the  original  note-book ;
it  is  most  desirable,  therefore,  that  the  entries  be  afterwards  c4cc:¢ec7
by reading aga.inst the originals.     In filling in the ba.rometer readings,
the whole inches  may be  omitted when  there are  several  of the  same
number  together,  except  the  first  a.nd   the   last.     In   no  other  case,
however, should  any figure be omitted  in  any column, even  though  it
be  a  cypher,  a,s  it  may thereby cause an  error in  the adding up.

In taking the means, the work of addition may be much simplified
by  adopting  some  number as  constant  or  common.      For  insta.nce  in
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the  barometer  column  it  will   be  readily  seen  which  is  the  prevalent
number,  29  or  3o  ins.;  if  29   be   taken   as   the   constant,  it will  be
necessa.ry  only  to  add   up   the  figures   to   the   right   of  the  decima.I
point,  and  then  add  I  in.  to   this   tota.1  for  every  inch  above  29,  and
deduct   I   in.  for  every  inch  below.     E;ee77z¢/e..   If  the   total   of  the
figures  to  the  right   of  the   decimal   amount   to   21.648,  a.nd. to  the
left  of the  decimal   3o   ins.   occur  7   times,  and   28   ins.  3  times,  the
other va.1ues   being   29   ins. ;   then,  by  a.dding  7  for the   3o   ins.   and
deducting  3  for the  28  ins.,  we  get  the  following  results :   7 -3 = 4
+ 21.648 = 25.648  ins.     This  would,  therefore,  be  the  total  for  the
barometer  column,  taking   29   ins.   as  the  constant:     Dividing  this
total  by  31,  which we will  presume to be  the  number of days  in  the
month,  and  adding  29  ins.,  the   mea,n  will   be   29.827   ins.      In  the
same way  constants   rna.y be  employed  in   adding  up   the  dry,  wet,
maximum,  a,nd  minimum  thermometers  a.nd  other  columns.

Great care should  be   taken  to  make  the  addition  correct ;   it  is
therefore  desira.ble  that  the   columns  be   a,dded  twice,  first  %4zodr/c7J
and  then  c7ozu7¢eoczffdr ;   so  that  if a  mistake  be  made one  wa.y, it  will
most probably be found  out  the  other way.     In  dividing  the  sums
to  obtain  the  means,  the  la.st  figure  should   always   be   increased   by
one  if the  remainder  be  one-half or  more  of the  divisor.

The mean  temperature  of the month for the stations  of the Royal
Meteorological  Society is  determined  by  adding  together  the   mean
maximum   and  the   mean   minimum,   and   dividing   the  sum   by   2.
`E3r¢7J¢¢/e..   Mean  maximum,   63°.4,  mean  minimum,  46°.2 =  Iogo.6.

This  divided  by  2  gives  54°.8.
The  extreme range of temperature for the month is  the difference

between  the  a.bsolute maxiinum and  minimum  readings.     The  mean
range  of  temperature  for  the  month  is  the  difference  between  the
mea.n  maximum  and  mean  minimum  readings.

Wh.en  the   mean   of the  9   a.in.   and   9  p.in.   observations  of  the
amount  of cloud  is  less  than   2.o,  this  is  called  a  Day  of  Clear  Sky,
but  vyhen  the  mean  is  above  8.o  it is  called  an  Overcast  Day.

When  during any part of the  day the force of the wind  is  8  and
above  (on  tlie  Bea.ufort scale)  this  is  counted  as  a.  day   with   Gale.
Previous to  191 I  force 7 was counted as a Gale, but the International
Meteorological   Committee  has  recently decided  that  the  minimum
value  for  a.  Gale  should  be  raised  to  force  8.

In  summarizing the  observa.tions   of  the  direction   of  the  wind,
these  should  be  taken  out to   eight  points  of  the  compass.     If  the
wind  has   been   observed   to  sixteen   points,  the  intermediate  points
must be split up and  apportioned to each side, c.g.-

3  NNE will become  I  N  and  2  NE
6SSE      „          „       3SE„    3S

IIWSW„         „       5SW„     6W

In  the " Remarks "  column  the special features  of the  day should
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be  noted,   a.nd   any  particular   phenomena  with   the   time   of.their
occurrence.     At the end   of  ea.ch  month  a brief account of the  chief
characteristics  of the  weather  should   also  be  given,  with  indication
of their  effects  upon  agriculture,  health,  etc.

A  specimen  of a  Clima.tological  Return  is  given  on  p.  65.

Self-Reool'ding Instruments.
Much  interesting and va.Iuable information may be  obtained  from

j.e//-yeco71c7z.7¢g. barometers, thermometers, hygrometers, and rain gauges.
These  are  of great service in  measuring the  time,  duration, intensity,
and  various  phases  of phenomena..

A  brief description  of this  class of instruments  is  as  follows :-
THERMOGRAPH.-The   thermometer   consists   of   a   very   thin

curved  metal  case (a Bourdon tube) conta.ining a.Icohol, one end  being
a fixture and the other movable.    As the alcohol expands or contracts
with  the  changes  of temperature  it  alters  the  curvature  of  the tube,

FIG.  23. -Thermograph.

rna.king  it.fla.tter or  otherwise.     In another form  the  tube  is  replaced
by   a   bimeta.1lic   spiral.       The   end   of  the   tube   communica.tes   its
motion  by  means  of  a.  metal  rod  to  a  lever  ca.rrying  a  pen,  which
marks  a  gradua,ted  paper  wound   on  the  cylinder.     A   clock  turns
the cylinder round  once  in  seven  days  (Fig.  23).

DRv-BULB   AND   WET-BULB   THERMOGRAPH.-This  consists   of
a  pa.ir  of thermometers,  which  are  placed  side  by  side ;   but  they  are
curved  reversely,  and  are  placed  as  far  a,part  as  possible.     The  wet-
bulb  thermometer  is  covered  with  muslin,  and   is   kept   moist  by  a
water   vessel   below,   into   which   the   muslin   dips,   and   also   by   a
capilla,ry  siphon  from  a second  water vessel  above.

BAROGRAPH.-This  instrument  consists  of  a  series  of  vacuum
boxes  by  which  the  effects  of  variation  of  the  a.tmospheric  pressure
are  increased   and  transmitted  by  a   system   of  levers   to   an   arm
carrying  a.  pen  (Fig.  24).

HAIR   HVGROGRAPH.-The  actuating portion  is  a wisp  of about
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a  dozen  hairs  fastened   at   each   end,  and   stretched   laterally  by  a
small  weighted  lever ;   the  elongation   a.nd  contra.ction   of  the  hairs
causes  motion  of the  lever,  and  is  thereby recorded  on  the  cylinder.

FIG.  24. -Barograph.

SELF-RECORDING  RAIN  GAUGE.-There  are  several  pa.tterns  of
self-recording  rain   gauges,   c.g..   Beckley's,  Halliwell's,  Ca.sella's,  and
Negretti   &   Zambra's,   etc.,   which   give  excellent  results   in   careful
hands.

The  two  principal  types   of  self-recording  rain  gauges   are  the
floa.t   pa,ttern   and   the  tipping  bucket  pa.ttern.     In  the  former  the
rain  is  collected  in  a  reservoir  in  which  there  is  a  float  carrying  a
pen,  and  as  the  float  rises  a  trace  is  marked  on  the  chart showing
the ra.te  at which  the  rain  fell.     In  the  tipping  bucket pattern, the
rain   is   collected   in   a   small   tilting  bucket  divided  into  two  equal
parts,  which  tip  over  alternately  when   .ol  in.  has  fallen.      A  lever
carrying  a pen is thus  raised  by  means  of an  escapement wheel,  and
a  trace  resembling  a  series  of steps  is  recorded  on  the  chart.

The  method  of  recording is  practically the same in  each  of  the
above instruments, so the  following directions for use will be applicable
to  all.     First remove the pen   from  the  chart  by means  of  the  lever
at   the  base, then   unscrew  the  thumb  screw  in  the  centre  of  the
drum  and  lift the  latter off  the steel  rod,  and  wind  the  clock.     The
bra.ss   band   which  holds   the   chart  in   position  should   be   removed
and   a   new   chart   placed   on   the  cylinder,  which  should   then   be
replaced   on   the  steel  rod,  ca.re  being  taken   to  see  that  the  small
wheel   underneath  gears   into  the  large  one.     The   cylinder  should
be turned  round  until  the  pen  is  i.n  a  line with  the  correct   day  and
hour  on   the  cha.rt.     The  pen  should  then   be  refilled  with  ink  and
the  lever turned  to the left to  bring  the  pen  into  contact with  the
chart.     It   is   advisable   to   move   the   pen   slightly   to   ensure   a
proper flow of ink.
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Additional Observations.
The   conditions   prevailing   in   the   upper   atmosphere   may   be

investiga.ted  by  the use of  suitable  kites-such  as  the  Hargreave  or
the Dines  box kites-with  a  meteorogra.ph  attached.     At the Blue
Hill   Observatory,  U.S.A.,  records   have  been   obtained   at  a  height
of  3  miles  by  means  of kites.

Small  pilot  balloons  may be  sent  up  for  determining  the  drift  of
the  upper  currents.

If   the   circumstances   permit,   a  balloon   carrying  a  very  light
Dines  meteorograph shorild  be sent up on  the  first Thursday of each
month  and  the  other  days   appointed   by   the   Internationa.1   Aero-
nautica.1  Committee.      Such  balloons  sometimes  reach  an  altitude  of
as  much  as  16  miles  above  the  earth's  surface.

On   the   occurrence  of  a.ny   exceptional   phenomena,   G.g.   floods,
whirlwinds,   showers   of  dust,   dama.ge  by   lightning,  ha.il,  etc.,  steps
should   be  taken  at once  to  gather  accura,te  information  respecting
the sa.me,  whicri  should  be  carefully entered  in  the  register.     In  the
case  of  floods  an  effort  should   be  made  to  have  a  permanent  rna.rk
cut in  a wall  or on  the pier of a bridge, recording the height and  the
date  of the  flood.

It is also desirable that photogra,phs of meteorological phenomena
should   be  taken  whenever  possible,  and  copies  of  these  should  be
forwarded  to   the  Royal   M`eteorological   Society  for  pres-ervation  as
a  perma,nent  record.

Much   valuable   information   may   be   obtained    from   observa-
tions   on   the   number   of   dust   particles   in   the   air   by   means   of
Aitken's   Dust   Counter,  and  also   from   analyses  of  air  in   different
districts.

Phenological 0bsel'vations.
A   careful   watch   should   be   kept   for   the   first   flowering   of

uncultivated   plants,  the   arriva,I   and   song  of  birds,  the   ap'peara.nce
of  butterflies   and   other   insects,   etc.      The   Royal    Meteorological
Society  is  always  glad  to  receive  such  observations.

The following is  the  list recommended  for observations :-

PLANTS.

: :  goal::[otof°tryzt„fffz#¢:;,,#Z,a,.
3.  Wood  AIryf ::rrl:one  (Aneano%e  nil"o-

3:g]aar#t£,;Hme5;eae„M#:sffa%o$7s¢.f,,%.

6.H°:;:a's;Cair#4;i;::a4(frswhsHi¢¢o~

The  same  individual  trees  and

7.   Hawthorn  (Cr¢¢cggzzf  OL#j%¢#ZA¢).

``:::::.-::-:--:.I:-:-::...:-T::,:..:--::-.--:...::.:-.`-i..-.-`.:..:.:-..,-..--:,-..:..`...-...

rl.H:_a:rche;in:(C_fm|can!ar.otundifolia).
12.   Greater    Bindweed    (Co#zJo/zJa;/ac

1 3.  I;e¢(#e#)e;a He|i%).

shrubs  should  be  observed  each
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year,  and  as  rega.rds  herba.ceous  plants,  those  growing  in  precisely
the  same  spots-this  is  of  the  greatest   importance.     In   the  ca.se
of trees  and shrubs  they must be  of mature growth.     The particular
pla.nts   selected   for  observation   should   be  situa.ted   neither  in   very
sheltered  nor,   on   the  other  hand,  in   very   exposed   positions,  and
should  neither be  abnormally early nor late in  their flowering for the
district.     When  from  any  cause  any of the  selected  plants  cease  to
be  available,  other  specimens  of the  same  variety  similarly  situated
should  be  observed  instead  of them.

A  plant  is  to  be  considered  "in  flower"  when  the  stamens
the  first  blossom  on  it  first  become visible.      As  soon  as  the  date
one  plant  has  been  secured,  watch  for  the  appeara.nce  of  the  next     ,
on  the  list.      If,   unfortuna,tely,  the  first  flowering  be  missed   by  a
day  or  two,  the  estimated  date  of  first  flowering  should  be  given
a.nd   an  asterisk   placed   against   the   entry.     Should   the   pla.nt   be
estimated  to  have  been  in  flower  more  tha,n  four  days,  no  entry  at
all  should  be  made.

BIRDS.

14.   Song   Thrush   (r¢#'¢#f   7##rz.cz4f),
first heard.

i5.  Swalhow   (Hii'i4ndo   rasticab,  f[rst
Seen.

16.   Cuckoo     (C'#cz//#J    c¢7¢o7'z/s),    first
heard.

17.   Nightingale      (I)cz#/¢.,cLr      /¢#cz.#z.cz),
first  heard.

I.8.  Ftycaf :I :irf:I    UMuscica¢a    grisola),
first  seen.

19.  SrvaJ:Jivow   (Hirundo    riisficaD,  leisA
Seen.

The  date  on  which  the  note  of  the  Song  Thrush  is  first  bea.rd
after  January  Ist  should  be  given.     It  must  not  be  mistaken   for
that of the  Missel  Thrush.     The notes  of the  Missel  Thrush are less
musical  and   connected,  the  strain  is  altogether  much  shorter,  and,
being  repea.ted  many -times   iri   succession,   it   wants  the   variety  of
tha,t  of the  Song Thrush.

The  Swallow  may be  distinguished  from  the  House  Martin  and
Sand  Martin  by  its  back  being  of a  uniform  glossy steel-blue, almost
black,  by its  long  forked  tail,  and  by the  dingy  white  colour  of  its
lower parts.     The  House  Martin  has  the rump  and  lower parts pure
white, while the Sand Martin  is  of a, mouse  colour above.     The  Swift
differs from  the  Swallow in  its more  rapid  flight, the  peculiar narrow-
ness  of its  outspread  wings,  and  its  general  sooty  colour.

The  observer should  be  certain  that it is  the  Nightingale that is
heard,  as  the  Song Thi.ush  also  often  sings  late  in  the  evening.

The  Flyca.tcher  is  a  little  greyish-brown  bird,  fond  of sitting  on
a  post,  rail,  or  perch,  whence  it  can  rea,dily  dart  off  and  seize a  fly,
usually  returning at  once to  its  former station.
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INSECTS.

2o.  Honey  Bee  (A¢is  anellifca),  first
Seen.

21.   Wasp  ( ycj¢` a  a/z//gTee7z.f),  first  seen.
22.   Small     Wbite     Butterfly     (Pz.ech

rzz¢cg),  first  seen.

23.   Orange-tip    Butterfly   (<4#j¢occz#.r
cardemines), first seen.

24.   Meadow-brown    Butterfly   (.B¢z.7¢c-

f]hile ] ctndran, F[rsit s,I:R;A.

Books and Publications on Meteorology.

The  following is  a  brief  list  of works  on  meteorological  subjects
which  observers  may  consulLwith  advanta.ge :-

ABERCROMBV,   Hon.   R.-Weather.     A   Popular   Exposition   of  the   Nature   of
Weather  changes from  Dayto  Day.     8vo.      1887.     5s.

ALLINGHAM,  W.-A  Manual  of Marine  Meteorology.     8vo.      I9oo.      3s.  6d.

Barometer  Manual  for  the  Use  ot   Seamen.     Published   by   the   Meteorological
Office.      8vo.      6th  edition.      I9og.      3d.

BARTHOLOMEW'S  Atlas  ofMeteorology.      Folio.1899.      52S:  6d.

Bulletin  of the  Mount weather  observatory  (U.S.).      8vo.

CLAVDEN,  A.  W.-Cloud  studies.      8vo.      I9o5.12s.

Climatological Atla,s  of India.     Published under the  direction  of  Sir  John   Eliot.
Folio.       I9o6.      36s.   .

Daily  weather  Reports  of the  Meteorological  office.     4to.     Subscription  5s. per

. quarter.

DAvls,  W.  M.-Elementary Meteorology.     8vo.1894.     Ios.

DEXTER,  E.  G.-Weather  Influences.      8vo.   `  I9o4.      8s.  6d.

DICKSoN,  H.  N.-Meteorolog.y.     The Elements  of weather and  climate.     8vo.
1893.       2s.6d.

FERREL,  W.-A`Popular Treatise on the winds.     8vo.1889.16s.

GLAISHER,  I.-Hygrometrical Tables adapted  to  the  use  of  the  Dry- a,nd Wet-
I   bulb  Thermometer.      8vo.      2s.  6d.

HANN,  I.-Lehrbuch der  Meteorologie.     8vo.      2nd  edition.      I9o6.      24s,

HANN,  I.-Handbuch  der  Klimatologie.      8vo.     3rd  edition.      I9o8-II.

HANN,  I.-Handbook  of  Climatology.      Translated  by  R.  de  C.  Ward.     8vo.
I9o3.12s.   6d.

International   Catalogue   of   Scientific   Literature.     F.   Meteorology.     Published
annually.      8vo.      15s.

Internationa.1  Cloud  Atlas.      4to.1896.16s.

International  Meteorological  Tables.      4to.      I89o.      28s.

INWARDS,   R.-Weather  Lore.     A  Collection  of  Proverbs,   Sayings,  and  Rules
concerning the  weather.      3rd  edition.      8vo.      1898.
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Joumal   of   the   Scottish   Meteorological   Society.       8vo.       Published   annually.
12S.   6d.

LET,  Rev.  W.  CLEMENT.-Cloudland,     A Study on the Structure and Cha,racters
of clouds.      8vo.1894.      7s.6d.    '

MARRloTT,   W.-Some  Facts   about  the   Wea.ther.     8vo.      2nd   edition.      I9og.
6d.

Meteorological   Office.     The  Observer's  Handbook.      8vo.      Published  annually.

3S.

Meteorologica.1  Record.     Monthly  Results  of Observations  made  at  the  Stations
of the  Royal  Meteorological  society.      8vo.      Published  quarterly.      Is.  6d.

Meteorologische zeitschrift.     4to.    Published monthly.    Annual  subscription  2os.

MILL,  H.  R.-British  Rainfall.     8vo.     Published annually.      Ios.

Monthly weather Review (U.S.).     4to.

MooRE,   Sir  J.  W.-Meteorolog.y,   Pra,ctical  and  Applied.     8vo.     2nd  edition.
`      I9Io.       Ios.6d.

MooRE,  WILLrs  L.-Descriptive  Meteorology.     8vo.      I9Io.12s.  6d.

PERNTER,  I.  M.,  and  EXNER,  F`.  M.-Meteorologische  Optik. .   8vo.      I9Io.

Quarterly Journal  of the  Royal  Meteorologica,l  society.      8vo.      5s.

SCoTT,   R.    H.-Wea,ther   Charts   and   Storm   Warnings.      8vo.     3rd   edition.
1887.

ScoT1`,  R.  H.-Elementary  Meteorology.     8vo.     6th  edition.1893.      5s.

SHAw,   W.   N.,   and  LEMPFERT,   R.   G.   K.-The   Life   History   of  Surface   Air
Currents.      4to.      I9o6.      7s.  6d.

Smithsonian  Meteorological  Tables.      3rd  e.dition.      8vo.      I9o7.

Symons's  Meteorological  Magazine,  edited by  Dr.  H.  R.  Mill.     8vo.     Published
monthly.     4d.

WALDo,  F.-Modern Meteorology.     8vo.1893.

WALDo,  F.-Elementary  Meteorology.     8vo.1896.

WARD,  R. de  c.-Practical  Exercises in  Elementary  Meteorology.     8vo.1899.

WARD,   R.   de   C.-Climate   considered   especially   in  relation   to   Man.      8vo.
I9o8.      6s.

Weekly Weather Reports  of  the  Meteorological  Office.     4to.     Annual  subscrip-
tion  (which includes the  Monthly Weather Report)  Sos.

English and Metrical  Scales.
As  the  observations  from  foreign  countries  are  made  according

to  the  metrical  scales,  it  is  convenient to  be  able   to  readily  convert
the  English  values  into  the  metrical.     Five  tables   for  this  purpose
are  given  on  pages  61-64.

Meteol.ological Tel]ms.
The   International   Meteorological   Congress   held   at  Rome  in

1879   expressed   the   opinion  that  an   `` International   Dictionary  of
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Meteorology "  should  be published.     As  a step towards the  carrying
out   of  this   Resolution,  a  " Glossary  of  Meteorologica.1  Terms "   has
been   prepa.red   and   will   be   found   on   p.   66.       The   na.me   of  the
person  to whom  it  is  believed   the  term   is   due  and  the  date  of  its`first  use  are  given  in  square  bra.ckets.

The  author  desires  to  acknowledge  the  assistance which  he has
received   in  the  prepara.tion  of  this   qlossary from   Members  of  the
Council   of    the    Royal     Meteorologica.1     Society,   and   also   from
Bartholomew's  £4Z/czj' a/ fl4lg/go/a/ogy and  other sources.
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TABLE I. -CoRRECT[oNs To BE Appl,TED To BAROMETERS WITH .B#as5 Sccz/Gj EXTENDING
FROM   THE  CISTERN   TO  THE  TOP   OF  1`HE  MERCURIAL  COLUMN   TO   REDUCE  THE
OBSERVATIONS  TO  32°  FAHRENHEIT.

1*

READING   OF  BAROMETER.

i!Ins. |IIS. Ins. In§. Ins. Ins. Ins. Ins, Ins.
E| 27'0        27.5 28'0 28'5 29'0 29'5 30'0 30'5 31'0 i

ZOO +.021 +.021 + .021 + .022 + .02Z + .023 + .023 + .023 + .024 ZOO

21 •ol8 '019 '019 `019 •020 •020 •020 •021 •021 21
22 •ol6 •ol6 .ol6 '017 •017 •Or:I .ol8 •ol8 •ol8 22
23 '013 '014 '014 '014 '014 '015 `015 '015 `015 23
24 •011 •01I •011 •012 •012 •012 •012 •012 '013 24

25 •009 '009 '009 •009 •009 `009 '009 •010 '010 25
26 •oo6 •oo6 •oo6 •oo6 •-007 •007 •     .007 •007 '007 26
27- '004 •004 '004 `004 •004 `004 `004 •cO4 '004 27
28 + . 00 I + . cO I + .001 + .Col +.Col + .001 + .001 + . cO I + .001 28
29 -.col -'001 -.001 -.001 -.col -.001 -.Col -.Col -.001 29

30 •004 •004 •004 •cO4 '004 •cO4 •004 ..004 •cO4 30
31 .oo6 .co6 •oo6 •oo6 •007 '007 •    .007 •007 •007

31
32 .oo8 •009 •009 '009 '009 `009 '009 •010 •010 32
33 •01I •01I •011 •012 •012 •012 •012 •012 •012 33
34 `013 'OI4 '014 `014 •014 •015 •015 •015 •015 34

35 •ol6 •ol6 •ol6 •017 •017 •017 •ol8 •ol8 •ol8 35
36 .ol8 '019 `019 •019 •020 •020 •020 •021 •021 36
37 •021 •021 •021 •022 •022 •022 -023 `.o23

•024 37
38 '023 •023 `024 •024 •025 •025 •o26 •o26 •o26 38
39 •025 •o26 •o26 •027 •027 •o28 .o28 •029 •029 39

40 .o28 'o28 '029 '029 •030 •030 •031 •031 •032 40
41 •030 •031 •031 •032 •033 '033 •034 •034 •035 41
42 •033 `033 ~   .034 •034 •035 •036 •036 •037 •037 42
43 •035 •036 •036 •037 •038 •038 •039 •040 •040 43
44 •03;h •038 •039 •040 •040 •041 •042 •042 '043 44

45 •040 •04r •041 •_042 •043 '044 •044 •045 •046 45
46 •042 '043 `044 •045 •045 •o46 •047 •048 •049 46
47 •045 •046 •046 •047 •o48 •049 •050 •051 •051 47
48 •047 •048 •049 •050 •051 •052 •052 •053 •054 48
49 •050 •050 •051 •052 •053 •054 •055 •056 •057 49

50 •052 •-o53 •054 •055 •056 •057 •058 •059 •o6o 60
51 •054 •055 •056 •057 •058 •059 •o6o •o6I •o62 51
52 •057 •o58 •059 •o6o •o6I •o62 •063 •o64 •065 52
53 •059 •o6o •o6I •063 •064 •065 •o66 •o67 .o68 53
54 so62 •063 •o64 •065 'o66 •067 .o68 •070 •071 54

55 •064 •065 .o66 •o68 •069 •070 •C)7I •Cyl2 •073 55
56 •o66 •o68 •069 •Orlo •OIT. •073 •074 •075 •076 56
57 •069 •070 •071 •073 •074 •075 •076 •078 •079 57
58 •071 •073 •074  , •075 •077 •078 •079 •o8I •o82 58
59 •074 •075 •076 •078 •079 •o8o •o82 •o83 •  .o85

59
160

-.076 - .077 - `079 - .o8o -.o82 -.083 -.085 -.o86 - .o87 60
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TABLE I.-CoRRECTloNS To BE AppLIED To BAROMETERS wlTlr .Br4ur Sca;/cf EXTENDING
FROM  THE  ClsTERN  To  TI.IE  Top  oF THE  MERcuRIAL CoLUMN  'ro   REDucE  TIIE
OBSERVATIONS  TO  32°  FAHRENIIEIT, -CO#/2.7Z„C¢.

I:ii
READING   OF  BAROMETER.

!j.Ins. Ins. Ins. Ins.
21g:o   I   ;a:g

Ins. Ins. Ins.
E: 27'0 27'5 28'0 28'5 30'0 30'5 31'0 E+

GOO - .076 -.077 -.079 - .o8o - .o82 - .083 - .085 -.o86 - .087 600
61 •o78 •o8o •o8I •o83 •084 .o86 •087 •o89 •090 61

62 •o8I •o82 •o84 •085 •o87 .o88 •090 •091 •093 62
63 •083 •085 •o86 .o88 •o89 •091 `093 •094 •096 63
64 .o86 •087 •o89 •090 •092 •094 •095 •097 •og8 64

65 .o88 . •090 •091 •093 •095 •o96 •og8 •I00 •101 65
66 •090 •092 •094 •096 •097 •099 •101 •102 •104 66
67 •093 •095 •o96 •og8 •IcO •102 •103 •105 •107 67
68 •'095 •097 •099 •101 •I02 •104 •Io6 .Io8 •109 68
69 •098 •IcO •101 •103 •105 •107 •109 •110 •112 69

70 •I00 •102 •104 .Io6 .log '109 •111 •1'13 •115 70

71 •I02 •104 •Io6 . .Io8 •I10 •112 •114 .116 •118 71

72 •105 •107 •109 •111 `113 •115 •117 •119 •I20 72
73 •107 •109 •111 '113 •115 •117 '119 •121 •123 73
74 •110 •112 •114 •116 .118 •I20 •122 '124 •126 74

75 •112 •114 .116 .118 •I20 •122 •125 •12:I •129 75
76 •114 •IT.i '119 •121 '123 •125 •T.2;J '129 •131 76
77 •1T-i •119 •121 •123 '126 •128 •130 •132 •134 77
78 •119 •122 •124 .126 .128 •130 •133 •135 •T/rl 78
79 •122 -    `124 •126 .128 •131 '133 •135 •137 •140 79

80 •124 .126 `129 •131 '133 •136 •138 •140 •143 80
81 .126 •129 •131 •134 •136 •138 •141 •143 •145 81
82 •129 •131 •134 •136 •138 •141 `143 •146 •148 82
83 •131 `134 •136 •139 •141 •143 •146 •148 •151 83

'84 •134 •136 `139 •141 •144 •146 '149 •151 •154 84

85 •136 '139 •141 '144 •146 •149 •151 •154 •156 85
86 •138 •141 '144 •146 •149 •151 •154 •156 •159 86
87 •141 '143 •146 •149 •151 •154 •157 •159 •162 87
88, •143 •146 •149 •151 •154 •157 •159 •162 •165 88
89 •146 •148 •151 •154 •156 •159 •162 •165 •167 89

90 •148 •151 •153 •156 •159 •162 •164 •167 •170 90

91 •150 '153 •156 •159 •162 •165 •167 •T.|O '173 91

92 •153 •156 •158 •161 •164 •167 •170 •112' •175 92
93 .155 •158 •161 •164 •167 •170 •11®- •175 •178 93
94 •157 •161 •163 .166 •169 .17®- •175 •T:J| •I8o 94

95 •16o. •163 •166 •169 •172 •175 •178 •I8o •183 95
96 •162 •165 •168 •ZJT. •174 •178 •181 •183 •185 96
97 •165 .168 •IJT. •174 •177 •I8o •183 .186 .188 97
98 •167. •170 •173 •176 •179 •183 .186 .188 •191 98
99 •169 •173 •176 •T.|9 •182 •185 '188 •191 '194 99

100 --.172 -.175 --.178 -.181 •-.184 - . 188 -.191 -.194 -.197 100
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TABLE  II.-CORRECTIONS   FOR  REI)UCING  OBSERVATIONS  OF  THE  BAROMETER  To
SEA-LEVEL.

Jfga BAROMETER AT  SEA-LEVEL, 28.0  INCHES. BAROMETER  AT  SEA-LEVEL,  29.0  INCHES. i
Temperature of External Air. Temperature of External Air. •#

200 300 400 500 600 700 800 200 300 400 500 600 700 800
E

Feet. In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In. Feet.

10
+•01I +•01I +•010 +•010 +•010 +•010 +•009 +•012 +•012 +•011 +loll +•011 +•011 +•010

10
20 •022 •022_ •021 •020 •020 •019 •019 '023 •022 •02Z •021 •021 •021 •020 20
30 •033 •032 •031 •030 •030 `029 `029 •034 •033 •033 •032 •031 •031 •030 30
40 •044 '043 •042 •041 •040 •039 •038 •045 '044 •044 '043 •042 •041 •040 40
50 •055 •054 •C)53 •051 •050 •049 •048 •057 •056 •055 •053 •052 •051 •050 50

6o .o66 •064 •063 •o6I •o6o •059 •058 .o68 •o67 •o66 •064 •063 •o6I •o6o 6o
70 •077 •075 •Cyr]3 •071 •C}JO •o68 •067 •079 •o78 •o76 •074 •073 •Cyr/I. •070 70
8o .o88 •o86 •084 •o82 •o8o •078 •077 •091 •089 •087 •o85 •083 •o8I •o8o 8o
90 •o98 •096 •094 •092 •090 .o88 •087 •I02 •100 •o98 •096 •094 •092 •090 90

loo '109 •|Crl •104 •102 •100 •098 •096 '113 •111 .Io8 •Io6 `104 •102 •100 loo

Ilo •I20 •117 •115 •113 •111 .Io8 .Io6 •125 •122 •119 •117 •115 •IIZ •I10 Ilo
120 •131 .128 •125 '123 •121 •118 •116 •136 '133 •130 •T.2;, •125 •122 •I20 120
130 •142 •139 •136 •133 •131 .128 •125 •147 •144 •141 •138 •135 •132 •130 130
140 •153 •149 •146 '143 •141 •138 •135 •159 •155

..152
• 149 . •146 •143 •140 140

150 •164 •16o •157 •154 •151 •148 •145 •170 •166 •163 •16o •157 •153 •150 150

16o •175 •171 '168 •164 •161 •157 •154 •181 •T:j7 •174 •170 •167 •163 •16o 16o
170 •186 •182 •178 •174 •T-|T. •167 •164 •192 .188 •184 •181 •177 •173 •170 170
I8o •197 `193 •189 •185 •181 •177 •174 `204 •199 •195 •191 .188 •183 •179 I8o
190 •2o8 '203 •199 •195 •191 •187 •183 •215 •210 .2o6 •202 •198 '193 •189 190
ZOO `219 '214 '209 •205 •201 •T.9| •I93 •226 •221 •217 •212 .2o8 '203 .199 200

210 •230 •225 •220 •215 •211 .2o6 •202 •238 •233 .228 .223 '219 •214 '209 210
220 •241 •235 •230 •225 •221 •216 • 2-I 2 •249 '244 •238 •233 •229 '224 •219 220
230 •251 •246 •Z4I •236 •231 .226 •222 •26o •255 '249 •244 •239 •234. `229 230
240 •262 •256 •251 •246 •241 •236 •231 •2;J2 •266 •26o •254 '249 •244 •239 240
250 •2;73 •267 •261 •256 •251 •246 •241 •283 •277 •2JT. •265 •26o •254 •249 250

26o •284 •z78 •2;J2 .266 •261 •255 •250 •294 .288 •281 •2;J5 •270 •264 •259 26o
270 •295 .288 •282 •276 •271 •265 •26o •305 •299 •292 •286 •28o •2;I 4 •269 270
28o •306 •299 '293 •287 •281 •2;15 •270 •317 •310 •303 •2fJil •291 •285 •2!19 28o
290 •317 •310 •303 •297 •291 •285 •279 •328 •321 •314 •307 •301 •295 •289 290
300 •328 •320 `313 •307 •301 •295 •289 `339 •332 •325 •318 •312 •305 •299 300

310 `339 •331 `324 •317 •311 •304 •298 •351 •343 •335 •328 •322 •315 •309 310
320 •350 •342 '334 •3;2;I •3ZI `314 '307 •362 •354 •346 •339 •332 •325 •318 320
330 •360 •352 '344 •337 •331 •324 •317 •373 •365 •357 •349 •342 •335 •328 330
340 •371 •363 •355 •348 •341 •334 •3;2;I •384 •376 •367 •360 •353 •345 •338 340
350 •382 •373 •365 •358 •351 •343 •336 •396 •387 •378 •370 •363 •355 •348 350

360 •392 •384 •376 •368 •361 •353 •346 •407 •398 •389 •381 •373 •365 •358 360
370 •403 '394 •386 •378 •371 •363 •355 •418 •409 •400 •392 •384 •376 •368 370
380 •414 •405 •396 •388 •381 •373 •365 '429 •420 •411 •402 •394 •386 •378 380
390 •425 •416 •4Prl •398 •390 •382 •374 •440 •431 •422 •413 '404 •396 •388 390
400 •436 •426 •417 •4o8 •400 •392 •384 •451 •442 •432 '423 •415 •406 •398 400

410 •446 •437 •427 •418 •410 •402 •393 •462 •453 `443 `434 •425 •416 •407 410
420 •457 •447 •438 '429 •420 •411 •402 •473 •464 •454 '444 •435 •426 •417 420
430 •468 •458 •448 '439 •430 •421 •412 •485 •475 •464 •455 •445 •436 •427 430
440 •479 •468 •458 '449 •440 •431 •422 •496 •486 •475 •465 •455 •446 •437 440
450 •490 •479 •469 •459 •450 •440 •431 -yfyrl •497 •486 •476 •466 •456 •447 450

460 •501 •490 •479 •469 •460 •450 •441 •519 •508 •497 •486 •476 •466 •457 460
470 •512 •501 •490 •479 •469 •459 •450 •530 •519 •508 •497 •486 •476 •466 470
48o •522 •511 •5cO •489 •479 •469 •460 •541 •529 •518 •507 •497 •486 •476 480
490 •533 •521 •510 '499 •489 •479 •470 •552 •540 •529 •518 •507 •496 •486 490
500 •544 •532 •521 •510 `499 •489 •479 •563 •551 •540 •528 •517 •506 •496 5cO
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TABLE  II.-CORRECTIONS  FOR  REDUCING  OBSERVATIONS  OF  THE  BAROMETER  TO
SEA-I:END.I.-Continued.

f#E
BAROMETER AT SEA-LEVE1,, 30.0  INCHES. BAROMETER AT SEA-LEVEL, 31.0 INCHES.

F#ITemperature of External Air. Temper;ture of External Air.

ZOO 300 400 500 600 700 800 200 300 400 500 600 700 800

Feet. In. I-n. In, In. In. In. In. In. In. In,+ In,+ In.+ In.+ In.+ Feet.

10
+•012 +•012 +•011 +•011 +•01I +•01I +•010 +•012 +•012

•011 •01I •01I •01I •01.0 10

20 •023 •023 '023 •022 •022 •021 •021 •024 •024 •023 •022 •022 •022 •021 20

30 •035 '034 •034 •033 •03Z •032 •031 •036 •o36 •035 •034 •033 •033 •032 30
40 •047 •o46 •045 '044 •043 •042 •041 •o48 •048 •047 •045 •044 •044 •042 40
50 •059 •058 •056 •055 •054 •053 •05Z •o6o •o6o •059 •057 •o56 •055 •053 50

6o •CJJO •069 .o68 .o66 •065 •063 •o62 •Crl2 •071 •070 .o68 •067 .o66 •o64 6o

70 •o82 •o8I •o78 •077 •o76 •074 •CJrl2 •o84 •083 •o8I •079 •o78 •077 •075 70
8o •094 •09Z •090 .o88 •o86 •084 •o82 •096 •095 •093 •090 •089 •o87 •085 8o
90 •105 •104 •101 •099 •097 •095 •093 .Iog •107 '104 •102 •101 •098 •096 90

Ioo •117 •115 •112 •110 •Io8 •105 '103 •I20 •119 •115 '113 •112 .Io8 .Io6 Ioo

1[0 •129 .126 `123 •121 •119 •116 •113 •132 •130 •T:2| •124 •123 •119 •117 Ilo
120 •140 •138 •134 •13Z •129 •126 '124 •144 •142 •139 •136 •134 •130 .128 leo
130 •152 •149 •146 •143 •I40 •137 •134 •157 •154 •151 •147 •145 •141 •138 130

14C) •164 •161 •157 •154 •151 •147 •144 •169 •166 •162 •158 •I56 •152 •149 140

150 •176 •172. .168 •165 •162 •158\ •155 •182 •178 •173 •169 •167 •163 •16o 150

16o •187 •183 •[79 •176 •T.i.- .168 •165 •194 •190 •185 •181 •178 •174 •170 16o

170 •199 •195 •190 •187 •183 •T.|9 •175 •2o6 •202 •196 •192 •189 •185 •181 170

I8o •211 •2o6 •202  . •198 •194 •189 •185 .218 •214 .2o8 •203 •2cO •195 •191 I8o
190 •222 .218 •213 •ZO9 •204 •200 •196 •230 •226 •220 •215 •211 •2o6 •202 190

ZOO •234 •229 `224 •220 •215 •210 •2o6 •242 •237 •231 •226 •222 •2T-I •212 2cO

210 •246 •240 :235 •231 .226 •221 .216 •254 •249 `Z43 •2.3;fl •233 .228 •223 210

220 •257 •25Z •z46 •242 •236 •231 •2;2J •266 •261 •254 •249 •244 •Z39 •234 220
230 •269 •263 •2.i;I •253 •247 •242 •237 •278 •.-j3 •265 •26o •255 •250 •245 230
240 •281 •2.15 •269 •264 •258 •25Z •248 •290 •285 •2;J| •2JT. .266 •261 •256 240
250 •2)3 •285 •28o •275 •269 •263 •258 •30Z •297 •289 •283 •2;J7 •271 .266 250

26o •304 •297 •291 •285 •`-j9 •273 .268 •314 •3o8 •300 •294 .288 •282 •277 26o
270 •316 •309 •302 •296 •290 •284 •278 •3Z7 `319 •312 •306 •299 •293 •287 270
28o •328 •320 •314 •307 •301 •294 .288 •339 •331 .324 •317 •310 •304 •298 28o
290 •339 •33Z •325 •318 •311 •305 •299 •351 •343 •336 •329 •321 •315 •309 290

300. •351 •343 •336 •329 •322 •315 •309 •363 •354 •347 •340 •33Z •326 •319 SOD

SID •363 •354 •347 •340 •333 •326 •319 •375 •366 •359 •352 '343 •337 •330 SID

320 •374 •366 •358 •351 •343 •336 •329 •387 •378 •370 •363 •354 •347 •340 320
330 •386 •377 •369 •362 •354 •347 •340 •399 •389 •381 •374 •365 •358 •351 330
340 •397 •389 •380 `373 •365 •357 •350 •411 •401 •393 •386 •377 •369 •361 340
350 •409 •400 •392 •384 •376 •368 •360 •423 •413 •405 •397 •388 •380 •372 350

360 •421 •411 •403 •394 •386 •378 •370 •435 •425 •417 •4o8 •399 •391 •382 360
370 •43Z •423 •414 •405 •397 •389 •38o •447 •437 •428 •419 •410 •402 '393 370
38o •444 •434 •425 •416 •4o8 •399 •391 •459 •449 •439 •430 •421 •413 '404 380
390 •455 •446 •436 •427 •418 •410 •401 •471 •461 •451 •441 •432 •424 •414 390
400 •467 •457 •447 •438 •429 •420 •411 •483 •473 •462 •45Z •443 •434 `424 400

410 •479 •468 •458 •449 •440 •430 •421 •495 •484 •473 •463 •454 •445 •435 410
420 •490 •480 •469 •460 •450 •441 •431 •507 •496 •485 •475 •465 •456 •446 420
430 •502 •491 •480 •470 •461 •451 •442 •519 •507 •496 •486 •476 •466 •456 430
440 •513 •502 •491 •48I •471 •462 •452 •531 •519 •508 •497 •487 •477 •467 440
450 •525 •513 •503 •492 •482 •472 •46z •543 •531 •520 •509 •498 •488 •478 450

460 •537 •5Z5 •514 •503 '493 •482 •472 •555 •542 •531 •520 •509 •498 •488 460
470 •548 •536 •525 •514 •503 '493 •482 •566 •554 •543 •531 •520 •509 •498 470
480 •560 •547 •536 •524 •514 •503 •493 •578 •565 •554 •542 •531 •520 •509 480
490 •571 •559 •547 •535 •524 •514 •503 •590 •577 •565 •553 •542 •531 •519 490
500 •583 •570 •558     .546     .535     .524     .SIS •6o2     .589     .576     .564     .553     .542     .530, 5cO
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TABLE  II.-CORRECTIONS   FOR  REI)UCING  OBSERVATIONS  OF  THE  BAROMETER  TO
SEA-LEIvis.I.-Contt7unedr.

:¥I
BAROMETER AT SEA-LEVEL, 28.0 INCHES. BAROMETER AT SEA-I.EVEL, 29.0  INCHES.

.=ap®ITemperature of External Air. Temperature of External Air.

ZOO 300 400 goo 600 700 800 200 300 400 500 600 700 800

Feet. In. In. In. In, In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In. Feet.

510
+•554 +.•542 +•531 +•520 +•509 +•498 +•488 +•574 +•562 +•550 +•538 +•5;21 +•516 +•506

510
520 •565 •553 •541 •530 •519 •508 •498 •586 •573 •561 •549 •537 •526 •516 520
530 •576 •564 •552 •540 •528 •517 •507 •597 •584 •572 •559 •547 _.536 •526 530
540 •587 •574 •56z •550 •538 •527 •517 •6o8 •595 •582 •570 •557 •546 •536 540
550 •597 •584 •572 •560 •548 •537 •F;2J •619 .6o6 •593 •580 •568 -.556 •546 550

560 .6o8 •595 •582 •570 •558 •547 •536 •63o .616 •603 •590 •578 •566 •555 560
570 •619 •605 •592 •58o •568 •556 •545 •641 •6z7 •614 •6ol •588 •576 •565 570
580 •630 .616 •603 •590 •577 •566 •555 •652 •638 •625 •611 •598 •586 •575 580
590 •641 •627 •613 •6co •587 •575 •564 •663 •649 •635 •621 .6o8 •596 •585 590
6oo •652 •637 •623 •6Io •597 •585 •574 - •675 •66o •646 •632 •619 •6o6 •594 6co

6Io •662 •648 •634 •62o •607 •595 •583 .686 •671 •657 •643 •629 .616 •604 6Io
62o •673 •658 •644 •63o •617 •604 •592 •697 •682 •667 •653 •639 •626 •614 62o
630 •683 .668 •654 •640 •627 •614 •6o2 •708 •693 •678 •663 •649 •636 •624 630
640 •694 •679 •665 •65o •636 •623 •611 •719 •704 •689 •674 •659 •646 •633 640
650 •705 •690 •675 •66o •646 •633 •621 •7SO •714 •699 •684 •669 •656 •643 650

66o •716 •700 •685 •67o •656 •643 •631 •741 •725 •709 •694 •68o •666 •653 66o
670 •726 •|T.O •695 •68o .666 •653 •64o •75Z •736 •12/0 •705 •69o •676 •663 67o
68o •7`3R •12;1 •705 •690 •676 •662 •649 •763 •747 •731 •715 •7cO •686 •673 68o
690 •748 •732 •716 •100 •686 •672 •659 •774 •758 •742 •726 •710 •696 •683 690
700 •759 •742 •726 •710 •695 •681 .668 •786 •769 •15;2 •736 •720 •706 •692 7cO

710 •769 •15;2; •736 •12,0 •705 •691 •677 •797 •78o •763 •746 •730 •716 •|Cy2 710
720 •78o •763 •746 •730 •715 •|OT. •687 .8o8 •79T. •774 •757 •741 •726 •|T.2' 720
730 •790 •773 •756 •740 •725 •710 •696 •819 •8ol •784. •767 •751 •736 •721 730
740 •8ol •784 •767 •751 •735 •72;0 •706 •83o •812 •795 •778 •761 •746 •731 740
750 •812 •794 •777 •761 •745 •730 •716 •841 •823 •8o5 •788 •l|T. •756 •741 750

76o •822 •8o4 •787 •1|T. •755 •739 •725 •852 •833 •815 •798 •781 •766 •751 760
770 •833 •815 •797 •781 •765 •749 •734 •863 •844 .826 .8o8 •791 •776 •761 770
78o •843 •825 •8o7 •791 •775 •759 •744 •874 •855 •836 .818 •8ol •786 •770 780
790 •854 •835 .818 •8ol •784 •768 •753 •885 •866 •847 •829 •811 •796 •780 790
8co •865 •846 .828 •811 •794 •778 •762 •896 •877 •858 •84o •822 •8o6 •790 8oo

8Io •875 •856 •838 •821 •804 •787 •772 •907 .888 .868 •85o •832 •816 •8oc) 8Io
82o .886 •867 •848 •831 •814 •797 •781 •918 •898 •879 •86o •842 .826 •8og 82o
83o •897 •877 •858 •840 •823 •8o6 •790 •929 '909 •889 •87o •852 •836 •819 830
84o •908 .888 .868 •850 •833 •816 •8oo •940 •920 •900 •881 •862 •846 •829 84o
85o '919 •898 •878 •86o •842 •825 •809 •951 •930 •910 •891 •872 •855 •838 850

86o •929 •908 .888 •870 •852 •835 .818 •962 •941 •920 •901 •882 •865 •848 86o
87o •940 '919 •899 •88o •862 •845 .828 •973 •95Z •931 •912 •892 •875 -.858 870
88o •950 •929 •909 •890 •871 •854 •837 •984 •962 •941 •922 •902 •885 •867 88o
89o •961 •940 '919 •900 •881 •864 •846 •995 •9r/3 •952 •932 •912 •895 •877 89o
900 •yrl2 •950 '929 •910 •891 •874 •856 I.oo6 •984 •963 '943 `923 •905 •887 900

910 •982 •961 •940 •920 •901 •883 •865 I.017 •995 •973 •953 •933 •915 •896 910
920 •993 •971 •950 •930 •911 •892 •874 I.o28 I.oo6 •984 •964 '943 •925 •906 920
930 I.004 •982 •960 •940 •920 •902 •884 1`039 I.017 •994 •974 •953 •935 •916 930
940 I.014 •992 •970 •950 •930 •911 •893 I.050 I.o28 I.005 •985 •964 •945 •925 940
950 I.025 I.cO2 •98o •960 •940 •921 •902 I.o6I I.039 I.ol6 •995 •974 •955 •935 950

960 I.035 1'013 •991 •970 '949 •930 •912 T..C)rl2 I.049 I.o26 I.005 •984 •965 •945 96o
970 I.045 1'023 I.001 •980 •959 •940 •921 I.083 I.o6o I.036 I.015 •994 •974 •954

;5:9901:COO980 I.056 I.033 I.01 I •990 •969 '949 •930 1'094 I..CJr/I. I.047 I.o26 1`004 •984 •964

990 I.067 I.044 I.021 I.cO •979 •959 •940 I.105 I.o8I I.057 I.036 I.014 •994 •974
IOcO I..Cyrl7 I:.054 I.031 I.cO9 •988 •968 '949 I.116 I.092 I.o68 I.046 I.024 I.004 •983
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TABLE  II.-CORRECTIONS  FOR  REI)UCING  OBSERVATIONS  OF  THE  BAROMETER  TO
SEA-I:ENEL.-C:anlinued.

:¥E
BAROMETER AT  SEA-LEVEL,  30.0  INCHBS. BAROMETER AT  SEA-LEVEL, 31.0  INCIIES.

•£#ITemperature of External Air. Temperature of External Air.

200 300 400 500 600 700 800 200 300 400 500 600 700 800

Feet. In. In. In. In. In, In. In. In. In. In. In, In. In. In. Feet.

510
+•594 +•581 +•569 +•557 +•545 +•534 +•523 +•614 +•6oo +•587 +•515 +•563 +•552 +•540

510
520 •6o6 •593 •580 •568 •556 •545 •533 •626 •612 •599 •587 •574 •563 .551 520
530 •617 •604 •591 •578 •566 •555 •544 •638 •624 •611 •598 •585 •574 •562 530
540 •629 •615 •6o2 •589 •577 •565 •554 •650 •636 •622 •609 •596 •584 •F;h2 540
550 •640 •626 •613 •6oo •587 •575 •564 •662 •648 •633 •62o •607 •595 •583 550

560 •652 •638 •6z4 •611 •598 •586 •574 •674 •66o •645 •632 .618 •605 •593 560
570 •663 •649 •635 •622 .6o8 •596 •584 •685 •671 •656 •643 •629 •616 •604 570
580 •675 •66o •646 •632 •619 .6o6 •595 •697 •682 •667 •654 •639 •626 •614 580
590` .686 •672 •657 •643 •629 •617 •605 •709 •694 •679 •665 •650 •637 •625 590
6oo •698 •683 .668 •654 •640 •627 •615 •12.1 •706 •691 •676 •661 •647 •635 6co

6Io •709 •694 •679 •665 •650 •637 •625 •13;2 •|T:I •1ce` •687 •672 •658 •646 6Io
62o •12.1 •705 •690 •675 •661 •648 •635 •744 •12;9 •713 •698 •683 •669 •656 62o
630 •1r2' •-1\7 •701 .686 •671 •658 •645 •756 •741 •724 •709 •694 •68o •667 630
640 •744 •728 •JT.2 •697 •682 .668 •655 •768 •753 •736 •1210 •705 •691 •678 64o

-650 •755 •739 •12!3 •7o8 •692 •679 .666 .780 •764 •747 •731 •715 •701 .688 65o

66o •767 •750 •734 •718 •703 •689 •676 •792 •776 •759 •742 •726 •712 •699 66o
670 •778 •761 •745 •12;9 •713 •699 •686 •8o4 •787 •770 •753 •737 .12.®- •709 670
68o •790 •773 •756 •740 •724 •709 •696 .816 •799 •782 •764 •748 •733 •|T.9 68o
690 •8ol •784 •767 •750 •734 •12/0 •706 •828 •8Io •793 •775 •759 •744 •730 690
7cO •813 •795 •778 •761 •745 •730 •716 •84o •822 •804 •786 •770 •755 •740 7cO

710 •824 •8o6 •789 •772 •755 •740 •726 •852 •833 •815 •797 •780 •765 •750 710
720 •836 •817 •8co •782 •766 •751 •736 •864 •845 •827 .8o8 •791 •776 •761 720
730 •847 •829 •811 •793 •776 •761 •746 •876 •857 •839 •82o •8o2 •787 •||T. 730
740 •859 •840 •822 •804 •787 •771 •756 .888 .868 •85o •831 •813 •|yrl •781 740
750 •870 •851 •833 •815 •797 •782 •767 •899 •879 •861 •842 •824 .8o8 •|gr- 750

760 •881 •862 •843 •825 .8o8 .192` •777 •910 •890 •871 •853 •834 .818 •8o2 760
770 •893' •873 •854 •836 .818 •8o2 •787 •922 •902 •882 •864 •845 •829 •813 770
780 •904 •885 •865 •847 •829 •812 •797 •934 '914 •893 •875 •856 •839 •823 78o
790 •916 •896 •876 •857 •839 •823 •8o7 •946 •926 •905 •886 •867 •85o •834 790
8co •927 •907 •887 .868 •85o •833 •817 •958 •938 •917 •897 •878 •861 •845 8co

8Io •938 •91.8 •898 •878 •86o •843 •827 •969 '949 •928 •9o8 .888 •871 •855 8Io
82o •950 '929 •909 •889 •871 •854 •837 •981 •960 '939 •919 •899 •881 •865 82o
830 •961 •940 •920 •900 •881 •864 •847 '993 .yfl2. •951 •930 •910 •892 •875 83o
84o •973 •951 •931 •911 •892 •874 •857 I.005 •983 •962 •941 •921 •903 •886 840
850 •984 •962 •942 •922 •902 •885 •867 I.017 •995 •yrl3 •952 •932 '914 •897 850

86o •995 •974 •952 •932 '913 •895 •877 I.o28 I.co6 •984 •963 •943 '924 •907 86o
870 I.007 •985 •963 •943 •923 •905 •887 I.040 I.ol8 •996 •975 •955 •935 t917 870
88o I.ol8 •996 •974 •954 •934 •915 •897 I.052 I.029 I.007 •986 •966 •946 •927 88o
890 I.030 I.007 •985 •964 •944 •926 •907 I.064 I.041 I.ol8 •997 •976 •956 •937 89o
900 I.041 I.ol8 •996 •975 •955 •936 •917 I.o76 I.052 1'029 I.oo8 •987 •967 •948 9cO

910 I.052 I.029 I.cO7 •986 •965 •946 •92:J I.o88 I.063 I.040 1`019 •998 •978 •958 910
920 I.o64 I.040 I.ol8 •996 •976 •956 •937 I.Ioo I.075 I.052 I.030 I.009 •989 •969 920
930 I.075 I.051 1'029 I.cO7 •986 •967 •947 I.Ill I.o86 I.063 I.041 I.019 •999 •979 930.
940 I.o86 I.o62 I.040 I.017 •997 •977 •957 I.123 I.098 I.075 I.052 I.030 I.010 •990 940
950 I.098 I.074 I.051 I.o28 I.007 •987 •967 I.135 I.Ilo I.o86 I.063 I.041 I.020 I.OcO 950

960 I.109 I.o85 I.o6I 1`039 I.017 •997 •977 I.146 I.121 I.097 I.073 I.051 I.030 I.010 960
970 I.120 I.o96 I.072 I.049 I.o28 I.007 •987 I.158 1`133 I.Io8 I.o84 I.o62 I.041 I.020 970
98o I.131 I.107 I.o83 I.o6o I.o38 I.ol8 •997 I.169 I.144 1'119 I.095 I.073 I.052 I.031 980
990 I.143 I.118 I.094 I.070 I.049 I.o28 I.cO7 I.I8o I.155 I.130 I.Io6 I.o84 I.063 I.041 990

loco I.154 I.129 I.Iog I.o8I I.059 I.038 I.017 I.192 I.167 I.142 I.117 1'094 I.073 I.051 Ioco
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/

__~ TABLE.III.-SPECIMEN. OF THE TABI,E TO  BE  PRBPAREI) FOR  REDUCING  OBSERVA-
TloNs  oF  THE  BAROME'rER  To  SEA-LEVEL.     AssuMBD  ALTITUDE,   I9o  FEET.

i5d TBMPERATtJRE  OF  EXTERNAI.  AIR %ti.

idrjIns'
(z..c.  Dry-bulb  Rending in Screen). •#£?

200 300 400 •500 600 7o0 800

In. In. In. In. In. In. In. Ins.
27.0 +  .2cO +  .196 +  .192 +  .188 +  .184 +  .I8o +  .177 26.8
27.I •200 •196 •192 .188 •184 •I8o '177 26.9
2-7.2 •201 •197 '193 •189 •185 •181 •178 27.0
2;J.3 •202 •198 •194 •190 •186 •182 •179 2;I.I.
27.4 `203 •199 •195 •191 •187 •183' •179 •-J.2.

2;|.S '204 ` •199 •195 •191 •187 •183 •I8o -  2J;I.3
27.6 `204 •200 •196 •192 •188 •184 •181 27.4
27.7 i::5 •201 •197 '193 •189 •185 •181 27.5
27.8 •202 •198 '194   ` •190 •186 •182 27.6
27.9 •207 •202 •198 •194 •190 •186 •182 27.7

28,o .2o8 '203 •199 '195 •191 •187 •183 _   27.8

28.I '209 `204 •200 •196 •192 .188 •      .184 27.9
28.2 •210 •205 •201 `197 '193 .188 •184 28.o
28.3 •210 '205 •201 •197 '193 •189 •185 28.I
28.4 •211 •2o6 •202 •198 '194 •190 •186 28.2

28.5 •212 •2fylJ •203 •199 •195 •190 •186 28.3
28.6 '213 .2o8 '204 •2cO •196 •191 •187 28.4
28.7 '213 .2o8 •204 •2cO •196 •191 •187 28.5
28.8 •214 '209 •205 •201 •197 •192 •188 28.6
28.9 •215 •210 •2o6 •202 •198 '193 •189 28.7

29.0 •215 •210 .2o6 •202 •198 •193 •189 28.8
29.I .216 •211. •207 •203 •199 `194 •190 28.9
29.2 •2flJ •212 .2o8 •204 •199 •195 •191 29.0
29.3 •217 .213 .2o8 '204 •200 •195 •191 29.I
29.4 '218 •214 •209 •205 •200 •196 •192 29.2

29.5 `219 •215 •210 •2o6 •201 •197 •193 29`3
29.6 •220 •216 •211 •2Jyrl •202 •198 '194 29.4
29.7 •220 •216 •211 •2IJrl •202 •198 •194 29.5
29.8 •221 `217 •212 .2o8 •203 `199 •195 29.6
29`9 •222 •zl8 '213 `209 '204 •200 •196 2;9.7

30.0 •222 .218 `213 •209 •204 •2cO •196 29.8
30.I '223 '219 •214 •210 •205 •201 •T:yl 29.9
30.2 '224 •220 •21:5 •2II •2o6 •202 •198 30.0
30.3 '224 •220 •215 •2Ir •207 •202 '199 30.I
30.4 •225 •221 - •216 •212 •207 '203 `199 30.2

•         30.5 '226 •222 •217 •212 •2o8 `203 •200 30.3
30.6 •2r2;J '223 .    .218 `213 '209 •204 •201 30.4
30.7 •2;%J `223 .218 '213 `2Q9 '204 •201 30.5
30.8 •228 '224 `219 `214 •210 •205 •202 30.6
30.9 '229 '225 •220 '215 •211 •2o6 •202 30.7
31.0 + .230 + .226 +  .220 +  .215 +  .211 +  .2o6 +  .202 30.8
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TABLE  IV.-CORRECTIONS   FOR  REI)UCING  THE  BAROMETER  READINGS  FOR
GRAVITY  A1`  LATITUDE  45°.

For Latitudes o° to 44° the correction is to be fz/j¢rac/cc7.
„            A(i f togrlo            „                 „        added.

Latitude.
HEIGHT   OF  THE  BA-ROMETER~.IN-  INCHES.

27'0 27'5 28'0 28'5 29`0 29'5 30'0 30`5 31'0

004545 In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In.
•000 'OcO •000 •000 '000 •OcO •cOO •000 •000

4446 •cO2 •002 •003 •003 •003 •003 •003 •003 '003
I43142i

#
•005•007 •005•corl •005.oo8

:::i
•005.oo8

:::! :0=!
.oo6.oo8 .co6.oo8

41      1,     494050 •010•012 •010•012 •010•013 •010.013 •010•013 •01I•013 •011•013 loll•014 •011•014

3951 •015 •015 •015 •015 .ol6 ol6 .ol6 .ol6 •OT.7

3852 •017 •Or-i .ol8 .ol8 .ol8 •ol8 •019 •019 •019

3753 •019 •020 •020 •020 •021 •021 •021 •02Z •022

36 54 •C)22 •022 •022 •023 •023 •024 •024 •024 •025

35.i 55 •024 •024 •025 •025 .o26 .o26 •02;R •O.-I •OZ7

34 56 .o26 •027 •Cn;I .o28 .o28 •029 •029 •030 •030

33 57 .o28 •029 •029 •030 •031 •031 •032 •032 •033

32, 58 •031     . •031 •032 •032 •033 •033 •034 •035 •035

31 59 •033 '033 •034 •035 •035 •036 •036 •Cyr] •038

3060 •035 •036 •o36 •037 •038 •038 •039 •039 •040

29 61 •037 •o38 •o38 •039 •040 •040 •041 •042 '043

2862 •o39 •040 •041 •041. •042 '043 •043 •044 •045

27 63 •041 •042 •043 •043 '044 •045 •046 •o46 •047

26 64 •043 '044 •045 •0+5 •046 •047 •o48 •049 `049

25      i      65 •045 •046 •047 •Odi •o48 •049 •050 •051 •052

24, 66 •047 •o48 •049 •049 •050 •051 •052 •053 •054

23 67 •049 •049 •050 •051 •05Z •053 •054 •055 •056

22 68 •050 •051 •052 •053 •054 •055 •056 •05;h •058

21 69 •052 •053 •054 •055 •056 •057 •o58 -.059 •o6o

20 70 •054 •055 •056 •057 •o58 •059 •o6o •o6I •o62

19 71 •055 •o56 •057 •o58 •059 •o6o •o6I •o62 •o63

18 72 •057 •o58 •059 •o6o •o6I •o62 •063 •o64 •065

17 73 •o58 •059 •o6o •o6I •o62 •063 •o64 •065 •o67

16 74 •059 •o6o •o6I •063 •o64 •065 .o66 •o67 .o68

15 75 •o6I •o62 •063 •o64 •065 .o66 •o'67 .o68 •Cflo

14 76 •o62 •o63 •o64 •o65 .o66 •o67 •o69 •070 •071

13 77 •063 •o64 •065 .o66 'o68 •069 •070 •071 •ryr]2.

12 78 •o64 •065 .o66 •o67 •069 •070 •071 •072 •073

11 79 •065 .o66 •o67 .o68 •Cyrlo •071 •C']2 •073 •074

10 8o .o66 •067 .o68 •069 •071 •Cf/2 •073 •074 •075

9 81 •067 .o68 •069 •070 -C'] 1 •073 •074 •075 •076

8 82 •o67 .o68 •CJr]O •Cf/I. •C,rl2 •Cyil3 •075 •076 •077

7 83 .o68 •069 •070 .Cyrl2. •073 •074 •075 •CJrJ| •o78

6 84 'o68 •070 •Oril •072 •073 •075  - •o76 •077 •079

5 85 •069 •070 •071 •073 •074 •075 •CJrll •o78 •079

43 8687 •069•070 •C'rlT.•071 .C,r/2.•072 •073•Cf]3 •074•CJ75
::;8

•077•077 •o78•079 •o8o•o8o

2I 8889 •Cyrlo•Cyrlo •071•C)I\ •Cyrl2•Clrl2 •074•074 •075•075 •076•o76
::;i

•079•079 •o8o'o8o

0 90 •070 •071 •073 •074 •o75          .o76          .o78          .o79 •o8o
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TABLE  VI.-FOR  CALCULATING  THE  DEW-POINT  TEMPERATURE.

ij.

DIFFERENCE  BETWEEN  THE  READINGS   OF  THE   DRY-BUI.B   AND

ij
WET-BU LB  THBRMOMBTERS.

1:o   I   2:o 3:o   I   4?o 5:o 6:o   I    7:o 8:0    l    9:o loo.o
Amount to be s#4£aecfcd from the Wet-bulb Reading to obtaiD the Dew-point.

a10.0
7:8 150.6

a23.3 a31.I
38:9 460.7

a54'5
620.2

a70.0
770.8

a10.0

I1.0 7.8 15.6 23.3 31.I 38.9 46.7 54.5 62.2 70.0 77.8 11.0
12.0 7.8 15.6 23.3 31.I 38.9 46.7 54.5 62.2 70.0 77.8 12.0
13.0 7.8 15.5 23.3 31.I 38.9 46.6 54.4 62.2 69.9 77.7 13.0
14.0 7.8 15.5 23'3 31.a 38.8 46.6 54.3 62.I 69.8 77.6 14.0

15.0 7.8 15.5 23.3 31.0 38.8 46.5
-54.3

62.o 69.8 77.5 15.a
16.o 7.7 15.4 23.I 30.8 38.5 46.2 53.9 61.6 69.3 77.0 16.o
I.I.0 7.6 15.2 22.9 30.5 38.I 45.7 53.3 6I.o 68.6 76.2 17.0
I8.o 7.5 15.0 22.5 30.0 37.5 45.0 52.5 6o.o 67.5 75.C) I8.o
19.0 7.3 14.7 22.0 29.4 36.7 44.0 51.4 58.7 66.I 73.4 19.0

20'0 7,I 14.3 ZI.4 28.6 35.7 42,8 50.0 57.I 64.3 71.4 20.0
20.5 7.0 14.0 21.0 28.o 35.I 42.I 49.I 56.I 63.I 70.I 20.5
21.0 6.9 13.8 2o.6 27.5 34'4 41'3 48.2 55.0 61.9 68.8 21.0
21.5 6.7 13.5 20.2 27.0 - 33.7 40.4 47.2 53.9 60.7 67.4 21.5
22.0 6.6 13.Z 19.8 26.4 33.0 39.6 46.2 52.8 59.4 66.o 2Z.O

22.5 6.4 12.9 19.3 25.8 32.2 38.6 45.I 51.5 58.o 64.4 22.5
23.0 6.3 12.6 18.8 25.I 31.4 3;J.7 44.0 50.2 56.5 62.8 23.0
23.5 6.I 12.2 18.3 24.4 30.5 36.6 42.7 48.8 54.9 6I.o 23.5
24.0 5.9 11.8 17.8 23.7 29.6 35.5 41'4 47.4 53.3 59.2 24.0
24'5 5.7 11.5 17.2 22.9 28.7 34.4 40.I 45.8 51.6   ` 57.3 24.5

25.0 5.5 11.I 16.6 22.I .-I.1 33.2 38.7 44.2 49.8 55.3 25.0
25.5 5.3 Io.6 15.9 21.2 26.6 31.9 `3fl..- 42.5 47.8 53.I 25.5
26.o 5.I IO.Z 15.2 ZO.3 25.4 30.5 35.6 40.6 45.7 50.8 26.o
26.5 4'9 9.7 14.6 19.4 24`3 Z9.I 34.0 38.8 43.7 48.5 26.5
27.0 4.6 9.2 13.8 18.4 23.I 2;I.i 32.3 36.9 41.5 46.I 27.0

2;J.5 4.4 8.7 13.I 17.4 21.8 26.2 30.5 34.9 39.2 43.6 27.5
28.o 4.I 8.z 12.4 16.5 2o.6 24.7 28.8 33.0 3;h.I 41.2 28.o
28.5 3.9 7.7 11.6 15.5 19'4 23.2 C[|.I. 31.0 34..8 38.7 28.5
29.0 3.6 7.3 10.9 14`5 18.2 21.8 25.4 29.0 -32,i

36.3 29.0
29.5 3'4 6.8 10.2 13.6 I.i.O 20.3 23.7 27.I 30.5 33.9 29.5

30.0 3.2 6.3 9.5 12.6 15.8 18.9 22.I 25.2 28.4 31.5 30.0
31.0 2.i 5.4 8.I Io.8 13.5 16.2 18.9 21.6 24'3 2;1.a 31.0
32.0 2.3 4.6 7.0 9.3 11.6 13'9 16.2 18.6 20.9 23.2 32.0
33.0 2.0 4.a 6.o 8.o 10.0 12.I 14.I 16.I 18.I 20.I 33.0
34.0 I.8 3.5 5.3 7.I 8.9 Io.6 12.4 14.2 15.9 17.7 34.0

35.0 1'6 3.2 4.8 6.4 8.o 9.6 11.2 12.8 14.4 16.o 35.0
36.0 I.5 3.0 4.5 6,o 7.5 9.I 10.5 12.0 13.5 15.0 36.0
37.0, 1`4 2.8 4.3 5.7 7.I 8.5 9.9 11.4 12.8 14.2 37.0
38.0 I.4 2.7 4.I 5.4 6.8 8.2 9.5 10.9 12.2 13.6 38.0
39.0 1'3 2.6 4.0 5.3 6.6 7.9 9.2 Io.6 11.9 13.2 39.0

40'0 1'3 2.6 3`9 5.Z 6.5 7.7 9.0 10.3 11.6 12.9 40.0
41.0 I.3 2.5 3.8 5.0 6.3 7.6 8.8 10.I 11.3 IZ.6 41.a
42.0 I.2 2.5 3.7 4.9 6.2 7.4 8.6 9.8 11.I 12.3 42.0
43.0 I.2 Z.4 3.6 4.8 6.o 7.2 8.4 9.6 Io.8 12.0 43.0
44.0 I.2 2.4 3.5 4.7 5.9 7.I 8.3 9'4 Io.6 11.8 44'0

45.0 I.2 2.3` 3.5 4.6 5.8 7.0 8.I 9`3 10.4 11.6 45.0
46.o I.I 2.3 3`4 4.6 5.7 6.8 8.o 9.I 10.3 11.4 46.0
47.0 I.I 2.2 3.4 4.5 5.6 6.7 7.8 9.0 10.I I1'2 47.0
48.o I.I 2.2 3.3 4`4 5.5 6.6 7.7. 8.8 9.9 11.0 48.a
49.0 I.I 2.2 3.2 4'3 5.4 6.5 7.6 8.6 9.7 Io.8 49.0
50.0 I.I 2.I 3.2 4.2 5.3 6.4 7.4 8.5 9.5 Io.6 50.0
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TABLE  VII.-ELASTIC  FORCE  0F  AQUEOUS  VAPOUR  IN  INCHES  oF
MERCURY.

ig
oho o:1 Of2 o?3 o?4 o?5

00'6
Of7 o:8 o:9      ii€.

00I2345678910
In. In. In, In, In. In. In. In. In. In.

000.044 0.044 a.044 0.045 0.645 0.045 0.045 0.045 0.046 O.o46
•046 •046 •046 •047 •047 •047 •047 •047 •o48 •048 I•048 •o48 •048 '049 •049 '049 `049 •049 •050 •050 2•050 •050 •050 •051 •051 •051 •051 •051 •052 •052 3•052 •052 •052 •053 •053 •053 •053 •053 •054 •C)54 4
•054 •054 •055 •055 •055 •055 •056 •056 •056 •056 5•057 •057 •057 •058 •058 •058 •059 •059 •059 •059 6•o6o •o6o •o6o •o6o •o6o •o6I •o6I •o6I •o6I •o62 7•o62•065.o68 •o62 •o62 •063 •063 •063 •063 ..064 •o64 •064 8

•065 •065 •o66 .o66 •o66 •o66 •067 •067 •067 9
'o68•ClrlT. 'o68 •069 •o69 •069 •069 •070 •070 •070 10

11 •071 •071 •Cyrl2 •072 •CJrl2 •072 •073 •073 •073 11
12 •074 •074 •075 •075 •075 •o76 •076 •077 077 •077 12
13 •078 •o78 •o78 •C}|9 •079 •o8o •o8o •o8I o8I •o8I 13
14 •o82 •o82 •o82 •083 •o83 •o84 •084 •085 •085 •085 14

15 •o86 •o86 'o86 •087 •o87 .o88 •o88 •089 •089 •089 15
1617 •090•094 •090'094 •090•0 •091 •091•0 •0926 •0926 '093 •093 •093 16

18 •o98 •og8
94•099 095•099 95•100 •09•I00 '09•101 •Oryrl•101 •097•102 •097•102 1718

19 '103 `IQ3 '104 •104 •105 •105 .Io6 •Io6 •107 •107 19

20 'Io8 .Io8 '109 '109 •110 •110 •111 •111 •112 •112 20
21 •113 •113 •114 •114 •115 •115 .116 .116 •T.IJ •1T.i 21
22 •118 -118 `119 `119 •120 •120 •121 •121 •122 •122 22
23 'IZ3 '124 '124 •125 `125 .126 •127 •T/2J .128 .128 2324 '129 •130 •130 •131 •131 •132 '133 '133 •134 •134 24

25 •135 •136 •136 •137 •T.-3h •138 •139 '139 •140 •140 2526 •141 •142 •142 •143 '143 •144 •145 •145 •146 •146 2627 •147 •148 •148 •149 `149 •150 •151 •151 •152 •152 2728 •153 •154 •154  ` •155 •156 •156 •157 •158 •158 •159 28
29 •16o •16o •161 •162 •162 •163 •164 •165 '166 •166 29

30 •167 .168 •168 •169 •170 •170 •171 •172 .TJ2' •173 3031323334
3132

•.174•181

::Zg ::!!
•176•183 •176•18 •177'18 •178.18 •179186 ``!3 •I8o

33 .188 '188 •189 •190
4•191 4•192 5•193

•193
•1•194 •187•195

34 •196 •196 •197 •198 •199 •199 •200 •201 •202 '203

35 '204 'Z04 •205` •2o6 •2/Oil .2o8 .2o8 •209 •210 •211 3536 •212 `213 •214 '214 •215 .216 •217 .218 .218 •219 3637 •220 •221 •222 '223 `224 •225 •225 .226 •2;2;I •228 3738 '229 •230 •231 •231 •232 `233 `234 •235 •236 •2;3;h 3839 •238 •238 •239 •240 •241 •242 '243 •244 '245 •246 39
40 •247 •248 '249 •250 •251 •252 •253 •254 •255 •256 40
4142

:297 :28:
•259•269 •26o•270 •261•2;1± •262•2;fl2. •263•2 •264 •265 .266 41

434445 •277 •278 •279 •28o •281 •293 .2Zf :2?g :2Z8
•276•287 4243

•288 •289 •290 •292 '293 •294 •295 •296 •2ffrl •298 44
`299 •301 •302 '303 •304 •305 •306 •307 •3o8 •309 4546 '311 •3IZ '313 •315 •316 •317 •318 '319 •321 •322 4647 '323 •324 •325 •r2;I •328 •329 •330 •331 •333 •334 4748 '335 •336 •338 '339 •340 •342 •343 '344 •345 •346 4849 •348 '349 •351 •352 •353 •355 •356 •357 •358 •36o 49Col a.361 0.362 0.364 0.365 0.366 0.367 0.369 0.370 0.371 0.373 50
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TABLE VII.-EI,ASTIC  FORCE  OF  AQUEoUS  VAIIOUR  IN  INCHES  oF
M.rrB!cl]F{x.-Contim4ed.
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i!8`
o:o o:1 Of2 Of3 Of4 o?5 o?6 o:7 Of8 Ofg

jig

500
In. In. In, In. In, In. In. In. In. In.

500a.361 0.362 a.364 o.365 0.366 o.367 0.369 0.370 0.371 0.373

51 •374 •375 •3;ill •378 •379 •381 •382 •384 •385 •386 51

52 •388 •389 •391 '393 '394 •396 •397 •399 •4cO •401 52
53 •403 •404 •406 •407 •409 •410 •412 '413 •415 •416 53
54 •418 `419 •421 •422 '424 •4Z5 •427 •428 •430 •431 54

55 '433 •434 •436 •437 `439 •441 '443 `444 •446 •447 55
56 •449 •451 •453 •454 •456 •457 •459 •461 •462 •464 56
57 •465 •467 •469 •470 •472 •473 •475 •477 •479 •48o 57
58 •482 •483 •485 •487 •489 •491 •492 •494 •496 •498 58
59 •5cO •501 •503 •505 •507 •509 •511 •512 •514 •516 59

60 •518 •520 •522 •524 •526 •528 •529 •531 •533 •535 60

61 •537 •539 •541 •543 •545 •546 •548 •550 •552 •554 61

62 •556 •558 •560 •562 •564 •566 •568 •5;MO •5;n2 •574 62
63 •576 •578 •58o •582 •584 •586 •588 •590 •59Z •594. 63
64 •596 •598 •6ol •603 •605 •607 •609 •611 ..613 •615 64

65 •617 •62o •622 •624 .6_26 .628 •630 •633 •635 •637 65
66 •639 •641 •644 •646 •648 •65o •65Z •655 •657 •659 66
67 •661 •664 .666 •668 •671 •673 •675 •678 •68o •682 67
68 •684 •687 •689 •692 •694 •697 •699 •1Or. •704 •706 68
69 •708 •711 •713 •716 •718 •12T. •723 •726 •728 •731 69

70 •733 •736 •738 •741 •744 •746 •749 •751 •754 •756 70

71 •759 •.761 •764 •766 •769 •112` •774 •777 •779 •782 71

72 •785 •788 •790 •793 •796 •799 •8ol •804 •807 •8Io 72
73 •812 •815 .818 •82o •8z3 .826 •829 •832 •834 •837 73
74 •840 •843 •846 •848 •851 •854 •857 •86o •863 •865 74

75 .868 •871 •874 •877 •88o •883 •885 .888 •891 •894 75
76 •897 •900 •903 •906 •909 •912 •915 •918 •921 •924 76
77 •92;I •930 •934 •93;h •940 •943 •946 •949 •952 •955 77
78 •958 •961 •965 o.968 0.971 0.974 0.977 0.981 0.984 o.9S7 78
79 0.990 0.994 0.997 I.coo I.003 I.007 I.010 1'013 I.ol6 I.020 79

80 I.023 I.o26 I.030 I.033 I.037 I.040 1'043 I.047 I.050 I.053 80
81 I.057 I.o6o I.064 I.o67 I.070 I.074 I.077 I.o8I I.084 I.o88 81

82 I.092 I.095 I.099 , I.103 I.Io6 I.Ilo I.114 I.117 I.121 I.124 82
83 I.128 I.131 I.135 I.139 I.142 I.146 I.150 I.154 I.157 I.161 83
84 I.165 I.169 I.173 I.176 I.I8o I.184 1'188 I.192 I.196 I.ZOO 84

85 1`203 I.207 I.211 I.215 I.219 I.222 I.226 I.230 I.234 I.238 85
86 I.242 I.24.6 I.250 I.254 I.258 I.262 I.266 I.270 I.274 I.278 86
87 I.282 I.286 I.290 I.295 1'299 1`303 I.307 I.311 I.315 I.319 87
88 1'323 I.328 I.332 I.336 I.340 I.345 I.349 I.353 I.357 I.361 88
89 I.366 I.370 I.375 I.379 I.384 I.388 I.393 I.397 I.401 I.406 89

90 I.410 I.415 I.419 1'424 I.428 I.433 I.437 I.44Z I.446 I.451 90

91 I.455 I.46o I.464 I.469 I.473 I.478 I.483 I.487 I.492 I.496 91

92 I.Sol I.505 I.510 I.515 I.519 I.524 I.529 I.534 I.538 I.543 92
93 I.548 I.553 I.557 I.562 I.567 I.572 I.577 I.581 I.586 I.591 93
94 I.596 I.6ol I.6o6 I.611 I.616 I.621 I.626 I.631 I.636 I.641 94

95 I.646 I.651 I.657 I.662 I.667 I.672 I.677 I.682 I.687 I.692 95
96 I.697 I.703 I.7o8 I.714 I.719 I.724 I.730 I.735 I.741 I.746 96
97 I.751 I.757 I.762 I,768 I.773 I.779 I.784 I.790 I.795 I.8ol 97
98 I.8o6 I.811 I.817 I.822 I.828 I.833 I.839 I.845 I.850 I.856 98
99 I.862 I.868 I.873 I.879 I.884 I.890 I.896 I.901 I.907 I.912 99

loo I.918 I.923 I.929 I.935 I.941 I.947 I.953 I.959 I.965 I.971 loo
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TABLE  IX.-COMIIARISON  OF  TIIE  ENGI.ISH  AND  METRICAL  BA¢ROMETER
SCALES.

(I  inch = 25.39954 millimetres.)

TnncEi'is?
Milli- Einnci,:?   I    m¥tiili-. Einnflis? Milli- English Milli-

metres, metros, inches, metres.

27.00 685.8 28.oo             711.2 29.cO 736.6 30.00 762.o
27.02 686.3 28.o2 711.7 29.02 737.I 30.02 762.5
27.04 686.8 28.04 712.2 29'04 737.6 30,04 763.o
27.o6 687.3 28.o6 7IZ.7 29.o6 738.I 30.06 763.5
27.08 687.8 28.o8 713.2 29.08 738.6 3o.o8 764.o
27.10 688.3 28.Io 713.7 29.10 739.I 30.10 764.5
27.12 688.8 28.12 714.2 29.12 739.6 30.12 765.0
27.14 689.3 28.14 714.7 29.14 740.I 30. I 4 765.5
27.16 689.9 28.16 715.3 29.16 740.7 30.16 766.I
27.18 690.4 28.18 715.8 29.18 741.2 30.18 766.6

27.20 690.9 28.2o 716.3 29.20 741.7 30.20 767.I
27.22 691.4 28.22 716.8 29.22 742.2 30.22 767.6
27.24 691.9 28.24 717.3 29.24 742.7 30.24 768.I
27.Z6 692.4 z8.26 717.8 29.26 743.2 30.26 768.6
2;1.2.R, 692.9 28.28 718.3 29.28 743.7 30.28 769.I
27.30 693.4 28.3o 718.8 29.30 744.2 30.30 769.6
27.32 693.9 28.32            719.3 29.32 744.7 30.32 770.I
27.34 694.4 28.34 719.8 29.34 745.2 30.34 770.6
27.36 694.9 28.36 720.3 29.36 745.7 30.36 771.I
27.38 695.4 28.38 720.8 29.38 746.2 30.38 771.6

27.40 696.a 28.40 7ZI.4 29.40 746.8 30.40 772.2
27.4Z 696.5 28.42 721.9 29.42 747.3 30.42 112..1     -
27.44 697.0 28.44 722.4 29.44 747.8 30.44 113.`2
27.46 697.5 28.46 722.9 29.46 748.3 30.46 773.7
27.48 698.o 28.48 723.4 •  29.48 748.8 30.48 774.2
27.50 698.5 z8.50 723.9 29.50 749.3 30.50 774.7
27.52 699.0 28.52 724.4 29.52 749.8 30.52 775.2
27.54 699.5 28.54            724.9 29.54 750.3 30.54 775.7
27.56 700.0 28.56 725.4 29.56 750.8 30.56 776.2
27.58 700.5 28.58            725.9 29.58 751.3 30.58 776.7

27.6o 701.0 28.6o            726.4 29.60 751.8 30.60 777.2
27.62 701.5 28.62 7,26.9 29.62 752.3 30.6z 777.7
27.64- 702.0 28.64 727.4 29.64 752.8 30.64 778.2
27.66 702.6 28.66 728.0 29.66 753.4 30.66 778.8
27.68 703.I 28.68            728.5 29.68 753.9 30.68 779.3
27.70 703.6 28.70 729.0 29.70 754.4 30.70 779.8
2,J.12' 704.I 28.72 729.5 29.72 754.9 30.72 78o.3
27.74 704.6 28.74 730.0 29.74 755.4 30.74 780.8
27.76 705.I 28.76 730.5 29.76 755.9 30.76 781.3
27.78 705.6 28.78 731.0 29.78 756.4 30.78 781.8

2,7.80 796.I 28.8o            731.5 29.80 756.9 30.80 782.3
27.82 706.6 28.82            732.0 29.82 757.4 3o.82 782.8
27.84 707.I 28.84 73Z.5 29.84 757.9 30.84 783.3
27.86 707.6 28.86 733.0 29.86 758.4 30.86 783.8
27.88 7o8.I 28.88 733.5 29.88 758.9 30.88 784.3
27.90 7o8.7 28.90 734.I 29.90 759.5 30.90 784.9
27.92 709.2 28.92 734.6 29.92 760.0 30.92 785.4
27.94 709.7 28.94 735.I 29.94 76o.5 30.94 785.9
27.96 710.2 28.96 735.6 29.96 761.0 3C,.96 786.4
27.98 710.7 28.98            736.I 29.98 761.5 30.98 786.9
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TABLE  X,-COMPARISON  OF  THE  FAHRENHEIT  AND   CENTIGRADE
THERMoinETER  scALE§.

( |° Fahrenheit = o°.556 Centigrade. )

Fahr. Cent. Fahr. Cent. Fahr, Cent. Fahr. Cent. Fahr. Cent.

a-20.0 -2§.9 a+10.0 a-12.2 a+40.0 a+4.4 a+70.0 a+21.I a+loo.0
+3;.8

-19.5 -28.6 10.5 -I 1`9 40.5 4.7 70.5 21.4 Ice.5 38.I-19.a - 28.3 11.0 -11.7 41.0 5.0 71.0 21.i 101.0 38.3-18.5 -28.I 11.5 -11.4 41.5 5.3 71.5 21.9 101.5 38.6-I8.o - 27.8 r2.O -11.I 42.0 5.6 72.0 22.2 102.0 38.9-17.5 -27.5 12.5 -Io.8 42.5 5.8 72.5 22.5 102.5 39.2-17.0 - 2J .2 13.0 - Io.6 43.0 6.I 73.0 22.8 103.0 39.4-16.5 -26.9 13.5 -10.3 43.5 6.4 73.5 23.I 103.5 39.7-16,o -26.7 14.0 -10.0 44.0 6.7 74.0 23.3 104.0 40.0
-15.5 - 26.4 14.5 -9.7 44.5 6.9 74.5 23.6 104.5 40.3
-15.0 - 26. I 15.0 -9.4 45.0 7.2 75.0 23`9 105.0 40,6- 14.5 -25.8 15.5 -9.2 45.5 7.5 75.5 24.2 105.5 4o.8- 14.0 - 25.6 16.o -8.9 46.0 7.8 76.o 24'4 Io6.o 41.I-13.5 -25.3 16.5 _8.6 46.5 8.I 76.5 24.7 106.5 41.4
-13.0 -25.0 17.0 -8.3 47.0 8.3 77.0 25.0 107.0 41.7-12.5 - 24.7 17.5 -8.I 47.5 8.6 7.I.S 25.3 107.5 41'9
-IZ.O - 24.4 I8.o -7.8 48.o 8.9 78.0 z5.6 Io8.o 42.2
-11.5 -24.2 18.5 -7.5 48.5 9.2 78.5 25.8 Io8.5 42.5
-11.0 -23.9 19.0 -7.2 49.0 9`4 79.0 26.I 109.0 42.8- 10.5 -23.6 19.5 -6.9 49.5 9.7 79.5 26.4 109.5 43.I
- 10.0 -23.3 20.0 -6.7 50.0

I   10.0
80.0 26.7 110.0 43.3-9.5 -23.I 20.5 -6.4 50.5 10,3 80.5 26.9 Ilo.5 43.6-9,0 - 22.8 21.0 -6.I 51.0 Io.6 81.o 2;I..- I I I .0 43'9-8.5 -22.5 21.5 -5.8 51.5 Io.8 81.5 2;I.5 I I I.5 44.2-8.a -22.2 22.0 -5.6 52.0 11.I 82.o 27.8 I   112.0 44'4-i.5 -21.9 22.5 -5.3 52.5 11.4 82.5 28.I 112.5 44.7-7.0 - 2T..7 23.0 -5.0 53.0 11.7 83.o 28.3 113.0 45.0-6.5 -21.4 Z3.5 -4.7 53.5 11'9 83.5 28.6 113.5 45'3-6.o -21.I 24.0 -4.4 54.0 12.2 84.o 28.9 I 14.0 45.6-5.5 - 2o.8 24.5 -4.2 54.5 12.5 84.5 29.2 114.5 45.8

-5.0 -2o.6 25.0 -3.9 55.0 12.8 85.0 29'4 115.0 46.I-4.5 -20.3 25.5 -3.6 55.5 13.I 85.5 2/9.7 115.5 46.4-4.0 - 20.0 26.o -3.3 56.0 13'3 86.o 30.0 I 16.o 46.7-3.5 -19.7 26.5 -3.I 56.5 13.6 86.5 30.3 116.5 46.9-3.0 -19.4 27.0 -2.8 57.0 13.9 87.0 30.6 117.0 47.2-2.5 -19.2 2;I.5 -2.5 57.5 14.2 87.5 30.8 117.5 47.5-2.0 -18.9 28.o -2.2 58.0 14`4 88.o 31.I I I 8.o 47.8-I.5 -18.6 28.5 -I.9 58.5 14..7 88.5 31'4 118.5 48.I-    I.01 -18.3 29.0 -I.7 59.0 15.0 89.o 31.7 119.0 48.3-0.5 -18.I 29.5 -1`4 59.5 15.3 89.5 31.9 119'5 48.6
0.0 -17.8 30.0 -I.I 60.0 15.6 90.0 32.Z 120,0 48.9

+0.5 -17.5 30.5 -o.8 60.5 15.8 90.5 32.5 120.5 49.2
I.0 - TJ .2 31.0 -o.6 61.a .   16,I 91.0 32.8 121.0 49.4
I.5 -16.9

31.5 -0.3 61.5 16.4 91.5 33.I 121.5 49.7
2.0 -16.7 32.0 0.0 62.o 16.7 92.0 33.3 122.0 50.0
2.5 -16.4

3Z.5 +a.3 62.5 16.9 92.5 33.6 122.5 50.3
3.0 -16.I 33.0 o.6 63.o I:I.2 93.0 33'9 123.0 50.6
3.5 -15.8 33.5 o.8 63.5 17.5 93.5 34.2 123.5 5o.8
4.0 -15.6 34.0 I.I 64.0 17.8 94.0 34'4 124.0 51.I
4.5 -15.3 34.5 I.4 64.5 18.I 94.5 34.7 124.5 51.4

5.0 -15.0 35.0 I.7 65.0 18.3 95.0 35.0 125.0 51.7
5.5 - 14.7 35.5 I.9 65.5 18.6. 95'5 35.3 125.5 51.9
6.o - 14.4 36.a 2.2 66.o 18.9 96.0 35.6 126.o 52.2
6.5 - 14.2 36.5 2.5 66.5 19.2 96.5 35.8 126.5 52.5-
7.0 -13.9 37.0 2.8 67.o 19`4 97.0 36.I Iey.O 52.8
7.5 -13.6 37.5 3.I 67.5 19.7 97'5 `*:; 127..5 53.I
8.o -13'3 38.o 3.3 68.o 20'0 98.a

'128.o
53.3

8.5 -13.I 38.5 3.6 68.5 20.3 98.5 36.9 128.5 53.6
9.0 -12.8 39.0 3'9 69.o 2o.6 99.0 37.2 129.0 53.9

+9.5 -12.5 +39.5 +4.2 +69.5 + 2o.8 - .+ 99.5 + 37.5 + 129.5 + 54`2



EN.G`LISH  INCHES  AND  MIIjLIMETRES

TABLE  XI.-COMI'ARISON  OF  ENGLISH   INCHES  AND   MILI,IMETRES,

FOR  RAINFALL   OBSERVATIONS.

(.ol  inch =.254 millimetres. )

63

Inches. Milli- Inches, Milli- Inches, Milli- Inches, Milli- Inches. Milli-
mctres. metres. metres, metres, metres,279.4

0.05   - 1'3 2.55 64.8 5.05 128.3 7.55 191.8 II.0
0.10 2.5 2.6o 66.o 5.10 129.5 7.60 193.0 12.0 304.8
0.15 3.8 2.65 67.3 5.15 130.8, 7.65 194'3 13.a ` 330.2
0.20 5.I

n-.|O 68.6 5.20 132.I 7.70 195.6 14.0 355.6
0.25 6.4 2.75 69.8 5.25 133'3 7.75 196.8 15.0 381.0
0.30 7.6 2.8o 71.I 5.30 134.6 7.8o 198.I 16.o 406.4
a.35 8.9 2.85 72.4 5.35 135.9 7.85 199.4 17.0 431.8
a.40 10.2 2.90 73.7 5.40 137.2 7.90 ZOO.7 I8.o 457.2
0.45 11'4 2.95 74.9 5.45 138.4 7.95 201.9 19.0 482.6
a.50 12.7 3.00 76.z 5.50 139.7 8.00 203.2 20.0 5o8.O

0.55 14.0 3.05 77.5 5.55 141.0 8.05 204.5 21.0 533.4
o.6o 15.2 3.10   _ 78.7 5.60 142.2 8.Io 205.7 22.0 558.8
o.65 16.5 3.15 8o.o 5.65 143.5 8.15 207.Q 23.0 584.Z
0.70 17.8 3.20 81.3 5.70 144.8 8.2o 2o8.3 24.a 6o9.6
0.75 19.I 3.25 82.5 5.75 146.0 8.25 209.5 25.0 635.0
o.8o 20.3 3.30 83.8 5.80 147.3 8.3o 2Io.8 26.o 66o.4
a.85 21.6 3.35 85.I 5.85 148.6 8.35 2 I 2. I 2,I.a 685.8
0.90 22.9 3.40 86.4 5.90 149.9 8.4o 213.4 28.o 711.2
0.95 24.I 3.45 87.6 5.95 151.I 8.45 214.6 29.0 736.6
1.00 25.4 3.50 88.9 6.00 152.4 8.50 215.9 30.0 762.0

I.05 26.7 3.55 90.2 6.05 153.7 8.55 217.2 31.a 787.4
I.10 27.9 3.60 91.4 6.Io 154.9 8.6o 218.4 3Z.O 812.8
I.15 29.2 3.65 92.7 6.15 156.2 8.65 ZI9.7 33.0 838.2
I.20 30.5 3.70 94.0 6.2o 157.5 8.70 221.0 34.0 863.6
I.25 31.7 3.75 95.2 6.25 158.7 8.75 222.2 35.0 889.0
I.30 33.0 3.8o 96.5 6.30 16o.o 8.8o 223.5 36.0 914.4
I.35 34.3 3.85 97.8 6.35 161.3 8.85 224.8 37.0 939.8
I.40 35.6 3.90 99.I 6.40 162.6 8.9o 226.I 38.0 965.2
I.45 36.8 3.95 loo.3 6.45 163.8 8.95 227.3 39.0 990.6
I.50 38.I 4.00 Iol.6 6.50 165.I 9.00 228.6 40.0 Iol6.o

I.55 .    39.4 4.05 102.9 6.55 166.4 9.05 229`9 41.0 1041.4
I.6o 40.6 4.10 104.I 6.6o 167.6 9.10 231.I 42.0 Io66.8
I.65 41.9 4.15 105.4 6.65 168.9 9.15 232.4 43.a 1092.2
I..|O 43.2 4.20 106.7 6.7o 170.2 9.20 233.7 44.a 1117.6

I.75 44'4 4.25 107.9 6.75 171.4 9.25 234.9 45.0 1143.0
I.8o 45.7 4.30 109.2 6.8o 172.7 9.30 236.2 46.0 1168.4
I.85 47.0 4.35 Ilo.5 6.85 174.0 9.35 237.5 47.0 1193.8

I.90 48.3 4.40 Ill.8  - 6.90 175.3 9.40 238.8 48.0 1219.2
I.95 49.5 4.45 113.0 6.95 176.5 9.45 240.0 49.0 1244.6
2.00 5o.8 4.50 114`3 7.00 177.8 9.50 241'3 50.0 1270.0

2.05 52.I 4.55 115.6 7.05 179.I 9.55 242.6 51.0 1295.4
2.10 53.3 4.60 116.8 7.10 180.3 9.60 243.8 52.0 132o.8
2.15 54.6 4.65 118.I 7.15 181.6 9.65 245.I 53.0 1346.2
2.20 55.9 4.70 I 19.4 7.20 182.9 9.70 246.4 54.0 1371.6

2.25 57.I 4.75 12o.6 7.25 184.I 9.75 247.6 55.0 1397.0
2.30 58.4 4.80 121.9 7.30 185.4 9.80 248.9 56.0 1422.4
2.35

i?£ 4.85 123.2 7.35 186.7 9.85 250.2 57.0 1447.8
2.40 4=90 124.5 7.40 I88.o 9.90  . 251.5 58.o 1473.2
2.45 6,2.2 . 4.95 125.7 7.45 189.2 9.95 252.7 59.0 1498.6
2.50 63.5 6.00 127.0 7.50 190.5 10.00 254.0 60.0 1524.0
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TABI,E  XII.-CoNVERslorv  oF  ENGI.ISH  MII.Es  IiER  HouR  INTo  MiTREs

PER   SECONI).

Miles Mitres Miles Mitres Miles Mitres Miles Mitres Miles Mitres
Per Per Per Per

rfoeurr. Per Eoei. Per Per PerHour. Second. Hour, Second. Second. Second. Hour, Second.

I 0.45 11 4.92 21 9.39 31 13.86 41 18.33
2 0.89 12 5.36 22 9.83 32 14.31 42 18.78
3' I.34 13 5.81 23 Io.28 33 14.75 43 19.22
4 I.79 14 6.26 24 10.73 34 15.20 44 19.67
5 2.24. 15 6.71 25 11.18 35 15.65 45 20. I 2

6 2.68 16 7.15 26 11.62 36 16.og 46 20.56
7 3.13 17 7.6o 27 12.07 37 16.54 47 2 I .0 I
8 3.58 18 8.05 28 12.52 38 16.99 48 21.46
9 4.02 19 8.49 29 12.96 39 17.43 49 21.90

10' 4'47 20 8.94 30 13.41 40 17.88 50 22.35

TABLE  XIII.-CorvvERsloN  oF  METREs  PER  SEcoNI>  INTo  ENGI.ISH

MILES  PER  HOUR.

Mitres Miles Metres Miles Mitres Miles Metres Miles Mitres Miles
se¥o;d. EFoei. se::rnd. Hper s£:rnd. Hper

Per Per Per
rfoeurr.    -Our, Our, Second. Hour, Second.

I- 2.24 11 24.61 21 46.98 31 69.35 41 91.722 4.47 12 26.84 22 49.21 32 71.58 42 93.95
3 6.71 13 29.o8 23 51.45 33 73.82 43 96.194 8.95 14 31.32 24 53.69 34 76.o6 44 98.43
5 11.18 15 33.55 25 55.92 35 78.29 45 Ioo.66

6 13.42 16 35.79 26 58.16 36 8o.53 46 102.90
7 15.66 17 38.03 27 6o,4o 37 82.77 47 105.14
8 17.90 18 40.27 28 62.64  . 38 85.ol 48 I.ay.gil
9 20.13 19 42.50 29 64.87 39 87.24 49 log.61

10` 22.37 20 44.74 30 67.11 40 89.48 50 Ill.85
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TABLE   XIV.-SPECIMEN  OF  A  CLIMATOLOGICAL  RETURN.

ROYAL   METEOROLOGICAL   SOCIETY.

CLIMATOLOGICAL  OBSERVATIONS at 9 a.in.  (Local Time) made at Hodsock Priory, Worksop,
duringJuly  I9o5.     Height above Sea Level,  56 feet.

Date.I

Thermometers i;

IRain.

Sa'i;
Earth Thermorneter§.

Remarks.
(Corrected). 5Wai •!i (Corrected).

Dry. Wet. Max. Min. IFt. 2  F`t, 4  Ft.  ,

a57.0
56.8 6;.4

a55.0 0-10 in. hrs.
68,I

a59.5 a56.5 [ T ®0  12 P'
1 10 •34•35 o.6 ®2  5 a,  ®9  a-I  p,  cloudy  p,
2 63.0 59.7 73.3 57.0 6 6.6 6o.6 59.0 56.4 Cloudy a,  overcast p.
3 64.4 57.I 68.6 56.0 7 6.I 61.6 59.6 56.3 Cloudy.
4 64.5 55.2 70.5 42.5 3 7.0 60.3 59.7 56.6 Fine,  cloudy.
5 65.I 58.9 71.9 45.4 7 6.4 6o.2 59.5 56.7 Cloudy.
6 63.5 55.7 69.4 48.5 2 11.5 6o.9 59.4 56.7 Cloudy,.fine.
7 66.5 59.I 8o.o 45.9 0 14.6 6o.6 59.4 56.7 Very bright.
8 68.7 60.7 79.9 46.3 a 15.I 61.8 59.7 56.7 Very bright.
9 69.6 63.0 80.9 47.3 0 8.8 62.9 6o.I 56.9 Bright a,  K®  p.

10 69.9 65.5 78.8 56.2 8 5.6 63.I 60.3 57.0 Fine,. cloudy,  dull evening.

11 71.0 65.0 79.3 58.9 3 •02'09 5.2 63.8 6o.8 5ri.2 Fine early,  cloudy,  ®  7 P.
12 69.0 63.4 79.9 62.o 10 3.9 64.I 61.o 57.4 Fine,  cloudy,   T° p.
13 12.2 67.4 79.0 66.o 7 8.I 64.7 61.3 57.6 Fine,  cloudy.       .
14 73.I 65.7 83.5 54.5 a 13.5 64.8 61.6 57.8 Very fine and bright,
15 70.3 64.4 78.6 58.7 8 7.2 65.4 62.2 58.I Fine,  cloudy.
16 63.4 57.4 71.5 54.7 9 5.5 64.5 62.4 58.3 Fine,  cloudy.
17 6o.o 54.4 68.8 51.7 10 2.6 63.3 62.o 58.4 Cloudy a,  dull p.
18 68.4 62.3 75.5 55.8 6 7.4 63.I 61.6 58.6 ®o|a,  fine,  cloudyp.      .
19 65.6 56.8 74.7 44'3 I 10.4 63.0 61.5 58.4 Bright a,  cloudy p,  fine nlght.
20 71.3 62.3 75.4 47.2 7 6.5 63.0 61.4 58.5 Bright a,  cloudy,  hazy p.

Highest Temperature (corrected) 83°.5 on 14th.
Lowest Temperature (corrected) 42°.5 on   4th.
Mean Temperature   .....       63°.7

8i::a;.`Oudy.

gin3e.a.  °Vercast,  ®o 8 p.

i:i:::;€d§¥:§v:;r:;a:S§2:::V::nnL:g
8|voeur::;t,  fine night.

MeanRangeofTemperature     .          .     21°.3
Relative  Humidity     ....     69 %
No.ofRainyDays   .                    .          .       9

(Signed)     HENRY  MELLlsH.

(ItisrequestedthatthisFormbereturned"#fc¢/cdbythelothofthemonthfollowingthattowhichitbelongs,)
E
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TERMS

Abso|::n;t!Ereag.gerfia!o:::;t3hoT;e:s,:s:oo[:g::g:a:n:i

32°  F.  all correspond  with the freezing-
point of water.

A°°uc%#ba±tneedd  :=¥netraatn¥eauraTi%£:  :i  :i:

excess  or  defect  of  the  air  temperature

Ao,:!n;i;i:ii:::ijiioeii;iii!:;i::a:eat:,;i,ei::i;etr:ii;iijit:::
ing the intensity of solar radiation.

[HERSCHEI,,   1826.]Adia:i§:is;S;:o::i;ei.hi:lit:e;±;:t§c§;tip::!je;ii:t:*i!

A:Vevcet£?i:nRfes8£?s%.us€Gde3;r2te°nsEehre::.de(nAo€:

the    difference     between    actual    and

Afte;;;3a|ga;:t:eeti#;:ii:;ha:;i):sn:g:;;I:0:%:re:n:::]

fl!e:igot=giEsogr£:G;Gf.Sol:fad:'p:;si;mentfor
::::;ddi.n8 the Velocity of the  wind  e&ch

::::§£F:O:¥p:£:O:E¥:1:¥he:n:s:]a:::p::n:;;::fi::

±::#:ati!.:mAfe:!nFs:[cr:I:ie¥af::m==aest:::
::£gnd:he   Pressure   or   velocity   of   the

AneE°egcd:Peec.tfo£:f£Fhs:r:Tnedn.tforrecording

chef::;f|;yir??;a::i::i!:giegna:,tea!o?!is,;ienx:E:e|;:ifn!

66

changes   due   to  variations   of  external
pressure  on  the  box,  and  therefore  act-

[VIDI,   1848.]
Aner]:igd:iaaEfi:°mftesr;|f.recordinganeroid

barometer.

=:iii:I;°o:;:;t;i:;ij:I::r§;rd;jag;:r:::£;i:::lid:gn;d:i;;

i::;:::`3yf;:u:t,wif:d:si:air:;ci;:::ithneor:::re:
[GAI.TON,1863.]

Antioyolonio  Belts.     These  belts  are  com-

chtLi§;i§d#:£:s:;:IT:e:§ii§i;:o:f::S;ie:pi:e:%]d;:;:}ui:i:i:

•!ree:ytha::in:o:r:fs::I:n:;Leo:nf[|f:Eg::n:i!a:ii:t:-;it:::

Aqueous   Vapour.      Scc   Elastic   Force   of

dr°h¥fafr§:.:,]]}'nwAh]5cqhuat`ie°:]tohuedsw::tk:°tahs:

Aap¥oenw°:£a:;bo:+:oh±£:::omTe?eersdrywi-tEu[£

:!eac{{ra[ofc%:t£¥taen;:1:°cr:t;a:;±enrgtfecBir[eb%:
[ASSMANN,  1884.]

Atmomotor.    An  instrument  for  measuring

Atm:E;£emm9ouni:f8eiae?°rat::snsu°rfewpartoe5.uced

Audibb¥£?ye.Webgnhuts:£itbd:s:i£:;tnessofdistant
sounds.

Aurora   AuBtraliB.    A   luminous   electrical

Auroii;::ii;:t:ii:n:i:::i:::::::ui§;§e§::p!j;fi:e::ij;s:L¥
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Avenge.    Scc Mean.
Aal:p}]:t:;thpealps:i.;geaFoh:r];#!¥`;C::d:tf|#:ctv::£!kc::

Ban:r,;:Eon::c;oun.?i:;1.ogrTifj.;?in:#nh::ers::,.,n;,:

S.  to  E.'  etc.

:=i§::;i;§nti:;:I:h:::if::lil;#in;;I;de?;i:PeEa:ie:i;:::]a;;:f

Ba]]arii%eft:nni8n:i.Pe.  A    luminous    I)all    or

filno,::  bwuh.isc,?,  I;ovy:;  srli::17o aEadshseosm:i

Ball;ighstoniE5:     A small, free rubl]ei. balloon

Bain`;ii!ni;::i:;:#:g::::;:c::ef:erms::::g:;:::s::S;nh:t;:::
springs and baths.

Barooyclonometer.        An    instrument     for

a::::::i:£ngft£3v£::£et{°oni'A:I:Ctu;:;%::£;:;:

Baror£Va°Efn8TS£:rt¥;ce market|  on  paper  by

B=:±r:a:p:¥:raEAh;e[£f,.I::::Ld::gpottrrofeeat::;£ng
the pressure  of the z`tmosphere.

[BovLE,  1665.]

::;:u;s:t:;i:I:n::1:ih%:e:jinr:V::i:I:e:t:;I:i;1:n;i:::::is:::
:vchci°c#g::i:tqmbeys::::rya°br:?itetahs:s¥;:lsd

::e:{oj:fpril9  When  the  b]ackthorn  is
Blizzard.     Aviolent  and  bitterly cold wind

Bloo:CioaTn?ani;cdc`Ri:ER1;?nd.ingsnow.
Bloxf.m6:ej|.xTahme,:e::?adinasd::;e,ieEym:ir;

Bora.     A  violent,   cold,   anticyc|onic[[;i5n8d!
values.

Et:w;:gs€,o`¥fnfro:i:]Teodunttaa£Fes]acn,3se]£::
behind them.     The Bora of the Adriatic
is   best   known,   but   a   simil,1r  wind   is
observed  elsewhere.

Breezes,  Land and Sea.    Winds which blow

:i:a::;;:::3si,,ofio`|:nsdeatot:e|a::r#Eg
Br£°§[o:`:v:s:.;.f]oAmvtehrey*::'thdiit-#€:vns*£

E:::¥::est:::trinfncsctr%rnt:ne:i::°s'hoGJ°?h.e

;ec:::rni%d°ufrintgethuvf5:e°:`:;S:iro::s;,n::,eon.;

Buran.    Gale  from  the  North-east,  accom-

Bur8!;oil::;i§:Vj|:i:;:o:;s;:p§#C;ji:;:::;os:;ihd:dh:e::::h:I:np:e:S

Bays-Ballot'8 Law.     In the  northern  hemi-

;P{iir:'n;`tshteaE:r:Wit:te¥°`:;iibbaecfot°ert::

[E;eir]eecfttiohnasn:rea::vgr!gehde:n°?hteh:oru¥hhet;:
hemisphere.]       [Buvs   BALLOT,   186o.]

Calm     A quiescent state of the air.
Calm Belt.     Scc Doldrums.
Calm   Centre.      The   vortex   of  a   cyclonic

storm.

:::::u:£atit;.:r(£tT!a:I;:nhiio'i:::;:::tretn:c:ie:,Wcf:1:i
3:`een:]Zcti[:edc:£tt::e::,]S{£unsltnh£&;netrha:

centi§§:;n:t:n:i:-nio¥LL::en:i!:i:dej:r::::t;I:he::o::d:,iii:

;en:tfcli:i::uiegej:it;:::::t-i:all:e:d:!e:rE:ar::::
iuar£:1:cdy:::?nnc!tc£:¥stbee¥£eeLs:hmee:vern£:::i

::nfrcet:on.fofact,?:nat.To:EEf;ieduaaTda:?i:
cyclonic[irE:¥:'E°Rn±;3ysDtsm£.5RT,I88"

Ohinook.    A warm,  dry wind  at  the eastern
base of the Rocky Mountains,  similar to
the F6hn.

8E;r::gt=t¥:.a.£fccccfol:#s,p?.32.2.

i:¥ii;g:i;coafjTih::e':::::I:*o!n.:::Ta:;:i.t;ae:::{|¥:ee;e:.rc°:
observations  are  made  °]i|yR::S: :8d7ag?i

o[£m`;iuo:;]g:t 9i.hme.   science    or    study   of
climate.

Cloud.     Moisture in the air condensed into a
visible   form.       [For  names   of  clouds,

C10u:er-:Bap*:i.:unstu8!erna{np::C{hp::iatit:nas°hfor:

time.
Col.     A  neck  of  low  pressure  between  two

anticyclones.           [ABERCROMBV,1882.]
Comozants.     See St.  Elmo's Fire.
conveotive RegioEL     SCC Tr°E8=f::e±9og.]

cororEo:,inioA,rh::r:i:c:tioonfo;'hn;o';g¥;1?:En::c|r:i:dg;;

of  the  colours  is  the  reverse  of that in
the rainbow.

Corposants.     Slcc st.  Elmo's Fire.
Crepfi°e¥a:heRas%SifsD!nvee:r8£:Eeb::sT:mseeo:

western horizon,  and clouds are gathered
1.ound  its  tlisc.
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Cumulo-Nimbus.       Thunder    cloud.       Sec

cur:i::.ds'#.o%?:pack  cloud.     Scc  Clouds,

°y°i::::ir::d;i::a;i;ie!;gill:£jr§j§;i[!r:;[h:§j:g;¥:!j§

usually   applied   t[°p[tDr3PicGa|o*e,V:!V3};.i
storms.Dayl;§e;i;i§:re;i;;:;t;i;:;:;;;;hi:i:;:g:i;:;:bs;iiiai;:§di:;;

[STRACHEV,1881.]

B:#e8%:;de::;tfoync[:¥einoisture  on  st>1id

:£bojne.Cts Caused through cooling  by radia.

::awt§:;§|ii;:;;:)::s:o±:i:rs:;i:;±ueijasysa:t:n:h:r]::r:;:::I

Diurnal  Inequality  or  Diurnal  Variation.

Din%Lan%tun§=.et°T#hee:*oeu=:do&tY.vat±at±on
between  the maximum and minimum of

DOLd:n|::emeTnfedu5£e|gtohfe:£ii°sur:.earthe

B:%:!i:;:e:z:i;;:riir;::i:i:ji;r;::i;:i:::i:i;::iyt!:y:pl:!r:i:r!

[SyMONS,   1887.]

::::iiioli;:s:a:ni€°;f=:i::::;r;rc::aI;e{:i:sS;;ii;C;:]oiv§e§j:i
volmie of air.

::¥e;;;:a:P:a|o;t°;n;:°roia:sgdcfpfiri§hs::;:er:°:d:::se;:::

#o:£°n::not:::°e:?:thEe:i£;£s:;a:i:;i'#ih:£r:::
these   motions   produce   in   the  statical
conditions.

Elastic  Force  of Vapour.     Pressure  of  the

E]ect¥:£:tvear?°uAinii:teruai=::Pf::r£.easuring
the electrification of the air.

EIf°iEf:facc:g:a:::§°;::a;1LtT::#i::t:he)anr=:::eg::i;%|¥

Etesivg|Tn¥f:in:Toor;:rert`hyewkneddsit:?ri::eEl;e'.

Evai:::i±h°en;£rE:ip;::ee:Sa:£V£::s:rsfrafsasc[:s:

Evaporimeter.     An  instrument  for  me.isur-

Eye i:§ tthheeaE:ourni.°f ivhaep°;::£t::.  or  calm
centre of a tropical revolving storm.

Fdri¥;ehi£::ehit%:ii!gsvTa-:s¥b:{*rl:Se;na:ti¥fr§e[e::;

:n:g:.:;:h:s;b::i:i;I.n:go:B[:iE::bR:inh.g:;Ei,gTe?d:;1.Ej.:
FLve¥5:I:is::¥i:::h:,oF:7e3qu#:yfdesrho:r'°::;:;:1:

Flood.     An  inundation caused by heavy rain-
fall or the overflow of a river.

I'og.     A  cloud   in  contact  with  or  close  to

E:#::0:war:wFjr:d;;,:i,a#::w:]¥€sree3q:us:c:Fad:I:n]g::f;f§::
valleys,   and   elsewhere   in  mountainous

:ii:::iit:ianclet,iT,es,hietsai:riysnisessc::d:E:
from  a  mountaih  ridge,  and  is  warmed

Fck:£CL°±gEtr£{:.n]Fh£:Sb:£::i:taorsinuous

Free#er-;e;n°iie]::I,:ehs;no!:g::e¥t:¥e:|t::eri:ati::'h;C::

R6aumur.
Fulgurites.     Silicious tubes of various  sizes,

7,;tar;£reoduj3t:;nda[f]uys{E3:Lgeh::land:striking

Gale.ot.3;re°rn399Wi:,de:`'itnhhao¥r;.nimumvelocity

G`az;}d:a:i:a°£:::fi§:::t:ii::t;I;i.,I;n:f:]§!`.:::r:pda:ii:a:1

8i::i.ar#%hj±g;ss::€aBs]P:LeLd!gbhyt:£EgLse

Gior;.all °€:i::i;d    rings    seen   round   the

iia,;:¥;:%f€ac?rA°£:§eer[]::ei::.g,)P:°ej,#edh.:i

:::§p::F[a:t:%t::;:a.;i:::crsfo:I:s::;jo#:i;:s:;i,r:3:8£;e7¥§
Greesnee¥:y{vheAn:a:hs:i,8rede;::Sh;B];teear]s!g::

:Ii::rpEeoar::'oi?  a  sunrise  or  sunset  on  a
Gregeaalse,.e.|f ;::i,  f|r.y,; i :gh::let,hyi|a%rt i:

Gr6s:]P:jFrge::hd,.ear5yof:uhmaF,`.er.
Ground  Frost.    This  is  taken   to   I)e  when

i!:og?i::mf:iEstt,o:e:r:T,:#:e::wei:tE::;io::
tenths of a degree].

Haar,       The   name   given-to   a   sea-fog
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;i:::manpt:s:,::a:s:e:!oE:itt:eif:ndri:ieeo:p|a?i,:hno::,
Forth than elsewhere.

Hail.tftn::°Zceonnsr;Sin.ofLaa,:8:n*:]§td°enpeoss:t°sm:i

hoar-frost and ice.
Halo::ua:d:ir:8t;4;FBI:;Cn'sea::f£:Ct°ei:ou#c];gmhios:]`)-,

Har¥:::taonf.fA#c°at.E[ats::i:yare{3ti:a::£dwuesst:

=:a:]i#iic:::d§ot:ii:;;:rfii::;3iiig:i:Pt;sii:;e:?I:r£:df

H±ghaefroteAa;era¥t¥cS;g,omn:St:¥£hnfgAhTper€:sau::

system.
High-Pressure system.    Scc Anticyclone.
IIoar-Frost.     Frozen dew.

Effij:;tn%eps]:¥ar{ne;eLe:i;[[:dg:S;:oe¥L¥;i;LEs]cL§fdv:;I:

South  Pacific.

E¥:i:geatp£:    Ji£:]f-ice:::fa{{nngatr[%£;` goafugteie
amount  of  water  condensed  out  of  the
atmosp`iere   in   the   form  of  raln,   hail,
or sno`v.

Hygrograph.     A self-recording hygromet.er.
Hy8:a:atue:.£d£Snointsht:uaTr:ntfo[rL¥£aBS:;11?.i

Hygrometry.     The   determination    of   the
amount  of  water   present  in  the  air  in

HypsaoLaeptoerr:us 2rTfiermometer  for  measur.

E:o:,iri¥uS::::i:biyaTt!t:::c:o:nr;:iq:u:ee:::t::tga:t
high attitudes.

Index Error.    The  ei.ror  made  in laying  off
the scale of an instrument.

Indian sumn}er.   Fine weather for a few days

|nsoiaabt::i.Se%toe,:rb::d3£:::;nn.Nol.thAmerica.
Inversion   of   Temperature.       A   w.ii.nier

stratum of air above a colder  one.
Inviemo.     The   rainy   season   in    tropical

America.

::=Bcaat;;:P:y:a:::hlu:Ice::1gcaaelts:rfj;g£;:tc£:I:o;Vsh;Cr:

|rideps:°e£:Cecdi.ouds.     The   under-surface   of
cirrus   or   cirro-cumulus   clouds  illumi-
mated ``'ith I.ings or patches  of iridescent
colours.

I8abnormal   I,ines.     Lines   drawn   through

a+:C::mheavd;inffger:::es£::;eaenn°Thae]y:ct€`.,€i
mean  temperatures  and  the   theoretical

[8an¥ke§tna:e=s:eratr:Lrne:sfo:fpir;D;§A]t;Ejar:;:Vu:ri]
latitude.

|sobgm:P:;tfhf:e:S:;cp°r:ss:r:?S[S*:*nug,{e8q6::;

::::i:i:`:au:::::n:i:;e:;:riihh::I:¥:P°§:::s§:;::::ns;:::¥q:::::1
]S°n%PnhosintsL;nfecs]o:a;nne`s?s?S   Showing   equal

[8°P|::£:.rs,  Tshoftshersiri:t[gr  S:t°hue}rd  fo£Fnc,[udoef

Isothi:of,im;inla?;:;li;h:re:§1;g:::;S;ttl?to:::s:i:p,a:r:;:e:d::o:I

:§#):t:tE:I:whilt]ii::]r:Le±r{:::B::n:r:B:::R:Te:h[::n:g::

IS°ti::p:.rat:i:`se.S  °n  rHa%SM:ho°L¥::,g ]%E;::

=hiTo:¥iofi;tr:;'o:dryig:s;:fu%tdFmg.P;:::i::S::

Kflo:nei¥;*%::vS:fa:]ia:i;o;:?:'£:es:esve]::[t:,[bo:
metre).

KLtei:s¥tt!:¥;r:€::oe:¥:;t:;ut§eef:jij:tit:o;§¥:i;i:r¥

::#£ons8phi:e. the   upper   regions   of   the

Lanmas Floods.    A term  used  to  denote a

Landwftr8::I;:daj}c°cui:::zfie::tweekinAugust.
Larry.    A local name for  a  dense sea-fog at

Teignmouth,  Devon.
Lenticular  Cloud.    A  cloud  which assumes

an ovoid or flat spheroid form with sharp

Lest:iud:::.{]r°a:i€:yb',oS:Sftr-obmefr::£ee¥{£8rt£:

east  and  South-east.
Levanter.    Sec solano.

::i:t:r:±t;.T%:o%¥ct:h:o:§e:eadg::j°#e:eo:°::::::::.

::ne:i;°;ngc;i:i;:.:a;;,ij:;htii;:t:§giija:its;a::::[rii:3;ij§

Low,::E:se,£::t::agvac;es:I:bnyFs:::[S:;nw.Sr:sesrj::

system.
Low-I'reBsure system.     .Slcc cyclone.
Lunar Halo.    fcc Halo.
Lunar Rainbow.     ScG Rainbow.

Mackerel sky.     Cirro-cumulus clouds.

#:¥d;:':;:I;:::Sgu;:::§]ig;itjl;:ih;,:+e::aj;;;;i;;:§ie;i[
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mem!io±u?8t.i:eii:i:fi;:roc:r§:1;e],isy*:C;¢ie'h:e:;;ir:c;,ire;r%:
the barometer  tube.

Meteorograph.    An instrument for recording

mete#:ure#:dhfy:i8:;i;:on::o;i;:srehe::ieontf;Eeearp:ir;r::
sphere.

Metre.     39.37 inches (an  inch is.o25 metre).

=:::;c-]oEj;:%%e::O;u:c:m#:]n%::rt;e;:§ir::!1:V:e:i!g{t;:f

i;;i:u::i::S:he;go::§i:::;h`i:Li.ii:H:s;ij;s:I;P,':::::;:;:n:
Millimetre = o.o39 inch,
MITa§gui;:s);;s§;£rag:Pgefair:a:I:iafp#%trcoe:dflttay:;:::

::-:_I-I--:-_--:---:--:---:-__-

mom::£nt:.]anpder££n°€£uC:Lm¥i,n£:dbi]?oW±n]ganf:°t:

sea inwinter.    The south-westorsummer
Monsoon,  and  the North-east  or winter
Monsoon    of   India,    China,    and    the

::;8mh:[°e::£n8  Seasj  are  the  best  known

Nlepi£:Cd°;¥:;t{o£:nfdn:ta[;`::::totfi°orn:?:i::£dns:

#=ch:';rig:;;::ni:Cic:::i:we]£n:;::ic:I,¥:;S':;Plc:c§:2:i}r`

N°rb:ferifexfcDo:y,sC:#f]aivtnfqsds°:terv:itpear%]of

have the same name.
IN°r'-wYneg:e:arf{chTfi%wfi::Ftiiktied:younT:;nms

of the  middle islancl  of New  Zealand.

8Fo¥e,mefir.excAeprtaiionnff;g:.ctivecondition
of oxygen.

Pan§u:r:ei.szb:ie¥og¥i[C:i::::rii#'ri:;:3f:°¥:-r:g:te:h::

River Plate.
Para80lena3.     Mock-moons.
Parhelia,     Mock-suns.
peg-:::rs,gsse:;i,ws:=ne,tihmeessuanssismse:ttiEg

shape of a peg-top owing to refraction.

3:::g]da.tfo£. Peri°hde°pfef]Ve:rg:i%Sj  of rain  into
the soil.

Periodical    Varia,tionB.       The    variations
which  recur   at   regular  `intervals,.  such

Pheni§]:°ij:a::r:a:tiofana};:;:a§::::::o:w:::i!;£:;%da:;;:;e!aen:t:;

[1874.]
Pilot    Balloon.       A    small    free    balloon

p]uje:m±ii#::d::tfi#;:I:cI]:te:re:;:t:;i:e:t::e`],ir:it:,s::odf
5]o:g°E[eot:a..    Shrea[Ea8:`:gfe; cumulus cloud

pone¥£ee.nfiasviue¥t::i;f`evs{tn°d°?:d#kaer8rt:::
ranean.

Pressure  Plate.     A form  of,anemometer for

pre8:g!est#38.thapfi:ers£``roef°afnt:I:owj:fe.rby
`\thich the foi`ce of the wind  is measured.

[DINES,   1892.]
PrognoBtic8.     Premopilory signs of good  or

bad weather.

:=phiin°geotfer£±[::ee:er:.-bE#:tn::sd?ne:i:2u5]6if
thermometei.s.

Pun°]§iu:::I;n:tf§j§;;§si:§oi:u:C:i!:jiy::io:;it];§uj;f;i;ai:d;);:

:=f:kofe;::yvELe:;s?ruur=1:n`twfhoirchmseeaes'`;I.-
ingtheintensityofs°[1paro::£ia±i°,ni856.]

Radia,tion.    The interchange of heat between
bodies which are not  in  contflct.

Rain.     Condensed moisture which falls from

Rain:bhnitc:.:urd§dfgs:::]!:b:a£:£:°i:::Sbh]%di;nn%Be::

::i;ieiT:s::|t`:=jt::h::r:||:ifb::ro;::n;::ic;:ie|e:;:;:s:ss:e;:f
RainatGma°usgpeier£AEri:ipr£`t,a:£e°nnt.formeasuring

l.ainfall.
Rainy  Day  or  Rain  Day.    This  is  defined

i:ot[h:n:£j,t£:Pis:erse,t°ofb:a:ndi%yr:cnorwdt!dc.h
[SYMONS,   1862.]

R6a,umur.     The thermometer scale  formerly

;sn:;iv!§]#in§::£Ce:::o}}?g:::¥s¥;u::h;ia#ii:o:,§gi
point.                                   [P\EAUMUR,1730.]

RedoRfl#.roi`a:nrecaiar8jes:a`nv;:?fruosicgra#:S

deserts.
Registering Balloon.     ScG Ballon sonde.
Relative Humidity.    The ratio or pei.centage
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:i,:?:,::I::I,eT::3::.par,e,sf:r,:Lop:Faa,tu%
of the air.

Rfd8ce6nt]%u:i%ha-r%raesssoufr]eofr;:esbseutr`::entw°

Rime.       Frozen    moisture    on    trees,    etc.,

Roarfi:S:¥n::£::i;8i:',£#e°::er;I;:::.b£:]jvee:I;`;;:
winds " blow.

St.  Elmo's Fire.     A luminous,  electrical  dis-

:|a€iecs:rni`:iirmta°chtihnee,b;ius:Ei:i::hn:;ghet:i

stL§jt;:::;::S;:ui;;:Sitihf¥:!ng:ieii€i::;fe§ii!S::te;i¥

:;,tf£!.Hj:g-:EdF:::nidT,e:.tnhpe:r:i::g:a:,ee:iheee!:
scot;g:]n#ico8'i:rdgre::2i:;:;#e:isgtiu¥:ee;otf°;.heaufie::

:::d:t:oceru;f:r::¥v:e§;:sa::e]::;y§:ct:i::d::ayj:;nc]:Lodnsgby
Second  Order Station.     A station at which

observations  are  made  at  least  twice  a

seoofaya'ryusuoa;]oyioa:e?a.a.:::I?Pa:;r?ssion

:;:?omn::nying   a    largel.    or    I)iimary
Seismograph.     An instrument for  recording

§areeeia:hj|::i£;r:Sfi%iin:;t:::?:;i:Siouodfleds£Ss;£¥:

sllve;:i:E:i:i:ei;;:I;::i:;:::i::E:u;n,os::o:e;:si::1:ij;:a::tf:a;ri:i:

ance.
Sfm°c°i:u.ds%-fgfi'd,S¥nff:i%tfgaghawT:i]:d9bearin8

suro:fo:a#!e;oE,:::#i:nf:t::tyioEnfyt:::;vo!gs:t

sleet:fEfr#:iureofsnowandrain.
Sling  Thermometer.    A  thermometer  tied

weather in spring.
S°ftthpe]a3ieorE]t]hnedi¥n°%::ann.nbfwtereanctti:

Equator and 9° N., and between  Cloney

and   Socotra,   where    the   Monsoon    is
weaker than elsewhere.

Solano.     The East wind in spain.
SolarHalo.     SccHalo.     _
SolarRadiation.    The  term  used  for  heat

which is received  from  the sun.
S°utrha::1.ybrpn¥{8ntgersoufhsffnddeninst:a:gieca:.°!'f

sg:till:;;;;;::i;ii;;n:sij;i;i;-¥=:;;:b::;i;::ti:i:s;o::F:a;:

i;iiee:§e;:;f§tije:in:::;i:i`;|j::;d:::1;:¥a;`:V;:::i]:,:o:f
Stephanome.     An instrument  for measuring

the   angular   size   Of   halos,    foiibAO]¥:i

sto±.°r:e£'`fitoci.ent  commotion  of the  atmo-

S:::§§:§Er¥[:S;£:::rc::oB:*L:rug:a,LBPLoaR;I:,rrgo8

§#::i¥ea:.;e;ta:n::i;d;i;;::;i:;:i:i;g:n::igd:r3::r;a;:°:I
sun.aDt:g°s:Pherfeeo.ck.suns.
Sun]::8suDn%E.{ne-tsd[:¥s°tia`:h;CE]£tnhueteds`.`rat;°n

Sunl:lie:n:'¥tih;jteie:n;:r:e::P;::#i:d:s]t:!rre:ufj:n;i:eE::`:£f

Sunshine Recorder.      An instrument for re-

Spr§;;:i;:gi:i;r::£;;tj:¥;i;u:r:i;:::ri§ji;;s;ii,ii::::.I;;;i:f

spr03p{:;:£o:bu:t#.i§ooffh:ig]P:t::ei;;r±i:Efce::gd¥E:e:r¥

over a considerable area.

Temperature.    The  state  of  a   body   with
regard to heat.

Tension  of  Vapour.    i:cc  Elastic  Foi.ce  of

TeIT¥satpn9auir.Radiation.    The  term  used for
heat which is given out from the Earth.

Thermogram.    The trace marked  on  papei.

Theiyoagrt££#T°gLapt;|f.recording   thermo-
meter.

Thermometer.    An instrument for measurin`q

Thermometer  Screen.      A []E:::e¥Lora5r%7e.I
the temperature.

Ph°g::rn%r::;:t':nngdt£[es:hfi:ro:0:::::rs from
[STEVENSON.]

Thermomatre  Fronde.    .fee  Sling  Thermo-
meter,
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Ther.:E::-!y::nTcg::it:h:em.:;ooi,efai`ife:ci:a!u:srtt:i;

conditions  to  a  mass  of air  in  the  free

Thufigr:SP±ehr:. noise  heard [:fi¥e|.Wt'h:9°d!;I

:-:-:-----:i-_-:----:-_i---

United  States.
Traderwinds.     Constant winds which  blow

:oa¥taar£:5::th¥gaus:t3:t`:reoe¥tLheeLa¥tour::;
of about 3o° N.  and 3o° S.

[HALLEV,   1686.]

::a¥£a§j:;E:¥::a#g£:::::::¥::;i;o:£o;ae;:]t§p:;:;]
Tr°P£:t#sg:efrEeirfyE:¥::stefwR:jiv::era:s];r:e;;:#¥;t:,if;;:8ti

Trough.      The   line    of   lowest    barometer

Tule::Fa:i;:h€S¥¥itfe:t;]hi:us:;:asti:e::I:fi:::::nte:

TITh::ej:n¥£°i[Lt¥d:r:¥a!sa|:h;i;::;:d;:ti|ei¥1Ssty:s:

upb¥g:Ti:u:isnq:e:ti:r:e::f::i:;g,::#ie:`cv;i!

i:J;;c:y:c¥:£:iT!tfsroa:.ethweaTeen¢reb%ft::

V-I)epression.     A low-pressure area between
twocontiguousar[efisB:!::gohMErye,ss|u8r32.I

Vapour   Tension.      S4G   Elastic    Force   of
Vapour.

Vector  Diagram.     A  wind   diagram  ti.aced

\°v:idbgy:tsvieecnt::h¥:icEfrreecpt::;:ntsthe
Veering-Wind.     A  wind  which  changes  in

ve|.:[tet,i:.Tue;ieed:.ti:o:-:seI.:i,;ps:,a:;iYc?h?:t::c:
vendwa{E€iet::Ves[:uftnh:v£:::£::dhs°i:r:hestraits

t°£fo:;b:#::rvn:rrst:]°suob|esse°dmfi:rt:vneas¥;gfy-
winds in New  Granada.

:::i:::t:r¥;E:n;;::§¥L;§£§er;I:;:a;en::e:aartra:1:n::
Vi8ibfjEe!::.re6dnj:sgus;iattcq:::]€ets°s}n:irudTset:tns;

Vortex.    The calm centre ofa cyclonic storm.

::i::-=:--:-I:   ------ =     -               =

Wed;i:.ns.s„ Ridge.                      [FITZRov|
[ABERCROMBV  and  MARRloTT,   1882.]

Whirlwind.     A small local cyclonic whirl in

::i:?ntgfe:£e£:{r:   Very  Stl.ong  upward
White Frost.     Sc'c Hoar Frost.
mat;ohi§£;#:£c:Sh:e€;eeLTssiu¥£::![,roffg,P:VhiE{:

win:;Sahfg. uPs!undt3e¥h;tieoisepn°t°:a:ra£|fits  in  th e

will;nt#jis?,:efm¥Ague:1,;a£;a:pp,iedtoacyc,one

Wind.    Air in motion.

:=§h:;#§e:ttfhien:°:¥:ta;S:i;S;e:r::e::\;p:I;i::depa:c:h:

Zonda.     A wind of the sirocco  type blowing
in the pampa of Argentina.



ROYAL
M E T E 0 R 0 L 0 G I ,C A L

SOCIETY-
-E:--

TI]E   Society   was    founded   for   the   promotion   of   the   Science   of
Meteorology  in  all  its  bra.nches  on  April  3,185o,  under  the   title   of
"The    British    Meteorologica.1    Society."      On   its   incorporation    by

Royal  Charter on  January  27,  I 866,  the name  was  altered  to  " The
Meteorological   Society" ;   and   in    1883,  by  permission   of  Her  late
Majesty    QUEEN    VICTORIA,   it   became   "THE   ROYAL   METEORO-
LOGICAL  SOCIETY."

It  is   now  under   the  distingu,ished   Patronage  of  His   Majesty
KING  GEORGE  V.

Meetings  are held  on  the  third  Wednesday  in  each  month  from
November to June  inclusive-those in  the  evening being  usually (by
permission)   at   the    Institution    of   Civil    Engineers,   Great    George
Street,  and  those in  the  afternoon  in  May  and  JTne  at  the  Society's
Rooms,  7o  Victoria  Street,  Westminster.    These  occasions  afford  an
opportunity    for   social    intercourse    between    those    interested    in
Meteorology,  tea  being  served  after  the  evening  meetings  or  before
the  meetings  in  the  afternoon.

Popular     Lectures     on     meteorologica.I    subjects    by     eminent
authorities   are   arranged   for  on   special   occasions.      Exhibitions   of
new  a.nd  of specia,I  classes of meteorological instruments, as well as of
diagrams,  charts,  and  photographs,  are also  held from  time to  time.

The  Pa.pers  read  at  the  Meetings,  together  with  the  Discussions,
in  which  every  Fellow  is   entitled   to   take  part,  are  printed   in   the
g#cz7Zg7/gr   /c7%7'#cz/,    which    a.1so     conta,ins     Notes,    Correspondence,
Notices   of   Recent   Publications,   and   the   titles   of  such   papers   as
appear  to  be   of   general   interest   bearing  on   Meteorology  in   the
periodicals   which   are   received   in   the   Society's    Library.     It  thus
serves  to  keep  Fellows  residing at  a  distance  from  London   in  touch
with  the  meteorologica.1  work  of the  world.

In   1874  the  Society  commenced  the  organisation  of  a.  series   of
73
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`` Second  Order Stations,"  at which observations  of pressure,  tempei.a-

ture,   humidity,   rainfall,  a,nd  wind   are   made   oa  a  uniform  plan,   so
that  the  results  may  be  strictly  comparable.      In   addition  to  these,
another  class  of  station,  termed  " Clima,tological,"  was   organised  on,

January    I,   I88o,   a.t    which   the   obsei-vations,   although   of   equal
accuracy,   a.re   less   exacting.     These   stations,  which   number  about
I 3o,  are  well  distributed  throughout the country ;   they  a.re  regula.rly
inspected  on  behalf of the  Society, and the results of the observations
are  published  in  the  fl4lczcoro/ogr;ctz/ jiccor4r.

In   1874   a   Conference  on  theobservation of  Periodical Natural
Phenomena  was  organised,  and   a.s   the   1-esult   of  their   deliberations
the   Society    ins`tituted    the   series   of  " Phenological   Observa.tions "
which  have  been   continued   since  that   time,   first  under  the  super-
intendence   of  the  late   Rev.   T.   A.  Preston,  and   since   1888   under
tha.t  of Mr.  E.  Ma.wley.

A  Lightning  Rod  Conference  was  organised  in   1878,  which   in
1882  published  a  valua,ble  Report  embodying  a   code   of  Rules   for
the  erection  of Lightning  Conductors.

The   Society   has   initia.ted    and    ca.rried    out    various    scientific
investigations,   of   wbich   the   following   rna,y   be   mentioned :-(I)
Systematic  Investigations  of the  Thunderstorms  of  I 888  and   1889,
and  the  Classification  of the various  forms of Lightning ;   (2)  Inquiry
into  the  Phenomenon  of the  Helm-Wind   of  Crossfell,  Cumberland ;
(3)  Investigation  into  the  relation  between  Beaufort's  Scale of Wind
Force   a.nd   the   Equivalent   Velocity   in   Miles   per   Hour ;   (4)   The
Investigation  of the  Meteorological  Conditions  of the  Upper  Air  by
means  of Kites  and  small  Balloons.

The   SVMONS   GOLD   MEDAL,   founded   in    I9ol,  in   memory   of
the   la.te   Mr.   G.   J.   Symons,   F.R.S.,   is   awarded   biennially    by   the
Council  for   distinguished   work   done   in   connection   with   Meteoro-
logical  Science.      The  Medal  was presented  to Dr. A. Buchan,  F.R.S.,
in    I9o2  ;   to   Di..  J.  Hann,  of  Vienna,  in    I9o4 ;   to   Lieut.-Gen.  Sir
R.  Strachey,  F.R.S.,  in  I9o6 ;   to  M.  L. Teisserenc  de Bort,  of Paris,
in   I9o8  ;   and  to  Dr.  W.  N.  Shaw,  F.R.S.,  in  I9Io.

The   Society   possesses   a   valuable   Meteorologica.I   Libra,ry   of
about  24,ooo  books   and   pamphlets,  aiid   about   looo    manuscripts,
unequalled  by  any  collection  of works  on  this   science  in   the   world.
Many  of  the  earlier  books   are  very   rare,  and   in   severa.I   cases   the
only  known  copy  in  existence  is  that  in  the  Library.     The  Society
also  possesses  a  unique  Bibliography,  which  contains  the  titles  of  all
books,   pamphlets,   papers   and   articles   bearing   on   Meteorology,, of
which  any  notice  can   be,found.     This   Bibliograpny  is  kept  up  to
da.te,  about  5ooo  entries  being  added  to' it  every year.

In  addition  to  these,  there  is   a  large   and   interesting   collection
of    photographs     and     la.ntern     slides     illustrating     meteorological

phenomena  a.nd  instruments.
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With    the    view    of    advancing    the    genera.1    knowledge    of
Meteorology,   and   promoting   an   intelligent  public  interest  in  the
science,   the    Council   in     I9o5     appointed    Mr.    W.    Marriott   as
their  Lecturer to  act  in  co-operation  with  scientific  societies,  institu-
tions,   and  public  schools.     Lectures  have  been  given   at  many  of
the  leading public  schools  and  local  scientific  institutions   in  various
pa.rts  of  the  country.     Exhibitions,  instruments, photographs,  draw~
ings,  diagrams,   and   charts   illustrating  meteorologica.i  phenomena,
are shown,  under the charge  of a  member  of the  sta.ff,  at  gatherings
of   local   scientific  societies,   or   on   other   occasions  when   they   are
likely to  prove  of interest.

Ca.ndidates    for   the   Fellowship   are    elected   by   ballot,   after
recommendation  by three  Fellows,  one  of  whom   must  certify  from
personal    knowledge.     Ladies    are    eligible    for    the    Fellowship.
Fellows  are  entitled  to  the  designation  F.R.Met.Soc.

Fellows    ha.ve   the`   privilege   of   attending   the   Meetings    and
introducing  visitors ;   they   have  the   free  use  of  the  Library  and
res/f!Ave gratis The  Qunrterly  j-ournal, tfu:he  Meteorological  Record, a:nd
the  other publica,tions  of the  Society.     The   Council  of  the   Society
is  elected  by the  Fellows  annually,  and  reports  to  the  Fellows at the
Annual  General  Meeting.

The  Libra.ry  and  Offices  at  7o  Victoria  Street,  Westminster,  are-
open  da.ily  between  the  hours  of  Io   a„m.   and   5   p.in.,   excepting  on
Saturdays,   when   they   a.re   closed   at   I   p.in.     Fellows   a.re   alwa,ys
welcomed   at   the   Society's   rooms,   and   the   Office  staff  is   always
ready  to  assist  in  supplying  any  meteorological  information  which
is  desired.

Every   Fellow  pa.ys   a,n   annual  subscription   of   €2,    or   a   lifiF
composition  of  £25,  and  in  addition  an  entrance  fee of  €1.     For
Fellows   elected  in  November  and  December  the  payment of  the
first subscription  exempts  them  from  any  contribution  for the  next
succeeding yea.r.

In  addition  to  the  Fellows,  there  is  a  cia.ss  (limited to  twenty) of
Honorary Members, wbich is confined to distinguished Meteorologists
not resident within the  United  Kingdom.



PUBLICATIONS  ,
OF   THE

moBa[  di`eteorological  Societ¥.-q-g;-+--
REPORTS   0F  THE   COUNCIII.       Ist,185I,to   IIth,1861.      Mostly

out  of print.

PROCEEDINGS.      Vol.I.,1861-63,   to   Vol.   V.,186§-71.      Price
£1  :  5S.  each.

QUARTERLY  JOURNAL.      Vol.I.,1872-73,  tovol.  XXXVI.,  I9Io.
Price €1  each.      Quarterly  Nos.,  5s.  each.

THE   METEOROLOGICAL  RECORD.     Monthly Results  of  Obsel.va-
tions  made  at  the  Stations  of  the  Royal  Meteorological
Society, with Remarks on the Weather fop each Quarter.   By
WILLIAM  MARRIOTT,  Assistant-Secretary.      Pri.ce  Is.  6d.  each.

(Commenced  I 881.)

HINTS    T0    METEOROLOGICAL    OBSERVERS.       Instructions   for
t&king   Observations,    and   Tables   for   their   Reduction ;
tog'ethep  with   a   Glossary   of   Meteorological  Terms.     By
WILLIAM   MARRIOTT,  Assistant-Secretary.       Seventh   Edition,
Revised  and  Enla,rged.     With  Illustrations.     Price  Is.  6d.

SOME  FACTS ABOUT THE  WEATHER.     A Popular Meteorological
Handbook.       By    WILLIAM    MARRloTT,   Assistantusecreta.ry..
Second  a.nd  Revised  Edition.      Price  6d.

POCKET  REGISTER  FOR  ORIGINAL  METEOROLOGICAL  0BSERVA-
TI0NS.      Price  Is.  6d.

INSTRUCTIONS    FOR    THE    OBSERVATION    0F    PHENOLOGICAI,
PHENOMENA.     Second  Edition.      Price  6d.

CATALOGUE    OF    THE    LIBRARY    0F    THE    ROYAI,    METEORO-
LOGICAL  SOCIETY.     Complete to september  I89o.    Price  Ios.

(To  Fellows, 5s)
INDEX   T0   THE    PUBLICATIONS    0F   THE    ENGLISH   METEORO-

LOGICAL   SOCIETIES,1839  to  1881.      Price  2s.

INDEX   T0   THE   QUARTERLY   JOURNAL   0F   THE    ROYAL
METEOROLOGICAL    SOCIETY,   Vols.   VIII.   to   XXVI.,    1882-
1900.      Price2s.

The   above   may   be   haul   at  the   Office   of  the   Sooiety,

70   VICTORIA   STREET,   LONDON,   S,W.


